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CONVERSION TO STEREO
A ROLL -FILM DEVELOPING TANK

ONE -VALVE RECEIVER FOR RADIO CONTROL
WHERE IS IT? -A GAME FOR YOUR LOCAL FETE

THE P.M. CABIN CRUISER
ETC., ETC.



FACE THE FACTS . . .

Ask yourself these questions : Could I be

making fuller use of my abilities ? Holding down
a better job ? Earning better money ? If the
answers are ' yes,' then face the position
squarely. And do something about it-before
it's too late !

MAKE YOUR DECISION
Once you are determined to succeed-and
have decided to take action-nothing can

stop you. But you need With the
help of I.C.S. training you can reach the top
faster and stay there longer.

TRAIN WITH I.C.S.
I.C.S. tuition is expert yet simple to follow,
covers hundreds of Courses yet is completely
individual. You work at home, as a ' class of
one,' in your own spare -time. And you set
your own pace. This is the way I.C.S. have
coached many hundreds of thousands to
success. They can do the same for YOU !

The many subjects which I.C.S. teach are listed on
the right. Complete the coupon below and post it
off to us today. In return, we will send you a FREE
BOOK with full details - without obligation.

FILL /N THIS COUPON TODAY

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
(Dept. 169M), Intertext House, Parkgate

Please send me FREE BOOK on

Road, London, S.W.II.

NAME AGE
(Block letters please)

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION
Examination Students are coached until successful

r-----------------i
ADVERTISING & SALESMANSHIP

General Advertising, Copywriting, Radio & T.V. Advertising,
Commercial Travelling, Sales Management, Retail Selling,
EXAMS. Joint Inter., A.A. & I.P.A. Finals, I.S.M.A., U.C.T.A.

ARCHITECTURE & BUILDING
Architectural Design, Clerk of Works.
Bldg. Construction, Bricklaying, Trade Courses,
EXAMS. R.I.B.A. (Inter.), R.I.C.S., I.H.S. Inter., Final & Dip.
in Working -Up, L.I.O.B., Inst. Clk. of Wks.

ART
Art Training (basic), Commercial Illustrating,
Oils & Water -Colours, Figure Drawing, Lettering.

COMMERCIAL TRAINING
Bookeeping, Computer Programming, Costing & Account-
ancy, Office Training, Secretaryship, Shorthand, Type-

writing,
EXAMS, I.C.W.A., C.I.S.. C.C.S., A.C.C.A., Inst. Bkkeepers.

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Highway Engineering, Str,ictural Engineering,
Reinforced Concrete Eng., Town & Country Planning,
EXAMS. I.C.E., I.Struct.E.

DRAUGHTSMANSHIP (State Branch)
Drawing Office Practice, Mechanical Drawing,
Structrl. & Architectrl. Drwing., Maths. & Machine Drawing.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
Basic Electronics, Industrial Electronics & T.V.

FARMING & HORTICULTURE
Arable & Livestock, Pig & Poultry Keeping,
Farm Machinery (Maintenance), Smallholding,
Flower & Vegetable Growing, Complete Gardening,
EXAM. R.H.S. General.

FIRE ENGINEERING
EXAMS. Inst. of Fire Engrs., Fire Service Promotion.
GENERAL EDUCATION

Languages, Good English.
EXAMS. G.C.E. subjects at Ordinary or Advanced Level.

MANAGEMENT
Industrial Management, Business Management,
Office Management, Personnel Management,
Hotel Management, Work Study, Foremanship, Storekeeping.
EXAMS. Brit. Inst. of Mangmt. Inter., Final & Cert. in
Foremanship.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Wide range of subjects incl.:-
Workshop Practice, Diesel Engines, Refrigeration & Welding,
Engineering Maths., Production Engineering.
EXAMS. I.Mech.E., Soc. of Engrs., Cert. in Foremanship,
C. & G. Cert. in Machine Shop Engineering.

MOTOR ENGINEERING
Motor Mechanics, Running & Maintenance,
Road Diesels, Owner Drivers.

PHOTOGRAPHY
The Amateur Photographer. EXAM. P.D.A.

RADIO, T.V. & ELECTRICAL
Radio Engineering, Radio Servicing, T.V. Servicing & Eng.
Practical Radio (with kits), Electricity Supply, Electricians,
EXAMS. Brit.I.R.E., Soc. of Engrs., C. & G. Certs. for Telecom.
Technicians, Radio Amateurs, Radio Servicing (RTEB), Elec.
Engrg. Practice, Electrical Installations.

WRITING FOR PROFIT
Short Story Writing, Free Lance Journalism.

AND MANY OTHER SUBJECTS incl.:
Police Entrance, Industrial Instrumentation, Petroleum
Production, Dressmaking, Textiles.

LEARN -AS -YOU -BUILD PRACTICAL RADIO COURSE.
Build your own 4 -valve T.R.F. and 5 -valve superhet radio receiver
Signal Generator and High -quality Multi -tester.

PERSONAL CALLERS welcome at the I.C.S. Information
Bureau, 73 Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

the worlds largest correspondence sehoodoern-illionStudents
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The Flamemaster*
hand torch

4
FLAMEMASTER is a registered trade name of STONE -CHANCE Ltd.

The Stone -Chance FLAMEMASTER is now distributed only by
Buck and Hickman Ltd.

This famous little tool remains unchanged in design and is invaluable
for all glass working, metal brazing and soldering. It is made and will
continue to be made by Stone -Chance, but your enquiries and orders
should now be addressed to :-

BUCK & HICKMAN LTD.
2 Whitechapel Road , London, E.1
also at Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow, Leeds and Manchester
Stone -Chance Ltd., 28 St. James's Squ are, London, S.W.1

P A D-SAW
This handy multi -purpose pocket tool has two padsaw blades
and a knife -edged cutter, all contained in a transparent amber
plastic handle which is specially shaped to give a comfortable

The COARSE BLADE will cut soft materials such as lead,
aluminium. wood, etc., and the FINE BLADE is for hard
materials - steel. plastics, hardboard, vie.
The KNIFE BLADE has many uses including cutting lino and
carpet.

LINO TRIMMING
Supplied in awful
plastic wallet with
press button flap.
Spare blades are
available, price 3/ -
per set.

SCRIBING

COARSE BLADE
Soft Materials,

e.g.. Lead Pipe.

FINE BLADE
Hard Materials. e.g.. Steel Tube.

DARWINS TOOL DIVISION
.I. STEAD & CO. LTD. MANOR WORKS,

RETAIL

/4144

immmare
DAR WINS T001 DIVISION.sxlln to y

SHEFFIELD, 2

 SIMPLE TO FIX-
NO WOODWORKING ALTERATIONS

 PERMANENT IN POWER-WILL NOT
FATIGUE OR FALL

 SELF -ALIGNING FLOATING MAGNET
 NO WORKING PARTS TO OIL OR SERVICE
 ALUMINIUM CASING & PLATED KEEPER

AVOID RUST

No. 870 For use on kitchen or bathroom cabinets
and cupboard doors Price 3/3 each

No.871 For use on heavier hinged or sliding
doors Price 4/3 each

.....:

Maim&
DOOR CATCH

Made by James Neill & Co. (Sheffield) Ltd
and obtainable from all tool distributors
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Save
Hundreds of working hours in your Drawing Office, Workshop,

Estimating Department, etc., by using

OMARO SLIDE RULES
Here ore a few of our models:-

Model W. I
Price : 7/6d.

(post free)

Side 2: Welding Data

Rightward and Leftward Welding, Vertical Welding
(from one side, one welder and simultaneously
from both sides, two welders). Blowpipe sizes
(in cubic feet Acetylene per hour). Types of joints
recommended, distances between edges. Welding
Rod sizes, Welding Rod consumption in feet and
corresponding weights, for weld -lengths of 10 to
100 feet. Welding Time per foot and Welding
Speed per hour. All values related to various
thicknesses of mild steel.

Model S.S

Price: 6/3d.

(post free)

Principal Screw Threads
(a) British Standard Whitworth (B.S.W.)
(b) British Standard Pipe (B.S. Pipe)
(c) British Standard Fine (B.S.F.)
(d) British Association (B.A.)
Standard Quality (glazed)

Model P.8

Price: 4/3d.

(post free)

Sizes and Weights of Bronze Bushings, from
1" dia. to 9" dia. 3,300 Values, Dimensions, etc.

FREE GIFT with every order of six or more Omaro Technical
Charts or Kosine Slide Rules, we supply free of charge a complimentary
copy of our COCKTAIL SLIDE RULE (usual price 10/6) with 300 selected
recipes. Please apply for your free copy when sending your order for
Technical Charts and Slide Rules.

List of other models on application

KOSINE LIMITED, I BLENHEIM GROVE, PECKHAM, LONDON, S.E.15

MEASURE UP TO ANY JOB

Micrometers
Engineers' Try Squares
Feeler Gauges

Screw Pitch Gauges
Screwdrivers
Combination Sets
Protractors
Engineers Scrapers

Builders Chisels
V Blocks & Clamps

PLEASE WRITE FOR FULLY

ILLUSTRATED FREE

CATALOGUE. PLEASE

MENTION THIS JOURNAL

moon!. !wart (SHEFFIELI» 11D.

Handsworth Road, Sheffield 13.

NEW.

M. W. iI

DO-IT-YOURSELF
TRAINING TECHNIQUE
4240/0,5FLECIRON/CS

oti. ICON while your MP...
SIMPLE...PRACTICAL...FASCM/ATING...

ANNOUNCING-- after many years of highly successful operation
in the U.S.A. and in Europe - the latest system in home
training in electronics is now introduced by an entirely
new British training organisation. AT LAST -- a compre-
hensive and simple way of learning-by practical means-the
basic principles of radio and electroni cs, with a minimum of
theory. YOU LEARN BY BUILDING actual equipment with
the components and parts which we send you. You
advance by simple steps using high quality equipment
and performing a whole series of interesting and instruc-
tive experiments. No mathematics! INSTRUCTION
MANUALS and our teaching staff employ the latest
techniques for showing clearly how radio works in a
practical and interesting manner. You really have fun
whilst learning! And yOU end by possessing a first rate piece
of home equipment with the full knowledge of how it oper-
ates and-very important-how to service and maintain it
afterwards. A full library of magnificent illustrated text
books are included with the Courses. IN FACT for the ' Do -
it -Yourself' enthusiast, the hobbyist, or those wanting help
with their radio career training, or to set up their own full
';,r part-time servicing business-then this new and exciting
instructional system is exactly what is needed and it can all

EXPERIMENTS AT HOMEbe provided at very moderate cost. Easy payments available,
Post the coupon now, for full details, There is no obligation.

BUILD YOUR OWN  RADIO EQUIPMENT
 HI -Fl INSTALLATION
 TEST GEAR

Num : RADIOSTRUCTOR, (Dept. G38).
'10 Russell <'rreet, Reading. Perks.

Please send brochure, without obligation, to:

I Nome -

LOTS OF INSTRUCTIVE

No iffigematks!

Address . I CAPS.
PLEASE

I (809) We do not employ representativesa 6-60

BLOCK

RADIOSTRUCTOR
BRITAIN'S LEADING ELECTRONIC TRAINING ORGANISATION
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The
handy

man
about the

house

There's a versatile tool known by thousands the world
over as their " third hand "-the Mole Self -Grip Wrench.
It locks onto work with positive grip to remain there
until the release lever is touched. Super pliers, hand
vice, clamp, are some of its many uses for Engineers,
Mechanics and especially the Handyman about the house
and garage. Have you a " third hand " ?
IN TWO SIZES, 7" 12/6, 10" 15/- FROM
IRONMONGERS, MOTOR AND MOTOR
CYCLE ACCESSORY DEALERS.

* Ask for a Genuine Mole Wrench and
look for the name on it.

If in difficulty write to
M. MOLE & SON LTD., BIRMINGHAM, 3.

THE

MOLE
TRADE MARK

SELF -GRIP
WRENCH

GAMAGES
Wooden WORK BENCHES
Ideal for the handyman and craftsman. Sturdily
arranged and designed to last a lifetime. Just the
bench you need for those 101 odd jobs. Size: 4ft. 6in.
x lit. 8in. x 211. 71in. high. Similar
to illustration but with 10in. drawer.
If outside our van area, Carr. & Pkg.
6/6 in Gt. Britain.

9916

Strong, compact
CANTILEVER TOOL BOXES

For Craftsmen, Handyman and Do -It -Yourself
Enthusiast. Well designed and strongly made.
Store a large quantity of tools, etc., in a small space.
Ideal for those " emergency - tools, and the trays
will take many of the smaller articles.

164in. x 8in. x 8 fin. 48/6
If outside our van area, Carr. & Pkg. 4/6.

Large size: 20fin. x SM. x 8 in, 59/9

I- TOOL & MOTOR ACCESSORY LIST FREE

Strong TOOL CASES
fin. Parana pine carcass and lid dovetailed with 5mm.
ply top and bottom. Strut hinges, leather handle,
N.P. corner pieces, snap catches, locking clip and
Saw holders. 24 x 12 . 6in.

BARGAIN PRICE 3916
If outside

our van area.
Carr. & Pkg. 3/6

TOOL CHESTS
Stout ply top and bottom, carcass and lid dovetailed
to give first-class finish and strength. Size: 27in. x
10in. x 11 in. deep with metal corners.
Carr. & Pkg. 4/6 in Gt. Britain

Brass Padlock 4/6 extra. 6

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I. HOL 8484

Sf IT FRIEI
Test its value for 7 days

The COMPLETE
Do-it-yourself
ON TWO VOLUMES

You must see this COMPLETE popular guide to
repair, redecoration, renovation and how -to -
make. In two volumes it provides, at instant
call, practically every do-it-yourself activity.
Guaranteed to save you money and put value
on your home! It is sent to you on free
approval for 7 days, so that you can judge its
value! On retaining it you receive, free and
post free, the handy Screwdriver and Electric
Wire Stripper shown below. Send to -day
and examine Newnes PRACTICAL HANDY-
MAN without obligation!

980 Pages - 2 Volumes
1,600 Illustrations

Newnes PRACTICAL HANDYMAN tells you all
about Paper -hanging. Painting. Carpentry.
Plastering. Distempering. Water Systems.
Tiling. Doors, windows, gutters. Trellis
fences, gates, sheds. Paths. Damp walls.
Bricklaying. Concrete work. Dry rot, wet rot,
woodworm. Laying lino and carpet. Glass-
cutting, drilling, frosting. Varnishing. French
polishing. Veneering, graining, marquetry.
"Perspex" work, Re -upholstering. Making
kitchen and built-in furniture. Leaded lights.
Electric defects. Power tools, Metal-riveting,
soldering, beaten copperwork. Car troubles, etc.

Plus Case of
19 How -to -Make Charts

for Table, Bookshelf, Garden Furniture,
Hi-fi Amplifier, Stool, Model Yacht,
Writing Desk, Doll's House, Aquarium,

etc.

Make this attract -
tire wall desk
such a space saver!

Erecting trellis
fence and door-
one of many good
garden aids.

Hall telepl one
desk. Full easy -to -
follow instruction,
are given.

Wren Away
This handy
Screwdriver and
Electric Wire
Stripper

The handiest
double -purpose

tool ever! A sturdy
insulated screwdriver with
electric wire stripper in the
handle. No more wasted
wire or broken finger
nails! Strips flex in a flash!
It's yours FREE with
" Practical Handyman."

POSTCOMPOAI MD START SAV/Ne MONEY

George Newnes Ltd., 15-17 Long Acre, London, W.C.99
Please send me Newnes PRACTICAL HANDYMAN without obligation to purchase. I
will return it in 8 days or send 10/- deposit 8 days after delivery and you will then
send the Free Screwdriver. Thereafter I will send ten monthly payments of 10/ -
paying 110/- in all. Cash price in 8 days 105/,

Mr., Mrs., Miss

Address

Occupation

Your Signature
(Or Parent signs if you are under 21) Loden' Address

Tlek(4)whert eppliesble

HouseOWNER

Householder

Living with Parents

HA2I8
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VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOK

FREE willitil;;;011iji
Have you had your copy of " Engineering Opportunities" ?
The new edition of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "
is now available-without charge-to all who are anxious for
a worthwhile post in Engineering. Frank, informative and
completely up to date, the new " ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES " should be in the hands of every person engaged
in any branch of the Engineering industry, irrespective of age,
experience or training.

We definitely Guarantee
" NO PASS-NO FEE "

This remarkable book gives details of examinations and courses
in every branch of Engineering, Building, etc., outlines the
openings available and the essential requirements to quick
promotion and describes the advantages of our Special Appoint-
ments Department.

WHICH OF THESE IS
YOUR PET SUBJECT

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING

en. Mech. Eng.-Main-
enance - Draughtsman-
hip-Heavy Diesel-Die
Press Tool Work-Weld-

ing - Production Eng. -
ig & Tool Design - Sheet
etal Work-Works Man-

gement - Mining - Re-
rigeration - Metallurgy.
AUTOMOBILE

ENGINEERING
Gen. Automobile Eng.-

aintenance & Repairs-
High Speed Diesel -

arage Management.

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Elec. Eng.-Elemen-
tary & Advanced Elec.
Technology - Installations
-Draughtsmanship-Sup-
ply - Maintenance -
Design.

BUILDING
Gen. Building-Heating &
Ventilation - Architecture
Draughtsmanship - Sur-
veying-Clerk of Works-
Carpentry and Joinery-
Quantities - Valuations.

RADIO &
ELECTRONICS

Gen. Radio Eng.-Radis
Servicing, Maintenance &
Repairs - Telegraphy -
Telephony - Television -
C. & G. Telecommunica-
tions-Electronic Eng.-
Automation-Digital Corn-
putors - Analogue Corn-
putors-Data Processing-
Instrumentation.

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Gen. Civ. Eng. - Sanitary
Eng. - Structural Eng. -
Road Eng. - Reinforced
Concrete - Geology.

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF AERONAUTICAL COURSES AND
COURSES IN FORESTRY, TIMBER TECHNOLOGY, PLASTICS,

G.P.O. ENG., TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY, ETC., ETC.
One of these qualifications would increase your earning power

WHICH ONI!
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Prod.E., B.Sc., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.M.I., L.I.O.B., A.R.I.B.A., A.M.I.H. & V.E.,
M.R.S.H., A.R I.C.S., A.M.I.E.D., CITY & GUILDS, COMMON

PRELIM., GEN. CERT. OF EDUCATION, ETC.

THE BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

410A, COLLEGE HOUSE,

29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,

KENSINGTON, W.8.
Phone : WEStern 9861

WHAT THIS BOOK TELLS YOU

* HOW to get a better paid, more
interesting job.

* HOW to qualify for rapid pro-
motion.

* HOW to put some valuable
letters after your name and
become a " key -man " . .

quickly and easily.

* HOW to benefit from our free
Advisory and Appointments Depts.

* WHERE today's real opportunities
are . . . and HOW you can take
advantage of the chances you
are now missing.

* HOW, irrespective of your age,
education or experience, YOU
can succeed in any branch of
Engineering that appeals to you.

144 PAGES OF EXPERT
CAREER -GUIDANCE

You are bound to benefit from
reading "ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES," and if you are earning
less than £20 a week you should send
for your copy of this enlightening
book now-FREE and without obli-
gation.

I To B.I.E.T. 410A, COLLEGE

HOUSE, 29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,

KENSINGTON, W.B.

Only 211.
stamp is

needed if
posted in an

unsealed envelope.

Please send me FREE and without
obligation, a copy of " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES." I am interested in
(state subject, exam., or career)

NAME

ADDRESS

WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUT THIS PAGE

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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Inland

Abroad
Canad a

--
Editorial and Advertisement Offices

" PRACTICAL MECHANICS "
George Newnes Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

O George Newnes, Ltd., r460

Phone: Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams: Newnes, Rand, London

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
including postage for one year

20s. per annum

- I8s. 6d. per annum

- I8s. 6d. per annum

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and
articles published in " Practical Mechanics " is
specially reserved throughout the countries signa-
tory to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A.
Reproduction or imitations of any of these an,

therefore expressly forbidden
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CONTRIBUTIONS
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a
practical nature suitable for publication in " Prac-
tical Mechanics." Such articles should be written
on one side of the paper only, and should include
the name and address of the sender. Whilst the
Editor does not hold himself responsible for manu-
scripts, every effort will be made to return them if
a stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed. All
correspondence intended for the Editor should be
addressed: The Editor, " Practical Mechanics,"
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

FAIR COMMENT
TUNNEL, BRIDGE OR HOVERCRAFT ?

THE idea of a cross -Channel link in the form of a tunnel was first suggested
to Napoleon by one of his engineers in 1802 and the matter has been
raised occasionally since. Each time, however, it has been dropped for

reasons of military inexpediency or lack of finance. Now the Channel Tunnel
Study Group has completed its investigations and offered the opinion that the
scheme is both financially and technically possible and the tunnel is nearer practical
reality than ever before. Elsewhere in this issue we publish an article on the
probable form that the tunnel will take and a review of some of the difficulties that
the engineers will have to overcome. Apparently only a rail tunnel is considered
practicable, the twin problems of finance and tunnel ventilation preventing a road
tunnel from being seriously considered.

Britain's huge motoring public are going to be extremely disappointed if the
tunnel is for rail traffic only, even if the cost of carrying car and driver by train and
tunnel will be less than by air or ferry. It is this disappointment which will cause
motorist's to ask if a Channel bridge is not a better proposition.

An outline of the Channel bridge scheme is given on page 405 and our artist's
impression makes obvious the advantages an Mt type of highway could offer the
motorist whilst also accommodating the rail traveller, the motorcyclist and cyclist.
The time saved by not having to wait for trains and while cars are loaded and
then unloaded at the other end and the convenience of being able to choose one's
route without having to consider boarding the train at some point, would all make
the bridge scheme very attractive to motorists. It would have to be a toll bridge of
course, and some system of multi -lane ticket offices similar to those in use on the
American turnpikes would be necessary. These could be simply operated and should
not result in much loss of time. The biggest snag to be overcome would be the
British Customs, with its ponderous time consuming procedure. Some method of
simplification to bring it into line with that between countries on the mainland of
Europe would be required.

We are assured that there are no problems on the technical side which could not
be overcome and that a bridge on the lines of the artist's impression on page 405 is
completely practicable. We think however that the addition of a windbreak
along both sides of the bridge would be necessary to protect traffic from the strong
winds which are likely to be encountered in mid -Channel. Whether this would be
possible without making a surface so large that the bridge might be in danger of
being blown over, is a problem for the engineers. The alternative of having to wait
for the wind to drop before crossing the bridge is not attractive.

A bridge would cost more than a tunnel to build and maintain but financial
difficulties of this kind are usually overcome once the advantages are apparent.

A third method of transport to be considered is the revolutionary hovercraft.
This, of course, if it is developed as planned will offer the advantage of speed, but
will still necessitate waiting for the plane's scheduled departure time and waiting
while the car is loaded and unloaded at the other end. Much the same advantages
and disadvantages are at present experienced by travellers on the car ferry air
services already in operation, and although the speed of aircraft can be increased
and time can be saved by vertical take off and landing, the fixed departure times and
the delay while loading cannot very well be avoided. There are too the additional
snags of having to book in advance and the possibility of missing one departure
and having to wait for the next.

A further point to be considered with relation to a cross -Channel link is the
carriage of goods. Here again the cheapest and most direct service is often by road,
which would again indicate a bridge.

In our opinion the Channel bridge is the most attractive proposition, provided
that the various engineering snags and financial difficulties can be overcome.

The July 1960, issue will be published on June 30th. Order it now
1==
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Fig. 9.-The assembled hull.

June, 1960
the stem with two screws and then also put
on a cramp to combat the leverage exerted at
this point as the keelson is pulled down into
place. Be sure to wipe away any surplus glue
which may exude from the joints.

On the centre line of the keelson set out
the width of the keel. From these lines the
keelson must have chamfers planed to run in
with the slope of the bottom futtocks. The
reader may find it helpful to remove most of
these chamfers before the keelson is finally
secured in place so that it may be held in a
vice. But final planing must be done with the
keelson in place.

On each pair of bottom futtocks, each side
of the keelson, a water -way must be cut out.
These ways should be fairly large as small
holes very quickly get stopped up with odd
matter which finds its way to the bottom of
any boat.

Fitting the Chine and Sheer Battens
These four members are made from some

x fin. x sin. spruce which should bend round
into the correct curvature without resort to
steaming. Slots are cut in the frame assem-
blies as shown last month in Fig. r. to take
these battens.

At the stem the batten is sawn to butt
against the stem and is then held in place
with 2iin. X No. to brass or galvanised c'sk.
screws. A little practice is necessary to hold
these battens in approximate place against the
stem and to saw the correct bevel, therefore it
is better not to screw the battens to the frames
until a correct fitting has been established,

The P.M. 2 -Berth Cabin
Cruiser

BEFORE the keelson can be fitted a
housing must be cut to accommodate
it in the lower part of each frame

assembly. The method of determining the
depth of these housings is illustrated in
Fig. TO, which shows how to set out a full-
sized template for marking out the housings.
The template is made to the shaded area and
applied over centre line of frame, adjusting
until point x and y coincide with edges of
frames. Next mark out points A, B, C and D.
Join the points and remove with saw and
chisel.

With frames numbers t, z and 3 the hous-

/3/4"--.1

-V.4"

r - -
71-

L 53/4" 1

Bottom futtock of frame
Fig. ro.-Marking out recess for hog in frames.

Keel

Keelson

Buildino form.

Frame1

Stem.

Part 2. Finishing off the Framework
and cladding with marine plywood

ings have a slope towards the stem, and a fair
amount of fitting will be necessary to get the
keelson to have a proper bearing on the seats
of the housings. A G -cramp at each frame will
help to hold the keelson down in place. It
should be unnecessary to have to steam the
keelson in order to get it to take up the
correct curvature. Keep a watchful eye that
in cramping down, the keelson does not dis-
tort the fixing of the frames or pull up the
building form.

Fitting the Stem
Remove the keelson from its position on the

frames and then proceed to fit the stem
assembly on the building form and resting
against the bottom futtock of the first frame.
A shallow housing in the form will keep the
stem from slipping forward at that point.
Make sure the lower end of the stem is snug
against the frame and make any adjustment
that may be necessary. Finally, screw through
the frame into the end of the stem with two
2jin. X No. to brass
or galvanised screws. Be
sure that the recess cut
on the end of the stem
matches the housing cut
in the frame. Screw
down to the building
form the deck end of the

Filler piece stem. A couple of pieces
of 2in. X tin., one
each side of the stem
and . joined to the form

Cutwater will help to keep the
stem rigid.

When the stem is
secure the keelson may
be lowered again and
glued and screwed into
its final position. Com-
mence by securing at

but to hold the batten in place with cramps.
With the chine battens cramped in place

look along the line of the batten to make sure
that a smooth curvature is obtained. If there
are any irregularities, slight adjustments to
the notches may be necessary. It is very
important to get a smooth curve at this
juncture, even if the notch has to be enlarged
a little up or down the side futtock.

Sheer Battens
The sheer battens are also let into notches

in the side futtocks of the frames. The posi-
tions of these battens can be seen in the frame
plans (Fig. 5, last month) and they should
have already been marked out on the frames.
Here again it is important to get a smooth
line to the batten.

Saw the forward ends of the battens at an
oblique angle to butt against the stem. The
assembly of the hull will now look as in Fig.
9.

Next the bottom and side stringers must

Fig. xi .-The climate,- or false stein. Fig. I2.-Details of the bottom stringer.
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be fitted. The former run parallel with the
keelson from frame i to the transom. The
latter fit against the stem and run through to
the transom (Fig. 53).

When notching in these members at frames
I, 2 and 3 remember to let in the stringers
flush with the rear edges of the frame. Later
the protruding pieces at the bow side will
have to be planed down during the fairing off
procedure.

Close reference to Fig. 9 will show that a
bevel has been worked on the top of the stem
and that the chine batten runs in with this
bevel. The bevel also runs down the entire
length of the stem to the sheer batten although
this has not been completed in the photograph.

The Keel
The keel is a piece of timber din. x fin.

finished size. The keel ends sin. overlapping
the joint of the front member of the stem
assembly as shown in Fig. 1 is, and in Fig. 53.
This keel is continued up the front of the stem
with a false stem or cutwater which is screwed
into position after the plywood panels have
been glued in position and cleaned off flush
with the stem. Thus the front edges of the
panels are protected by the cutwater. A small
filler piece will be needed to join the cutwater
with the keel, shown in Fig. 11.

From frame No. t the keel commences to
taper in towards the stem to a final width of
/}in. When this has been worked the keel
may be cramped into place and screwed down.
Delay glueing and screwing for the time being
as it may be helpful to be able to remove the
keel during the final fairing off of the frames.

Fairing Off
This process may appear to be rather

tedious, but it must be done thoroughly so that
the plywood panels bed down evenly on the
various other members. The first three
frames will require the most work as they
have sharply befelled sides towards the stem.

The side and bottom futtocks must be
planed so that their edges run in smoothly
with the various longitudinal battens. The
bottom edge of the chine battens must be
bevelled to run in with the bottom futtock
edges (Fig. 14).

The stem must be bevelled so that the
front edge is the same as the width of the
forward end of the keel Win.). A slight

Fig. 13.-Details of the keel assembly.
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Topside
panel

Frame 1 -..

1/2 round 1/2 round moulding
moulding. Bottom side panel

Bottom side panel
Fig. 14.-Yoint of plywood skin at chines.

adjustment to the butt joint of the chine and
sheer battens may be necessary to run in with
these bevels.

An iron smoothing plane and a Surfonn or
Stanley file or plane are the ideal tools for this
operation. In fact, this is an almost indis-
pensable tool for the boatbuilder. From time
to time the work must be tested with a lath
which can be laid across the edges being
planed.

Fitting the Panels
There are four bottom -side panels and four

top -side panels and these are cut from sheets
of marine plywood 8ft. x 4ft. The offcuts
left over from these panels are used to make
the seat tops, etc., at a later stage of con-
struction.

It is advisable to commence with the fitting
of one of the forward panels even though
these are the most difficult to fix. Large
sheets of brown paper are glued together to
give enough area to cover one panel. The
outline of the required shape is obtained by
placing the paper over the frames and rubbing
the thumb along the edge of the chine to the
stem, up the forward edge of the bevel on the
stem, and then along the join between the keel
and the keelson to frame 3 and down the edge
of that frame. The shape of the panel may
then be cut out, but leaving an additional
thin. beyond the chine line to allow for the
subsequent fitting of the top -side panel to this
panel.

Note that this bottom side front panel ends
at the third frame and provision must
be made to strengthen this butt joint with the
aft bottom -side panel. To provide extra

bearing for this glued joint,
additional strips of shin. X
tin. timber can be glued and
screwed to the bottom
futtock of the frame. Alter-
natively, a Sin. strip of the
panel plywood can be let in
flush into the keelson, chine
and bottom stringer thus
providing a good bearing
for the butt joint of the
panels when glued and
screwed into position.

First of all cramp the
stern end of the panel into
place at frame 3 using G -
cramps at the keelson and
chine. Bend the panel
down into position and
cramp where possible.

If the builder feels that
undue pressure is needed to
hold the panel down in
place at the stem, the ply-
wood can be made more
pliable by the application of
rags dipped in boiling water
and applied to the outside
surface of the plywood. If
the timber is thus wetted it
must be cramped in place
and allowed to dry until
next day before being glued
in place. When the cramps
are removed, the plywood
will have taken on a per -
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Fig. 15.The finished cutwater.

manent curve to the shape required so that
little force is. then needed to glue into place.

It is important to get a good fit up to the
edge of the keel and a bevel must be planed
along the edge of the plywood for this pur-
pose. A small lap -over at the stem can later
be planed away when the cutwater is fixed.
Keep the lap -over at the chine for the purpose
of making the notched joint to the top -side
panel as in Fig. 53.

When one is satisfied that there is a good
fit, mark with a pencil round on the underside
of the panel the shapes of the frames, the
keelson, the stem, etc., and then remove the
panel for drilling for the securing screws.
The screw holes are drilled with a 89.,in. drill
and are spaced Sin. apart. Between frame I
and the stem and along the stem these holes
should be closed in to I lin. centres. To speed
up this work an electric drill is indispensable.
The holes should also be countersunk so that
the heads of the fin. x No. 6 brass counter-
sunk head screws will be below the surface.
Subsequently, the holes are stopped.

When all is ready for the final application
of the panel, prepare the Aerolite 30o glue,
which, being waterproof, is an ideal adhesive
for all boat building work. Full instructions
for the use of this glue are given with every
pack.

The glue is first of all applied liberally to all
bearing surfaces of the chine, stem, keelson
and frame, etc. The hardener is applied to
the areas within the pencil marked outlines on
the inside of the plywood panel.

Place the panel in position and first of all
hold by one or two screws at widely spaced
intervals to ascertain that it is correctly posi-
tioned. When all is well, -proceed to screw
down all round the panel. When the screwing
is completed wipe away all surplus glue which
may have oozed out of the joints.

The other forward bottom -side panel is
fitted next, but it must not be assumed that it
is exactly the same pattern as the previous
panel and it may be necessary to make a new
paper pattern.

When the first panel has been fitted the
permanent fixing of the keel should no longer
be delayed. It should be liberally glued and
then screwed into place with some tin. x No.
so galvanised steel screws. Note the termina-
tion of the keel in Fig. xt overlapping by rin.
the joint between the two parts of the stem.

After fixing the two bottom -side forward
panels, the fixing of the two aft bottom -side
panels will be a much easier task as there is
little bending of the plywood. Be sure there is
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plenty of glue in the butt joint of the after
panel with the forward panel.

When the glue has dried out on all four
panels the edges of the panels may now be
trimmed up flush with the chine battens and
the frame of the transom. One important
point must be made. From the stem of the
first frame the forward bottom -side panels are
not trimmed flush but are left overhanging as
shown in Fig. 12. Thus the joint between the
top -side panels and the bottom -side panels is
shown in Fig. 14 for the two positions, fore
and aft of frame x.

Securing the Top -side Panels
The next task is the fitting and fixing of the

top -side panels. Commence with the forward
panels. It is possible to dispense with the use
of a paper pattern for this work. Hold the
plywood in place against the side of the boat
with a pair of G -cramps and mark the position
Of the notched joint already mentioned. Saw
out the piece required to make a recess for
the bottom -side panel and bevel this so that
the new edge of the panel will fit snugly
against the bottom -side panel overhang. Aft
of the notched joint allow a small overlap at
the chine for trimming up later. Allow also a
small overlap at the stem and along the sheer
for subsequent cleaning up.

The join between the fore and aft top -side
panels is arranged between frames 3 and 4.
As a seating for this join, filler pieces of wood
rein. x Lin. are let in between the battens
and another piece is screwed on the inside of
the battens to which also the filler pieces are
glued and screwed.

Fig. i6.-The boat ready for turning over.
The Transom Panel

The last part of the skin of the boat is the
fin. plywood transom panel. This panel is cut
to shape approximately and with a liberal
application of glue it is then screwed in
position. The screws to use are rjin. x No.
8 countersunk head brass. Often the transom
is not painted in the same way as the rest of
the hull but is left in natural colour and
varnished. If this is done then the heads of
the screws are not deeply countersunk but
only sufficient to let the heads be pulled :n
flush with the surface of the transom. No
stopping is used. To comply with the best
marine practice be sure that all slots in the
screw heads are all pointing in the same
direction.

The False Stem or Cutwater
From the end of the keel the edges of the

plywood skin are planed down flush with the
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stem. A false stem or cutwater is now fitted
to cover the stem and these edges.

As the cutwater may come in for some hard
knocks when the boat is in use it is helpful to
be able to renew this part without difficulty.
Hence, it is not glued in place, but instead a
sealing layer of Seelastic is used and the cutwater
is screwed in place with some sin. x No. lo
countersunk head galvanised steel screws.
Some holes are drilled with a lin. twist bit to
let the screws into the false stern. These holes
may be stopped afterwards with dowel rod
plugs or other forms of stopping.

Between the lower end of the false stem and
the end of the keel is a small space which has
now to be filled with a small filler piece, which
is worked to the curve of the keelson and to
be a snug fit between the keel and the cut -
water. It is finally glued and screwed in place
with two screws.

It is advisable to leave the filler piece and
the lower end of the cutwater a little full, in
order that they may be worked up to the
final shape when they have been secured in
place with their screws (Fig. 55).

The Rubbing Strips
A rubbing strip (Fig. 16) is fitted along the

chines and is made from some x lin. half -
round moulding. These strips serve a double
purpose because they also serve to seal the
joins of the top -side and bottom -side panels.
A sealer such as Seelastic is applied under the
strips before they are screwed in place. Well
countersink the heads of the screws and fill
the holes.

To seal the forward part of the panel abut-
ments forward of the point where the notch
joint is made in the panels, a shorter strip of
moulding may be applied here and not carried
right aft.

Additional rubbing strips are screwed to the
bottom sides of the cruiser along the line of
the battens between chines and keel (Fig. 16).

Guard rails are also required reaching
from the transom to frame 5, as this part of the
hull is very vulnerable in locks and at moor-
ings. The rail is z6in. in length, 3in. at the
transom and tapering down to xin. at the
other extremity. The rails are screwed well to
the transom and frames 5 and 6.

Last Stages Before Turning Over
The boat is now ready for turning over

(Fig. i6) except for the final finishing off of
all surfaces with various grades of glasspaper.
All screw holes should be stopped with
plastic wood or marine stopping. If the head,
of a screw seems at all near to the surface
take it out and re -countersink the hole.

When the stopping is dry, a final rubbing
down will be needed. The skin is now ready
for the first priming coat of paint. These
priming coats, of which there should be three,
should be pink priming well thinned down
with turps. A light rubbing down should take
place between each coat.

Two undercoats of the appropriate shade
should follow. The surface is then ready for
the final application of top coat enamel. For
this paint work, one is well advised to choose
from the wide range of paints specially made
for marine use. On the other hand good
service has been had from good quality
household paint as used for exterior wood-
work.

Work on the Boat Turned the Right
Way Up
Two persons can now quite easily turn over

the boat after all ties have been broken with
the building form which has, during con-
struction, been pegged to the ground.

The first step now is to support the keel on
a level site and it is quite satisfactory to stand
it on the 3M. x zin. building form which is
still secured to the ground. The boat being
level longitudinally the procedure now is to
support it near the chines at two or three
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frame positions with blocks and wedges so
that it is level traversely.

In order to preserve the interior of the boat
from the effects of damp to which it will
continually be subjected it is necessary to
give the interior two or three coats of clear
Cuprinol. At a later stage this can be painted
over. Be careful to apply the Cuprinol
liberally to the end grain of any timber and
down in cracks and crevices which may be
found.

Transom Knees
Three knees are used to strengthen the

joint between the transom and the keelson
and bottom -side battens. The knees also help
to cut down vibration in the transom when the
motor is running. The knees are cut from
some x fin. mahogany or oak. Be careful of the
direction of the grain and this is shown clearly
in Fig. x 7.

The fit against the bottom members and the
transom must be accurate, and after sawing

r
Note direction of grain.

Fig. 57.-The transom knees.

the angle of the knees to a right angle they can
be tried in place and fitted by planing the
edges with a smoothing plane.

The knees are glued and screwed to the
transom and bottom members with some sin.
x No. s o galvanised steel screws. The screws
will have to be recessed into the knees so that
the threaded part of the screws protrudes
about uin.-uin. These holes can be drilled
out with a uin. twist bit first of all and then
the hole is followed through with a *in.
twist drill.

Whilst doing this work it will be necessary
to get inside the boat and whilst it is possible
to walk on the panels it is likely that unneces-
sary strain may be thrown on the joints if this
is done, it is therefore advisable to keep on
the battens or keel as far as possible.

The Floorboards
The fitting of the floorboards should be the

next task, starting with the floor of the cock-
pit. The flooring is made from sin. x 6in.
floorboards, planed all round. Alternatively,
join. exterior grade plywood could be used.

The floor must rest on three filler pieces of
fin. timber cut and secured as shown in Fig.

These filler pieces are fitted to frames
4, 5 and 6 and a support of fin. x sin. is
screwed across the transom, and will need to
be in several pieces to fit round the knees.

(To be continued)

li
Cockpit floor boards

Filler piece

Fig. t8.-Filler pieces supporting the cockpit
floor.
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To Paris by Rail Soon !

By R. N. Hadden
suggested that the power station which will
supply electricity for the tunnel trains, should
be situated on the English side and should
operate at a voltage and frequency not in use
in France. This would mean that any enemy
wanting to use the tunnel would first of all
have to connect up his own supply at the
French end, and this would give sufficient
time delay to enable it to be flooded.

The Route
So much then for the history and military

considerations. The planned route of the tunnel
is from behind the Shakespeare cliff, which
lies between Folkestone and Dover, to a place
between Calais and Boulogne, called San-
gatte. The overall length of the tunnel would
be about 31 miles. This is somewhat wider
than the Channel, but it includes about four
miles on either side which would be necessary
for the approach tunnels. There are two
reasons for choosing this particular point for
the tunnel, the first is that it is roughly the

Tek NEwN5

CHANNEL
TUNNEL

WORK on the Channel Tunnel will
probably begin this year. When
completed the tunnel will be one of

the engineering wonders of the world com-
parable with the Suez and Panama canals.
Recently a team of engineers and economists
prepared a report on the feasibility of the
scheme. The report was favourable, and
now this has been done, only Government
approval will be required to enable the
scheme to go ahead.

The Tunnel's History
Before describing the details of the tunnel

it is worth taking a quick look at the history
of the scheme. The first practical scheme was
put forward by a Frenchman in x856, and
although many people were enthusiastic, the
British Government of the day were opposed
to the idea. For this reason nothing further
was done.

Since then there have been several other
proposals, not only for tunnels, but also for
bridges, causeways, and combinations of the
two. Actually, the only proposals which have
been at all practical were for tunnels, and so
the other schemes will not be described.

At one stage the tunnel scheme progressed
as far as having two pilot tunnels drilled for a
distance of a mile out from either shore.
Although these pilot tunnels were abandoned
they did at least prove that the scheme is
possible because the leakage of water into
them has been nil.

The reason that all the early proposals were
abandoned was that the War Office was afraid
that if the tunnel was ever captured by an
enemy nothing could prevent invasion. While
this was probably true at the time, it does not
apply now when landings can be made very
easily by airborne troops. Also it has been

Fig. s.-The route of the tunnel.

Fig. 2. -
Section through
Channel showing tunnel.

narrowest point of the
Channel, but the
most important
consideration is that
the geological for-
mations are ideal for
drilling.

The map Fig. a

shows the location of
the tunnel, and Fig. 2
shows a typical sec-
tion along the route.
It had long been
noticed that the geo-
logical formations on
both the French and
English sides of the
Channel were the
same, and so it was
reasonable to suppose
that the same forma-
tions would be found
under the water. In
fact, this has been
confirmed by recent
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survey. Drillings were taken across the Channel
and the cores were examined, the drill holes
being filled up with concrete. It was found,
as had been hoped, that the layer of grey
chalk stretched all the way across.

Grey Chalk Bed
The fact that the grey chalk is continuous

all the way across is very fortunate, because
this is an ideal material to drill a tunnel in.
As has been mentioned earlier two pilot
tunnels were drilled some years ago. These
tunnels were in the grey chalk bed and it has
been found that there was no leakage.
Another big advantage of drilling in grey
chalk is that it is soft, and so blasting will not
be necessary. In fact, it is soft enough to be
drilled continuously by a giant rotating
cutter. Fig. 3 shows how this cutter will
operate.

Although this project is always referred to
as the Channel Tunnel, there will m fact be
four tunnels. Two of these tunnels or tubes
will be the main traffic ways, one will be the
drainage header, and the fourth the pilot

tunnel. The
main tubes will each
carry traffic in one direction,
one North bound, one South bound. Because
of ventilation difficulties only electric trains
will be able to use the tunnel. Cars re-
quiring transport will be carried on special
rail trucks.

The Pilot Tunnel
Although the building of this tunnel would

be a tremendous feat of engineering it would
not require the use of any'techniques which
have not been well tried already. The first
stage of the construction would be the com-
pletion of the pilot tunnel. The accuracy
required in drilling this tunnel can well be
appreciated when it is considered that it will
only be about loft. in diameter, and the two
halves will have to meet fifteen miles from
their starting points. There is no doubt that
the engineers will be relieved when the two
halves do meet.

When the pilot tunnel has been completed
work can be speeded up on the main tunnels
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Fig. 5.-(Right) A
section of the tunnel

at mid channel.

Hydraulically
operated shield

Fig. 3.-Drilling the tunnel and blowing out pulverised chalk.

as drilling can be carried out from intermedi-
ate points as well as the ends. Fig. 4 shows a
cross-section of the tunnel. As can be
appreciated a tremendous amount of spoil
will have to be removed from the tunnel as
drilling proceeds. Two interesting schemes
have been put forward for removing it. In the
first scheme it has been proposed that the
chalk should be ground up as it is produced
and then slurried with water. The chalk -
water slurry would then be pumped directly
upwards through bore holes to the Channel
bed. This proposal is definitely attractive as
no further handling would be necessary at
the tunnel ends. However there is an ele-
ment of risk of flooding the tunnel by drilling
upwards to the Charuiel, The second
proposal for removing the spoil is similar
to the first in that the chalk would be ground

Drainage Tunnel
In addition to the main tunnels and pilot

tunnels a drainage tunnel would have to be
drilled. This drainage tunnel is shown in
Fig. 2. The drainage tunnel would be re-
quired not so much to pump away sea water
leaking in, but to remove the condensation
which would occur on the cold sides of the
tunnel. This tunnel would be 7ft. in diameter
and would slope downwards from the centre
of the Channel. Fig. 5 shows the tunnel in
mid -Channel.

It is not thought that any special method of
ventilation would be necessary as the trains
would produce no fumes, and the fact that
there are two tunnels interconnected would
also help. Also the trains running through
the tunnels would in themselves produce
quite an interchange of air. However, if it was

Fig. 4.-A cross-section of the tunnel.

up to a fine powder. However, in this case,
it would be blown into pipes by air and
so to the end of the tunnel. It is probable
that this latter scheme would be the best.
As most of the tools used at the working
face would be air -driven there would be
plenty available for blowing the spoil down
the pipe.

The Lining
As the drilling of the tunnels proceeded

they would be lined with steel or concrete
sections in much the same way that the
London underground railways are lined. The
space between the lining and the rough wall
of the chalk would be filled with cement
grouting. This would ensure that the tunnel
would be watertight and very strong.

found that some forced ventilation was
desirable then it would be a simple matter to
blow air down the pilot tunnel.

It may be thought that the pilot tunnel
would not be much use once the main tunnels
were constructed, or that it would have been
better to enlarge it to form one of the main
traffic tunnels. However, quite a good case
can be made for retaining the pilot tunnel in
it's original form. The first reason is that it
would greatly facilitate maintenance of the
main tunnels. When it is considered that
trains will run every ten minutes for zo hours
out of every day, it can be seen how important
it will be to get maintenance forces to the
required location with the minimum delay.
Another advantage is that high voltage cables
could be laid to connect the French and
English Grid systems. This scheme has

already been
proposed be-
cause the
time of peak
electricity
demand in
France is
different to
that in Eng-
land. Thus,England
could supply
France at
peak periods
and vice versa. It has also been proposed that
a fuel gas line should be laid from the natural
gas fields in the Sahara to supply the gas boards
in this country. If this comes about the gas
line could also be laid in the pilot tunnel.

Continental Gauge
The trains using this tunnel would probably

be of Continental gauge which is rather
broader than the English one. Also, the
coaches would be of Continental design.
This would mean that the tunnel trains would
be suitable for all of Europe. A new line
would have to be laid .from the tunnel to
London, as the larger trains would not fit the
existing stations in, this country. However,
this would not be a disadvantage as it would
mean that faster train times could be expected
and there would be no delays due to other
services.

How much then would this tunnel cost?
The latest estimates are that about
£109,000,000 would have been spent before
it was completed, and that the income from
tolls would amount to about 413,000,000 per
year. It is suggested that the toll for each
person using the tunnel would be 32s. and for
a car £4. There is no doubt that when the
tunnel is completed traffic across the Channel
will increase, and it may well be that it will
show a bigger profit than that estimated. It
is, therefore, to be hoped that the time when
work starts will not be far distant.
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THE principle on which stereo
operates is that two entirely
separate recordings are made of

each " half " of the sound. The two
recordings are then played back
through two speakers which are
so placed, that they not only have
the ability to re-create sound, but to
recreate the position of sound as
well. This is achieved by making
the two recordings in one groove,
the two sets of oscillations being
carried one on each wall of the V-
shaped groove (see Fig. In the
recording these are cut by two stylus
mounted on oo deg. to each other.

For reproduction one vertical
stylus is used which excites two
sets of electro mechanical gener-
ators (e.g. coils in fields, bimorphs
of crystal or ceramic, etc.) which are
mounted either side of the stylus.

R. N. Sims
Two Channels

When a stereo record is played there are
two distinct channels of sound, each passing
from its own wall of the groove, to its own
half of the pick-up, its own amplifier and
finally its own loudspeaker. Thus for a
conversion what will be needed is a second
" channel " and a new stereo pick-up
cartridge.

The first step in the conversion will be to
change the pick-up cartridge, but first con-
sider the purchase of the new cartridge. If the
original was of the crystal or ceramic type,
then' the replacement must be of the stereo -
crystal or stereo -ceramic type. This is
because the output from bimorphs of crystal

1st. Channel 2nd Channel
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tells you how you can enjoy this
or ceramic is very much greater than that
from magnetic pick-ups which require
amplifiers of a high sensitivity. Acos and
Ronnete make excellent stereo crystal cart-
ridges at quite reasonable prices, and these
are of the " stereo -mono turnover " type,
which have the considerable advantage of
being able to play all the old mono records as
well as the new stereos (Fig. a).

The mounting of the cartridge should not
present much difficulty since the majority are
mounted on universal brackets which will fit
almost any type of pick-up arm; certainly all
Collaro arms, and most Garrards too. If
yours is not of the universal type then care
should be taken to see that the bracket on the

Fig. i (Left).-Crystal stereo pick-up
cartridge shown diagrammatically.
Fig. 3 (Above).-The "Dulci" stereo/monaural

preamplifier for use with crystal pick-ups.

Fig. .2 (Left).-The Acos stereo cartridge.

Fig. 4 (Above).-The balance control.
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new sound
new cartridge will fit your arm or considerable
mounting difficulty might be encountered.

Mounting the Second Lead
When the cartridge has been mounted it

will be noticed that there are four output pins
instead of the usual two. This is, of course, to
carry the extra channel, and it will be neces-
sary to mount a second lead to carry it. When
the pick-up swings across the record the pick-
up lead is swung clear at the pivot by mecha-
nical means, but when a second is inserted a
little difficulty may be met with in clearing
the extra lead. There is no standard method
of clearance, but normally the problem can
be overcome by using a piece of adhesive tape
to fix the second lead to the clearance guide of
the first. Other than this the reader will have
to use his own ingenuity.

There will un-
doubtedly be in-
structions with the
new cartridge, giv-
ing the order in
which the connec-
tions should be
made, but readers
are warned against
soldering directly to
the output pins.
There are special
slide -on clips for
the purpose of mak-
ing contact, and if
the wires are sol-
dered to these then

the risk of damaging the cartridge with a hot
soldering iron is eliminated.

When the cartridge is mounted the pressure
on the stylus will be increased, due to the
greater weight of the stereo cartridge, not to
mention the added weight of the extra lead.
It will therefore be necessary to reduce the
weight exerted by the stylus to between 6 and
8 grams. This is done by sticking Mu -Metal
to the counter -balance of the pick-up arm.

A Second Channel
When the cartridge has been mounted and

adjusted some attention can be turned to the
provision of a second channel. For this an
amplifier of similar power, and a loudspeaker
of the same type as the existing one, will be
necessary. If, however, there is a radio
available with input sockets for pick-ups, then
this may be used as the second channel and a
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Ganged
Volume
Control

Ganged
Balance
Control

Ganged
Filter
Control

Mains Supply
Socket for
Amplifier :4'

Mains Supply
Socket for

Amplifier B'

-41

Mains
Switch

.J IIIIIIIIIII

Mains'
Input

,Socket

Mains Output
Socket for

Gram Motor

Fig. 5.-The stereo control unit.

considerable economy effected thereby.
Gramophones and amplifier systems used
with electronic guitars can also be utilised. If,
however, any of the above systems are used,
the speaker will have to be removed in order
that the lead from the cartridge be kept as
short as possible. This is because of the large
loss in the power of signals from pick-ups
travelling more than a yard or so.

The advantage of buying a new amplifier
unit is two -fold. First the power of the
original can be exactly duplicated, and there-
fore (second) " ganged " controls can be used.
Before discussing " ganged " or
multiple controls. let us consider
the " balance " control. This con-
sists of a pair of reversed ganged
variable resistors, i.e. a pair of vari-
able resistors operated by one insu-
lated spindle. The connections
being so made that when the spind-
le is rotated the resistance of one
will be increasing, whilst that of
the other is decreasing. (See
Fig. 4.) Therefore if each of the
loudspeakers is fed " in series "
with one of the resistors, then the
volume of one may be increased whilst that
of the other is decreased. And this con-
siderably simplifies the job of matching the
volume levels of each channel.

Control Unit
If an amplifier of exactly the same type as

the original is obtained then a control unit
can be made using " ganged " controls, and
this also serves to house the balance control.

Fig. 8A.-
WWhen diaphragms are in unison,
the sound waves add together.

Fig. 6 (Right).-Using a radio
as a second channel with a

record player.

Speaker
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An ordinary pre -amplifier chassis is ideal. The
unit usually consists of a mains on/off switch,
controlling the mains supply to the turntable
and both amplifiers, a balance control, and
" ganged " pairs of variable resistors con-
trolling treble, bass and volume. The first
step will be to remove all controls from both
amplifiers (taking care to note the order of
connections) and to fit a multi point plug to
the amplifiers to take the leads to the control
unit. This is not really necessary, since when
a control unit is used the amplifiers are
usually mounted out of sight inside the
gramophone, but when the space is not
sufficient, as is often the case with portable
grams, then the amplifier and control unit has
to be mounted externally, and then, if only
for the sake of safety, it becomes necessary to

\ 60°90° //
\/

Original amplifier

Radio receiver

Ad

111
Amp if ier 1 Amplifier ff

7.-The
system

shown dia-
grammatically.

Fig.
ideal

Optimum listening
position

Speaker

use a multi lead connecting cable. In Fig.
5 only two leads are shown connected to
each variable resistor, there are, however,
often three, but this is only a minor
detail which is mentioned to avoid
confusion.

Testing
When the equipment is set up a

test will have to be carried out to ascer-
tain whether or not the two channels
are " in phase." For the purpose
of this test it is preferable to use

an ordinary long-playing monaural record,
since stereo records can be deceptive. The
record should be played and a position taken
up as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. At first the
volumes will probably be at different levels
and this should be corrected using the balance
control, or otherwise by altering the volume of

(Concluded on page 386)
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Diaphragms out of phase result in a dead area.
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Agitating knob

Att

Rubber band

216 earthernware
marmalade jar

For the
Photographic

Enthusiast

Filling spout -
made from sheet tin

Lid -also sheet tin

Light trap

Washers

Short length of rubber tube

-Holes to position upper ebonite disc

Washer drilled for peg and fixed to
ebonite disc

Ebonite rod

got rod projects into baseboard

Lower ebonite disc -
tight on rod

Wooden baseboard drilled to take rod

Fig. 1.-A perspective view of
the completed tank cut away to

show construction.

A Rollfilm Developing Tank
for size 120, 127 or 116 film, described by Helios

THIS developing tank can quite easily be
made mostly from scrap materials and
when completed can be used for

processing sizes 120, 127 and 116 rollfilms.
Dimensions given here are those applying to
the writer's tank. They can, if necessary, be
modified to suit the reader's requirements or
materials available.

The Container
The main component, the container, should

be an opaque jar not smaller than 5in. high
inside and 3.3in. dia. inside. The writer used
a 21b. earthenware marmalade jar.

From a piece of hardwood fin. thick cut a
circular disc of such an outside diameter as to
be a tight fit in the bottom of the container. In
the centre of this disc drill a fin. dia. hole.
The hole will form a location for the lower end
of the spool centre pillar.

The disc is now fitted tightly into the
bottom of the container; take care not to crack
the jar when doing this.

Making the Spool
For the manufacture of the spool a piece of

fin. dia. ebonite tube or rod is required
together with two ebonite discs fin. thick and
3fin. dia. For the disc material the writer
used the control panel from an ancient home-
made radio set. If ebonite is not conveniently
obtainable hardwood will do. Lacking a piece
of genuine ebonite rod or tube an old fountain
pen barrel can be made to serve for the centre
pillar.

The lower disc of the spool is cut from the
fin. thick material as shown in Fig. 1. The
centre hole must be a tight fit on the centre
rod, on to which it is pressed leaving fin. of
the rod projecting through.

The upper disc is similar to the lower one
except that the centre hole is a sliding fit on the
rod. Attached to the upper surface of this
disc is a smaller disc about skin. dia. also with
a sliding fit centre hole. Drilled laterally
through the small disc is a fin. hole to take a
peg which will locate the disc on the centre
rod in a position suitable for the width of film
to be processed. The smaller disc is attached
to the larger one by a waterproof adhesive.

The assembled spool can be seen in Fig. 1.
The locating holes in the centre rod are so

spaced that the discs may be adjusted to take
12o, 127 or 116 size films. The reader may, of
course, adapt the spool to take other sizes.

The Lid
If you are fortunate you may be able to

find a metal lid (the type with overlapping
edges is required) which will exactly fit the
container. Otherwise one will have to be
made from sheet metal to the form illustrated.

Drill a fin. dia. hole where shown. Over
this hole is fitted the spout for filling and
emptying and beneath it is fitted a small light
trap. The filler spout is made of sheet metal
and measures 2fin. long X fin. sq. All
joints are soldered and the complete spout is
soldered to the lid.

The light trap can be seen soldered in
position in Fig. 1. It consists of a piece of
sheet metal about I fin. wide, bent over and so
fixed as to cover the hole from the inside while
leaving a space for liquid to flow.

A kin. hole must also be drilled in the exact
centre of the lid which must be given two
coats of black cellulose paint, inside and out.

(Concluded on next page)
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A Morse Practice Circuit
WHEN learning morse it is usual to use

a small interrupter or " buzzer "
operating from a dry battery and

working on the same principles as an electric
bell. This arrangement may be quite suit-
able for the early stages of learning morse,
but is open to the objection that the note
is not a pleasant sound of a single fre-
quency. The sound from a buzzer is harsh
and not clear cut. Fig. t shows an extremely
simple circuit which gives a note of an
adjustable frequency and which can easily
be constructed by an enthusiastic schoolboy.
The only power supplies required are a 9 -
or I8V. grid bias battery and, if a valve
with a 2V. heater is used, an ordinary small
2V. accumulator. If it is used by a youngster
there is therefore no possible chance of him
getting even the slightest shock.

A valve designed to work from a 1.5V. dry
battery is especially convenient, as one cell of
the grid bias battery used to supply the anode
can also be used to supply the heater as shown
in Fig. t. Almost any small general purpose
triode is suitable. Alternatively a small pen-
tode may be used if the screen grid is connec-
ted to the anode and the suppressor grid to
the cathode. The I T4 is a suitable miniature

By J. B. Dance
pentode which has a B7G base and a heater
requiring only oo5A. at 1.4V.

The Layout
Possibly the simplest arrangement-and

one which can be constructed very quickly

Fig. i.-The circuit.

9 volt
Grid
Bias

Battery
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-is the use of a " breadboard " layout in
which the components are screwed to a
piece of wood. The valve can then conveni-
ently be one of the old type of British 4 -pin
valves which were used in pre-war battery
receivers. The 2V. heater supply should be
obtained from a small accumulator.

The transformer may be one of the compo-
nents designed for coupling audio frequency
amplifier stages. A transformer with a ratio
of 3:1 to 5:1 is suitable. If the circuit does
not work at first the connections to either
the primary or the secondary winding of the
transformer should be reversed.

The frequency of the note heard in the
'phones varies with the voltage supplied by
the battery to the anode circuit and also
with the heater voltage. It is easy to find a
tapping on the battery which gives a note of
frequency between 1Kcis and 2Kc/s which is
very suitable for morse. The note is clear and
musical and the morse is very clear cut.

List of Components
Morse Key.

x General purpose triode (almost any kind will
do). (e.g. PMzHL).

Audio transformer (about 3:1 or 5:I).
Valveholder.

x Pair headphones, high resistance.
x Grid bias battery, 9V or 18V.
If a 2V valve is used, one small zV accumulator

will also be required.

A Rollfilm Developing Tank
The filler spout should be painted inside
before attaching to the lid.

The Agitating Device
Means have to be provided for rotating the

spool within the container during processing.
This is achieved by the assembly shown
fitted into the centre of the lid.

The knob was -removed from an old radio
control and the washers should be of fibre or
ebonite 'lin. in dia. The rod should be a
piece of the same diameter material as that
from which the spool centre rod was made.
A hole is drilled through the rod immediately
under the lid and a peg passed through to
secure it in position. The short piece of
rubber hose should
be arranged to pro-
ject just far enough
below the lid so as
to engage with the
top of the spool
centre rod when the
lid is in position.
Turning the knob
will then cause the
spool to rotate in the
solution. Agitation
in the other direc-
tion can be effected
by gently rocking
the container.

A Sin. wide rub-
ber band-cut from
an old car inner
tube - should be
placed around the
container and over-
lapping the edge of
the lid flange. The
completed tank can
be seen in Fig. 2.

Films are inten-
ded to be loaded
into the tank in con-
junction with an
apron. This con-
sists of a length of
cellulose acetate
material of the same
width as the film to

- concluded
be processed. The edges of the apron have
small indentations to keep film and apron
from being completely in contact. Aprons are
not easy to make but may be purchased
cheaply in various sizes.

Before using the tank for the first time fill it
with water to just above the top disc of the
spool, then empty the water into a measuring
glass. Make a note of the quantity-it will be
the amount of solution to be poured in after
the tank is loaded.

As a precaution the tank should be used
only in subdued light. This should make for
no complications since processing is not
usually carried out in broad sunlight.

Fig. 2.--A photograph of the completed tank.

Conversion to Stereo-
(Concluded from page 384)

one of the channels until it is at the same level
as the other. When this is done, to a listener

in the optimum position, the sound
should appear to come from a point directly in
front of him and between the two speakers.
If, however, this is still not the case after
further adjustment, then the system is almost
certainly " out of phase." The phase of a
system will depend upon which order the
electrical signals are fed to the loudspeaker.
Fig. 8A shows that when both diaphragms
move forward at the same time the high
pressure parts of the sound wave produced
add together. But when one moves forward
and the other moves back, then high and low
pressure areas will coincide and cancel each
other out. (See Fig. 8B.) The result is a
" dead " area where there is little or no sound.
To rephase the speakers one of the connec-
tions will have to be reversed. This can be
done at either the " output to speaker "
sockets on the amplifier or at the taps on one
of the speakers. It should be realised that two
reversals will simply serve to re-dephase the
system.

When this test is completed and the
optimum listening position has been decided
upon, the system will be ready to play stereo-
phonic records.

Suggestions
Firstly about the second speaker housing.

The definition of a speaker cabinet is not
" just a box." Speaker enclosures are de-
signed by acoustic experts, and if it is decided
to build an enclosure it is always advisable to
work to a plan, and to use the right enclosure
for the speaker.

Finally a word about mounting levels. A
common mistake made by stereo enthusiasts
is in either mounting the speakers up on a
picture rail, or simply placing them on the
floor. Far better mount them at ear level,
remembering that one is usually sitting, and
not standing, when listening.

The author wishes to acknowledge the
kind assistance of the E.M.I. Company in
compiling this article.
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Where is it ?

is a fascinating money-maker
hich appeals to young and old alike.

It is easy and cheap to make, topical
at all times, and can be used indoors or out
of doors.

As will be seen from the photograph Fig. 1,
it consists of a large map of England and
Wales on which county boundaries are
marked; one hundred and forty towns, un-
named, are represented by steel studs. The
customer pays a small sum and draws a card
on which is written the name of one of the
towns. He is then asked to place the mag-
netic wandering lead on the stud he thinks
occupies the position of that town on the map
If the choice is correct the bulb lights 'up and
the customer may choose any one of many
small prizes exhibited on a table, or may be

Fig. 1.-The game erected and ready for
customers.

given a small money prize. The operator has
his own wandering magnet and a set of steel
studs each of which bears the name of one of
the towns studded on the map ; these are
arranged on the operator's panel in alpha-
betical order. After the customer has placed
his magnet in position the operator puts his
magnet on the town drawn and the circuit is
completed if the customer's choice is correct.

A suitable map is available from " Geo-
graphia " Ltd., 68 Fleet Street, London,
E.C.4. It is black and white and shows only
the coastal outline and the county boundaries,
no names whatever. It costs 3s. 6d., postage
and packing included. Ask for their No. 6
map. It measures 3oin. x 4oin. which, with a
sin. flat -round moulding, brings the overall
size to 32in. x 4zin. The board carrying the
map is sloped slightly and is mounted on legs
which brings the height to just over 6ft. This

Fig. z.-How both sloping sides may be cut
from one board 3ft. 6in. x Sin. x sin.

is well within reach of the average person and
ensures the apparatus being visible from a
distance.

Peg -board has been used to carry the map
but plain hardboard may be substituted if
desired. The latter gives much more scope
for accurately placing the studs but necessitates
drilling 540 holes.

Mounting the Map
Having bought the peg -board or hardboard

the map must be mounted on the face side.
Pockets of air and creases must be avoided at
all costs and the finished job present an
absolutely smooth surface. The adhesive
must be weatherproof. Use a strong but thin
glue, and apply it to the back of the map; not
to the hardboard. With a clean cloth press
down from the centre outwards, raising the
map when necessary to even out any bubbles
:or creases. If it can be left on a flat table under
pressure so much the better. Since a piece
of plain hardboard 4oin. x 32in. will be
required later on for the back, it is a good plan
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By

O. B.
Stones

Fig. 3.-Rear of map board with back removed
to show guide tags bearing names of towns.

to use this to cover the map (smooth side
downwards) and apply as many weights as
possible all over it. When thoroughly dry,
apply two coats of copal varnish but before
doing this paint the seas medium blue; water
colour paint used sparingly is ideal.

The board should now be mounted at the
sides on two pieces of sin. wood 6fin. wide at
the base and tapering to sin. at the top. Fig. 2
shows how these two pieces may be cut from
one board 3ft. 6in. x Bin. x sin. Two cross
struts of sin. x sin., each about 3oin. long,
are screwed at the back of the board hori-
zontally at the top and the bottom. Now paint
the flat -round moulding and the outside of the
side pieces bright red after having applied an
undercoat. Fix the moulding around the
edges of the map, mitring the corners.
Mount the bottom on a r2in. wide length of
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}in. plywood. The overhang is later required
to carry the operator's box and panel, so it is
a good thing to fix it now and thus let it hold
the unit steady.

The studs are steel cheese -headed 2 BA
bolts ,fin. long, with one nut and two washers
to each. Approximately two gross of bolts and
nuts and four gross of washers will be needed.
The magnets are " Eclipse " button magnets
No. 821A and have a height of lin., a dia-
meter of }in. and a central hole U in. dia.
These are fastened to flexible leads of suitable
length with brass bolts and nuts or small
wireless terminals. The light is a miniature
screw -in 4.W. one, mounted in a batten
holder which is fastened to the front of the
map (somewhere between the Isle of Man
and the Isle of Anglesey) and a fixed anchor -
stud placed near it to accommodate the mag-
net when not in use. It will probably be
necessary to reverse the terminals on the
batten holder so that they protrude at the
back of the board; this makes for a neater
wiring job. The operator's lead should be
about 4ft. long.

Selecting Towns
Before studding can be commenced it is

necessary to decide what towns are going to be
used, and this will depend largely on whether
peg -board or hardboard has been used as a
mount for the map. There are plenty of
towns with quite familiar names which the
average person knows, or thinks he knows,
are m certain counties, but which are quite
difficult to position correctly. A list is given
in col. 3 of the towns chosen by the author.

Stud Fixing
To facilitate wiring, the author attached

small cards under each stud with the names
of the towns on them (Fig. 3). This indication
is essential as it is extremely awkward to
follow the studs from the front of the board
to the back with accuracy. If the making of
these small cards is thought tedious, the
whole of the back of the board may be painted
matt white and the town name written above
each stud as it is inserted. If plain hardboard
has been used it will be necessary to drill
holes where studs are to be placed. Put one
washer and a nut loosely on each stud as it is
inserted; this will prevent them falling out
when the board is manoeuvred on the bench.

The next operation is to fix the backleg
stays as these form the sides of the box, of
which the lid is the operator's panel. The
box thus formed, which has no back, is 21n.
deep and runs the full length of the board.
The lid of the box is essentially of peg -board
and is 5in. wide. Figs. 4 and 5 show the leg
stay and front and lid of box. The outside of
this lid-the smooth side of the peg-board-
should be given two coats of matt white
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Map
board

Wiring
guide

Plywood base

Sloping Side

6i.:1Z1'

Leg stay

Olt
Operators

panel

Front of box

Fig. 4.-The leg stay also form side of box and
support for plywood base.

Operatolt panel

Wiring guide

Leg stay
Front of box

Fig. 5.-Part of box and operator's panel. No
studs are shown in the pegboard.

Bette

Stud on
operator's

panel

Lamp

Stud on map Customer's
magnet

Fig. 6.-The electrical circuit.

paint and, when dry, the names of the 140
towns written above the studs in alphabetical
order downwards. Each of the four rows will
have 35 studs. Write the names in Indian ink
and give two coats of copal varnish when dry.
The studs may now be fitted, threading on
one washer and one nut loosely to each stud.
Before commencing the wiring, a sin. x sin.
wood batten is fixed across the back of the
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box as a wiring guide; it is clearly shown in
Figs. 4 and 5. Let it in to the leg stays so that
it is flush with them; it is later used for
anchoring the wires between the map board
and the operator's panel. Note that the
wires run underneath the guide and are thus
totally enclosed when the back is screwed on.

Wiring
Plastic -covered single bell wire (about 26

gauge) is used for connecting the studs on the
map to the appropriate ones on the panel.
About Iso yards will be required, and there
are several ex -Govt. surplus dealers who have
tooft. coils of this wire at zs. 6d. per coil. Cut
the wire only as required, and it is best to
proceed as follows: Bare one end for about
I tin. and twist it into a loop which will just
fall over the stud without gripping it; this can
be done quickly and neatly by using a round
awl as a template. Select the lowest town
on the map and work upwards from left
to right. Say, for example, the lowest town
is Padstow: remove the nut from the Padstow
stud on the map, place the bared loop over the
stud, add one more washer and the nut, and
tighten up. Note here that it is by far the
better plan to tighten up by means of the stud

Chosen Towns in order of Counties;
Cornwall-Newquay, St. Agnes, Padstow, 4

Helston
Devon-Dartmouth, Salcombe. Newton

Abbot, Okehampton 4
Somerset-Dunster. Chard, Keynsham,

Glastonbury 4
Dorset-Portland, Blandford a
Wiltshire-Salisbury, Warminster, Melk-

sham 3
Gloucester-Gloucester Cirencester,

Cheltenham 3
Hampshire-Ringwood, Aldershot, Basing-

stoke, Winchester, Cowes (I.o.W.) 5
Sussex-Eastbourne, Chichester Rye,

Horsham, Arundel 5
Surrey-Sutton, Wolfing, Godalming 3
Kent-Dover, Rochester, Gillingham,

Lydd, Tunbridge Wells 5
Berkshire-Sandhurst, Wantage 2
Oxfordshire-Burford, Banbury 2
Buckingham-Slough, Marlow, Chesham 3
Hertfordshire-Hertford, Stevenage 2
Essex-Epping, Harlow. Saffron Walden,

acton
BedfordCl

4shire-Bedford,

Ampthill 2
Cambridge--Wisbech, Cambridge, Ely 3
Suffolk-Ipswich, Bury St. Edmunds,

Mildenhall, Beccles 4
Norfolk-Norwich, King's Lynn Mun-

desley, Swaffham 4
Huntingdon-Kimbolton
Northants-Northampton Kettering,

Oundle 3
Warwicks-Birmingham, Warwick, Strat-

ford -on -Avon, Rugby 4
Worcester-Kidderminster, Droitwich
Rutland-Oakham
Leicester-Melton Mowbray, Lutterworth,

Loughborough, Market Harboro' 4
Lincolnshire-Lincoln, Grantham, Spald-

ing. Boston, Cleethorpes 5
Nottinghamshire-Retford Mansfield 2
Staffordshire-Stoke-on-Trent, Newcastle-

under-Lyme, Walsall, Wolverhampton
Derbyshire-Matlock, Chesterfield,

Glossop
Salop-Shrewsbury, Market Drayton,

Wellington
Cheshire-Chester, Macclesfield, Crewe
Lancashire-Liverpool, Manchester,

Blackburn, Preston, Oldham
Yorkshire-Hull, Leeds, Bradford, Har-

rogate, York, Filey, Middlesbrough,
Sheffield 8

Co. Durham-Stockton-on-Tees, Bishop
Auckland, Darlington, Jarrow

Westmorland-Appleby, Ambleside
Cumberland-Carlisle, Penrith, Working-

ton 3
Northumberland-Haltwhisde, Hexham,

Alnwick 3
Monmouth-Newport
Flint-Rhyl
Denbigh-Colwyn Bay
Caernarvon-Pwllheli
Merioneth-Barmouth
Carmarthen-Llanelly
Peanbroke-Fishguard, Tenby
Glamorgan-Cardiff, Barry, Swansea,

Aberdare
Cardigan-Cardigan
Radnor-Llandrindod Wells
.-Ing/esey-Holyhead
Isle of Man-Peel

4

3

3

3

5

2

4

140

Fig. 7.-Close up view of underside of operator's panel.
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head at the front of the map, holding the nut
at the back steady with the hand; if the nut it-
self is turned it tends to take the washer with
it and thus carry round the wire. Now open
the lid of the box so that it lies roughly
horizontal and support it in this position with
a block of wood. Run the wire down by the
shortest route to a position on the wiring
guide directly opposite to the Padstow stud
on the operator's panel, run a further length
to the stud itself, and cut after allowing
another 4-5in. Bare the end as before, make
the loop, pass the wire under the wiring guide,
remove the nut, thread on the loop, add a
washer, and tighten up-also by turning the
stud not the nut.

Check Connections
It is a good plan at this stage to complete

the electric circuit so that connections can be
checked now and again as made. The battery
is an " Ever Ready " No. 226 which is 4.f V.
and fitted with two terminals. Fig. 6 is a
theoretical diagram of the circuit from which
it will be seen that the customer's wandering
lead is connected to one side of the lamp
holder and that the other lamp connection
runs direct to the battery. This latter should
be placed in the extreme right of the box.

The other lead, to the operator's magnet, is
threaded through one of the spare holes in the
panel and is knotted on each sit. of the peg-
board so that an accidental pull on the wire
will not strain or break the connection. Do
not be tempted to utilise a transformer; the
introduction of alternating current will destroy
the power of the magnets.

Rewiring Errors
Proceed with the wiring, working up the

map, until all the towns are correctly con-
nected up. You will no doubt find, as the
author did, that a wrong connection now and
again comes to light, a stud on the panel being
already wired up when it should not be. In
these cases trace the leads very carefully to
the towns on the map and re -wire on the
panel, checking up by completing the circuit
and watching if the bulb lights. This fact is
mentioned because as the wiring gets well
under way the multiplicity of criss-crossing
wires is quite difficult to follow and mistakes
are easily made. If, when correcting such a
fault, it is found that the wire is now on the
short side (since it will have to be shifted to
another stud on the panel possibly far from
the original) cut a fresh length of wire and
discard the old; all the wires must be of
sufficient length to allow them to be neatly
bunched at right -angles from the panel studs
to the wiring guide to which they should be
led and, when there are four of them, tied
with thin cotton -covered wire or fine twine.
They should also be tied at the back edge of
the box lid (when open) by threading a length
of wire through the peg -board holes, looping
it around the four stud wires, re -threading
through the same holes, and continuing to
the next and so -on. Fig. 7 shows how these
wires are led neatly along each set of four
studs to the wiring guide; after they leave the
underside of the guide they are, of course, out
of control as regards neatness but this is
unavoidable since the wire is not thick enough
to retain right-angled bends even were they
attempted. Anyway, such precision wiring is
entirely unnecessary.

The Legs
These may now be cut and fixed. They

consist of four pieces each 3ft. 6in. x zin.
X dn. rounded at the top and cut to the
necessary bevel at the bottom so that they
rest firmly on the ground. If they are set at an
angle of 15 deg. as shown in Fig. 8 it will be
found that they spread to approximately aft.
They should be painted a brilliant blue.

Preparing the Cards
A set of cards for the customers to draw
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Operator's
panel

Fig. 8.-The position of the legs which are at
15 deg. to vertical.

from will be required and'jthe author used
plain visiting cards measuring Sin. X I f in.
which are obtainable at any good stationery
shop. They will stand reasonable handling,
are thick enough to resist bending, and are
easy to write on. Use Indian ink for writing
the names of the towns; about fin. letters for
the shorter names will show up boldly,
and the longer names, or those involving two
lines, can be Ain. deep. It is advisable to
make a box to hold these cards and Fig.
illustrates a suitable one. It is made to hang
on the left side of the map by means of a glass -
plate and a short strip of fin. square wood to
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keep it upright. Note that the bottom slopes
away from the front; this is to ensure the
cards do not fall forward and it also makes
for easier removal one at a time.

Operator's Hints
All the cards, face downwards, are placed

in the left-hand partition and, as drawn, go in
the right-hand partition face upwards. This
ensures that all the cards are in turn drawn,
and it also prevents easier -found towns being
replaced by the customer with a view of
locating them next time !

For a similar reason it is advisable to let
the customer place his magnet on what he

Fig. 9.-The card box. Note that the bottom
slopes towards the rear.

thinks is the town he has drawn before the
operator puts his stud on the appropriate
stud on his panel. This will prevent any
misunderstanding such as " the customer
wasn't ready " or " hadn't really decided
where the town was " although he had placed
his magnet in position.

As mentioned previously, a back of hard-
board to cover the wiring should be fitted.
This is screwed on with not more than, say,
four screws each side and three at the top-
none at the bottom since the edge of the back
merely rests on the wiring guide. Quick
access to the wiring might well be necessary
if a disconnection takes place.

The advertising matter or attractive
wording " Where Is It? " " Do You Know
Your England? " or any similar wording is
on hard -board painted matt white, written in
zin. block lettering in bright red, and the
whole given two coats of copal varnish. As
will be seen, the smaller sign is bolted to the
map front, while the larger sign is secured to
the top by means of a tin. X tin. batten.

The National Do -it -Yourself Journal
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A TODDLER'S ROCKING CHAIR
NY child from about one year old to

three or four will enjoy playing with
this chair, which, if built as shown in

the drawings is completely safe. Fig. r shows
the chair in use.

The Rockers
Draw the curve on to a piece of cardboard

first by drawing a long centreline on the
bench, placing the cardboard at right angles to
it at one end. Tie a pencil on one end of a
piece of string and pin the other end on the
centre -line. Using this as a pivot point draw'
the curve on the cardboard. Cut out the
outline of the curve and then using this as a
template transfer it to the two pieces of
eft. Sin. x 3M. x tin. ramin from which the
rockers are to be cut. Cut the pieces
roughly to shape with a saw, then clamp
them together in the vice and finish
shaping them with a spokeshave or a
small plane. Cut an inch off each end,
trim with a rasp and sandpaper so that
the complete length is aft. rin.

Mark out the position of the notches
for the legs, but do not cut them yet.

Fig. 1.- The chair
in use.

Cut out the legs a little
longer than the 6iin. re-
quired, squaring off one end of each.
Offer these squared up ends to the
notches marked out in the rockers and if
necessary modify these to ensure a tight joint.
Next cut out the notches, using a saw and
chisel.

Glue the legs into position. Casco was
found satisfactory in the prototype. When
these have set, clamp the two rockers together
and saw the tops of the legs 4iin. above the
top of the rockers and parallel to it.

Fig. 2.-Dimensional
details of the chair.

1ix34.

16
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The Seat

Cut this from lin.
thick hardwood T T in. x
Round off the front end with the
plane and roughly smooth all the edges.

Cut the two spacing bars from fin. x
wood, each being 8iin. long. Use these to
mark out the recesses into which the ends fit
in the rockers. These are positioned as shown

in Fig. 2.
The two rockers, their spacing bars and the

seat can all be screwed together dry, dis-
mantled again, sandpapered smooth, then
finally glued into position and the screws
replaced.

The Backrest
The rectangular frame can be made first

and lin. square wood is used for this. Mortise
and tenon joints are used and when all fits

together satisfac-
torily, clean up
with sandpaper
and glue together.

The completed
oin. x 8in. frame

is glued and
screwed into posi-
tion along the back
edge of the seat.
Support is pro-
vided by pieces
of 'lin. x sin.
wood. These
are cut oversize,
roughly positioned
and the surplus
cut off. They are
glued and screwed
in place.

Cutting List
Rockers: 2 pieces ramin aft. Sin. x 3M. X
Legs: 4 pieces deal yin. x sin. x rein.
Handle: r piece deal 16in. x fin. x stin.
Handle support: u piece deal 6in. x sin. x 'lin.
Spacing bars: 2 pieces deal 8fin. x sin. x sith.
Seat frame: 2 pieces deal loin. x lin. x
Seat frame: 2 pieces deal 8 in. x tin. x fin.
Seat supports: 2 pieces deal rain. x sin. x limn.
Seat supports: u piece dowel 6in. long x sin. dia.
Seat: I piece hardwood ruin. x ofin. x

Also required are screws, glue, sandpaper, paint,
etc.

The Handle
A i6in. length of kin. x rfin. wood is butt

jointed on to the front spacing bar and glued
and screwed into place. Support is provided
by a 6in. length of the same material, with one
end cut at an angle to suit, glued and screwed
under the seat.

A tin. hole is drilled Tin. from the top of
the r 6in. length and a 6in. length of kin.
wood dowel glued in to form handgrips.

This completes construction and it only

Make it for Your
Child

By C. J. Jay

Fig. 3.-Two views of the completed chair.

remains to sandpaper smooth, apply primer
and one coat of undercoat and top coat in
some bright colour. Fig. 3 shows two views of
the finished chair.

As shown, the rocker is completely safe and
almost impossible to turn over. A greater
amount of " rock " could be provided by
giving the rockers a deeper curve, but the
safety factor would be proportionately
lowered.
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PLANETS and UNIVERSAL LIFE

Part 2 Universal Life
IN our quest for sentient life from that

found, on Earth, it is probable that we
may have to probe well beyond the Solar

System-although there is a chance of finding
reasoning beings on Mars and on one or more
large satellites of the major planets.

Last month we established that there must
be innumerable planetary systems throughout
our Milky Way Galaxy and its millions of
galactic neighbours. In this discussion we
shall consider sentient life forms as they have
emerged or will emerge on planetary families
of stars far removed in distance but not
quality from our star, the Sun.

Unrealistic Speculations
Much has been said in recent years which

suggests that sensible beings on other planets
will be vastly different from Earthlings.
Multi -eyed, multi -limbed monsters each
weighing many tons; meditative vegetables
with a penchant for the calculus; microscopic
organisms capable of reasoning, planning and
acting on a macroscopic scale; and creatures
so basically different from humans in a
physical sense that they are impervious to
extremes of temperature. These and hun-
dreds of similar ideas are but the outcome of
illogical speculation. A moderate knowledge
of organic chemistry and biology quickly
dispels such hypotheses as near impossibilities.

It is indeed surprising that certain views
expressed at a recent space conference in
Nice tended to lend credence to the probable
existence of such extremely alien beings.
Reasoning creatures as large as elephants and
others possessing both animal and vegetable
characteristics were postulated.

Little attention is shown towards the fact
that whilst in the lowest forms of animal and
plant life there can be a transference or inter-
change of physical traits-in the higher
manifestations of animal life the possibility of
a similar transference verges on the absurd.

Exobiology
This relatively new science, exobiology, is a

branch of astronautical study which deals
with the physical and physio-mental aspects
of reasoning beings on planets other than the
Earth. Such a science must perforce have a
fundamental similarity to terrestrial biology
as will now be indicated.

The Basis of Life
Wherever the carbon element is found in

abundance we find the first imperative
requisite for the manifestation of life. It is
not our present concern to understand why
carbon is unique compared with the other
elements. The fact remains that no other

element is comparable with carbon in its
capacity to form the complex molecules
which in turn aggregate to form organic
structures-the very matrices in which
sensitive and reasoning life resides.

The green plants on which all animal
forms ultimately depend for their sustenance,
in their turn rely on the Sun's radiation to
provide them with energy. By the process of
photosynthesis plants build up carbohydrates
from the carbon dioxide which they absorb.
In this process oxygen is released.

In the case of nearly all living creatures,
their varied activities demand a constant
supply of energy which is realised by the
oxidisation of carbon. This combustive process
naturally requires the presence of oxygen.
This element therefore constitutes the second
imperative require-
ment for animal and
reasoning life forms.

The third major
essential for the mani-
festation of sensitive
life is that of water,
present either in
liquid form or as
water vapour. Over
75 per cent. of the
human body is con-
stituted of water in
solution, or combined
with tissue colloids
were it exists in the
bound state. The vi-
tal part played by
water in the structure
and functioning of the
body cannot be over-
estimated.

The presence of
other elements in var-
ious combinations is
important for the full
manifestation of high-
er forms of life, but if
carbon or carbon di-
oxide, free oxygen
and water are present ;
the prospects for such
manifestations are
bright.

Uniformity of
Creation

As the emergence
of animal and sentient
life is primarily gov-
erned by the condi-
tions outlined, life
forms elsewhere in

By William Ellwood

the Universe cannot to any great extent
differ chemically from the varieties existing
on Earth. They will be subject to similar
survival ranges of heat and cold and their
modes of nutrition must bear comparison to
those we are aware of.

The conditions for life manifestation on
Earth must be repeated a thousand million -
fold throughout the Universe, for the distri-
bution of elements is remarkably unbiased.
No element is found in the Sun which is not
found in the Solar planets-and conversely so.
More important still: no element has yet
been found in the Sun which is absent in its
innumerable starry neighbours-and again,
conversely so!

This strongly infers that stellar evolution
anywhere (with planets as inevitable side -
products) must occur in similar sequence.
Stars and their planets emerge and ultimately
die, but for a glorious cosmic moment sentient

Star cloud in the region of Sagittarius. Photographed
on the 48in. Schmidt telescope.
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life bursts forth and gazes wonderingly on its
environment.

For animals and sentient beings to survive
they must obtain organic matter to feed the
body and provide fuel for energy release.
Their search of this organic food substance is
possible only if they are capable of moving
from place to place. Very low forms of
animal life and virtually all forms of plant life
are capable of garnering their food from their
immediate surroundings-their demands are
few and their development is correspondingly
limited. Wizen we discover sentient life on other
planets, it will be in the form of motile beings.

Bilateral Symmetry
It is logical and expedient for motile

creatures to evolve along symmetrical lines.
Simply put, bilateral symmetry of a living
body means that its right side is virtually a
mirror of its left side. To achieve smooth and
direct progress the motivating limbs must be
of the same length and equally positioned
relative to the centre line of the body. It is
therefore to be anticipated that sentient beings
on other worlds will have balanced forms similar
to ourselves.

The Erect Posture
The erect posture of the body adopted by

sensitive and sentient forms is an instinctive
acknowledgement of the laws of perspective.
As the eye -level is raised, these forms become
aware of an increased horizon both in width
and depth. The erect posture may also be
associated with increased mental activity due
to fear, hunger or sheer curiosity, viz., the
rearing of a frightened horse, the attacking
attitude of the snake, the preparatory rearing
of the bear, the begging dog, and the per-
manent semi -erectness of high mammals like
the chimpanzee and gorilla which stems from
a widening awareness and curiosity. The
permanent fully erect posture of sentient
beings such as ourselves is easily understood,
for we find that by using our bodily length to
gain the maximum height, we thereby gain a
greater knowledge and therefore greater con-
trol of our environment. This must apply to
reasoning beings anywhere in the Universe.
They will literally proceed in an upright
manner.

From these three essential characteristics
mobility, bilateral symmetry and erectness-
of intelligent life forms we can expect to fmd a
basic likeness existing between ourselves and
our counterparts on other planets.

They will also possess similar senses to our
own for they will, like us, live within a
planetary atmosphere. Light from their
parent star will be diffused within it, and
sound will be transmitted by it; thus en-
couraging the development of sight and hear-
ing organs. Similar promptings will bring
forth the other bodily senses we know of.

Detail Differences
There will of course be numerous differ-

ences in physical detail between ourselves and
beings on other planets. They may have
larger or smaller eyes, different teeth, more or
fewer fingers, webbed or toeless feet, unsur-
rounded smelling and hearing apertures,
completely hairless bodies, different skin
tissue and pigmentation . . . and so on ad
infinitum.

Stature
The greatest physical difference which we

can expect with considerable certainty is that
of height.

Professor H. Massey has been quoted as
saying that the size of other planetary beings
can be estimated once we know the size of the
relevant planet. This estimate is based on the
gravitational attraction of the planet. Oh a
large planet the beings would be small, but on
a smaller planet than Earth they could be
considerably taller than us.
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This opinion is acceptable, but it must be
qualified by a consideration of the density of
the planet. A planet of high density could
restrict the average height of its inhabitants
just as surely as could a planet of much
greater mass but lower density. This is
obvious when we remember that gravity
varies according to the inverse square-the
further the surface of a planet is from its
centre of gravity, the less will be the force of
gravity acting at that surface. A local example
of the variation of g is that existing between
polar and equatorial positions on the Earth.
(Equatorial dia: 7926.5o miles. Polar dia.:
790002 miles.) This results in the weight of
an object being slightly more at the poles than
it would be on the equator.

Considering the range of planets which may
evolve atmospheres amicable to life (for
atmospheric content is governed to a large
extent by planetary mass), it may reasonably
be assumed that extra -terrestrial beings will
vary between eft. and izft. in height. A cor-
responding variation in weight may be
expected.

Mentality of Planetary Beings
The foregoing analysis encourages us to

believe that our brothers throughout the
Universe will in physical form strongly
resemble ourselves. On the other hand there
can be immense differences in mental evolu-
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tion. The purposive drive which is inherent
in the mental arrangement of highly developed
beings, seeks to dominate and transcend its
physical surroundings. This mental striving
could readily lead the beings of other planets
along lanes of scientific discovery which we
have utterly neglected or missed entirely.

The harnessing of cosmic, gravitational and
stellar energy may well be commonplace on
other planets, much in the same manner as we
use electrical and atomic energy on Earth.
Some peoples of the Universe it may be
contemplated, have for aeons past achieved
space flight and now roam the Milky Way
Galaxy as casual and unafraid as we venture
over the seas and through our native
atmosphere.

If in time alone, a planet is far more mature
than the Earth, we may expect a correspond-
ing maturity in mental outlook relevant to its
inhabitants. We may visualise and hope that
such conditions of tolerance and consideration
may prevail in the future on our own planet.
In the acceptance of a Creator and in the
various branches of medical science we can
confidently expect a bond to exist between
ourselves and our Universal friends; for the
Creator is essential to the Great Plan of
existence, and the welfare of human bodies
which we can be certain are of similar
construction throughout the Universe, will be
maintained by comparably similar means.

.577.,ENCE

Mechanical Luggage Loading
AUNIQUE feature of the new P. & 0.

liner Canberra launched recently, is its
built-in luggage handling equipment. Not
only does this avoid the nuisance of waiting
while luggage is unloaded before going ashore,
but unsightly derricks are avoided. A model
of this equipment was on view at the recent
" Mechanical Handling Exhibition."

New Coal Cutter
THE fearsome device shown in the photo-

graph below is not a Medieval torture
instrument but is the latest improvement in
coal cutting machinery. The fabricated drum

Robinson shearer drum.

is designed to replace the standard cutting
drum of the Anderton Shearer Loader. The
drum consists of a number of pockets on the
periphery of which pick boxes are mounted.
Two rows of pick boxes are provided at the
face side of the drum to give a close pick
sequence on the four inches nearest to the
coalface. The rest of the drum has a special
semi -helical pick lacing and the drum is cut
away between these helical rows of picks to
form pockets; these pockets allow large coal
to pass freely round the drum and also pre-
vent recirculation.

Flame cutting Stone
AFIRM in America has harnessed a jet

flame to a small manual torch and this
handy tool, using a flame only 4in. long, it is
thought, will in time replace many of the time
honoured chipping methods of stone masons.
The harder stones, such as sandstone, granite,
quartzite, syenite and taconite are cut best by
this new process and jobs formerly considered
either impossible or uneconomical can now be
carried out.

Drilling for Oil in the North Sea
SEISMIC exploration is being carried out

on the deeper strata under the North
Sea off the coast of Holland to establish sites
on which three drillings will be made. Drilling
will be carried out from the £5oo,000 mobile
underwater oil -drilling platform " Triton "
recently completed on the Tyne. The ri5ft.
X 8oft. platform will be equipped with

modern direct -current diesel-electric drilling
rig and a helicopter landing deck.

Aid to Precision Machining
THE Plus -Gas Co. Ltd., of Hay Hill,

London, W.' are producing a fluid, the
main constituent of which is a high grade oil
of exceptionally low surface tension. This
allows it to penetrate intergranular crevices
in the surfaces of metals being machined and
also to establish a permanent film of fluid
between tool and workpiece throughout the
operation. A clean cutting action is thus
assured while build up on the edge of the
cutting tool is greatly reduced. A film of oil
remains on the finished workpiece protecting
it from rust. The fluid is non-acid and non-
corrosive.



Estimating Projector Distance
The first essential is to position

the screen where it will be norm-
ally used and at the desired
height, then set up the projector
at the correct height with the
base parallel to the floor so that
the picture is central on the
screen. Make a note of the width
of the projected picture. Now
move the projector 3ft. nearer the
screen and measure the new
width of picture. The difference /
in picture width per yard of
projection distance can now be
used to determine the projection
distance to give a picture the full
width of the screen. Also make
a note of the height from floor to
centre of projection lens.

From the centre of the screen
width make a mark Y on the wall
for the position of the projection port and
then fix the position by marking the height
from floor to centre of lens H. " 0 " in Fig.
denotes the position. Complete the marking
out on the wall as shown in Fig. 2a.

Construction
Start by removing plaster at the centre of

the square until a vertical and horizontal

77-1,42:,!,4
' ,

Fig. 7.-The screen side of the port.
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A PROJECTION PORT

S the photographs and diagrams show a
method is described here for mounting
a projector outside the room used as a

theatre, thereby obtaining several advantages.
A greater projection distance is possible,
giving a bigger picture; projector noise is not
heard by the audience; lights can be on in the
projection room, which is a great advantage
when operating a tape recorder synchronised
with the projector ; finally control over the
audience lighting is facilitated.

Plaster
when

approx

it fixing screwsHoe for

Brick

-JO

Plaster

6"

3"

5/8" Timber

1011;
approx

Pattern
glass

Lamp
holder

Plain
glass

Picture frame
moulding

3'16PlYwood
facing

(a)

(b)

(c)
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When Not in Use it
Becomes a Wall Light.

By Thos. Brown

joint is found in the brickwork (b). Using the
centre lines of the brick joints, re -mark the
9in. x gin. square in the nearest possible
position to the original marking out. Remove
plaster to expose brickwork as shown in Fig.
ac. Bricks A and B can be knocked out (from
other side of the wall) when the bond has been
chipped out. Bricks C and D should then be
cut with a coarse hacksaw blade. Although
time consuming, this method gives the best
result and is quite successful. The resulting
opening will be approximately toiin. square.

Wall Port Lining
It is now necessary to make a wooden box

to fit the opening with a depth to suit the wall
thickness (approx. 51in.) as shown in Fig. 3.
A wall mounting lampholder should be fitted

(Concluded on page 402)

J hole
16 for switch

2S

'`3 834.
over spring

clips

3".(4rad
117/

346 plywood facing

T
10:2sq

patterned
glass

Front frame

O
Fig. t. Positioning the projection port and

screen.
Fig. 2.-(a) marking out the wall; (b) removing

plaster; (c) exposed brickwork.
Fig. 3.-Wall port lining.

Fig. 4.-Section through wall port.
Fig. 5.-The plywood facing on the projector

side.
Fig. 6.-The front frame to carry the patterned

glass.

Fig. 8.-The projector side of the port with
patterned glass in place. Fig. 9.-The projector side complete with stand.
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Widen your box camera's scope
by adding a

MANY amateur photographers possess
an ancient box camera, similar in
pattern to the old No. 2 Brownie,

which they are loth to part with for one reason
or another, not the least being the opinion held
by many users that the lenses fitted to the
" black boxes " are superior to their modern
counterparts.

The great disadvantage of the old-fashioned
models, however, is the very small and in-
distinct type of reflecting finder which
necessitates the holding of the hand around

Sight hole

Frame same. size
as negative

Field of vision

Fig. 1.-Principle of
wire frame view

finder.

Fig. 2.-Dimensions of the wire frame related to
thelcamera.

Fig. 3.-Details of the base.

Wire Frame
Finder

described here by " Helios "

thelviewing*Findow and which cannot be used
to observe the expression on the face of a subject
-a serious disadvantage usually resulting in
rapid upward and downward movements of
the photographer's head as he endeavours to
watch both sitter and finder at the same time.

It is quite a simple job to fit up on such
cameras a wire frame eye level finder which
will greatly increase the scope of the instru-
ment.

The Principle
The principle of all wire frame finders is as

follows. If we erect exactly over the lens a
frame of the same size as the negative pro-
duced by the camera, and erect over the film
position a sight hole perpendicular to the
centre point of the framework, then the view
(observed through the sight hole) enclosed by
the frame will correspond to the picture
projected by the lens. This is illustrated in
Fig. 1. It will be seen from this diagram and
Fig. 2 that if the wire frame is placed further
back, it can be made smaller but will have to
be raised above the level of the camera side
otherwise the view will be obstructed. The
centre of the sight hole must always be at a
distance from the side of the camera equal to
half the width of the negative. A smaller
frame has certain advantages of relative
inconspicuousness and lack of bulk but is
more liable to errors in use. It is always
advisable when fitting direct viewfinders (or
any other type for that matter) to check the
result by fixing a piece of ground glass in
the film position temporarily and comparing
the view projected thereon with that seen
through the finder.

Bearing in mind the relative dimensions and
fitting requirements given in principle above, a
wire frame finder can be constructed in this
manner. The actual dimensions of the parts
will have to be worked out for the particular
camera for which the device is required.

Rubber
bands

Alernative method of
fixing by lugs and
rubber bands

Two 6 BA screws
securing finder
to camera

)"-Lugs
Fig. 4.-The assembled finder.

The Base
The base (Fig. 3) is made of sheet iron

rather heavier in gauge than that used for
ordinary " tins." The dimension between
centres of the 7/64in. dia. holes should be
equal to the focal length of the camera lens in
one direction and
equal to picture
height in the other.
The base can be cut
out from a sheet of
metal with tinsnips.
Bending up the four
lugs gives the shape
shown in Figs. 3 and

The viewing frame
(Fig. 4) is made from
a piece of *in. thick
iron wire, bent and
fixed to the base as shown inset. Two 6
BA screws and nuts, with locknuts, are
used for fixing so that the frame is not com-
pletely rigid but can be folded flat to the base
when not in use.

The sighting piece (Fig. 5) is made of sheet
iron and is to be capable of pivoting on the
lugs at the smaller end of the base in a similar
manner to the viewing frame. The centre of
the sight hole must, as mentioned before, be
opposite the centre of the viewing frame. The
hole itself should be about tin. x tin. and
can be cut out by drilling, followed by the use
of a small ward file.

r".

Sheet metal

x/2 %" Hole64

Fig. 5.-The sheet -
metal sighting piece.

Mounting the Finder
The completed finder is shown in Fig. 4.

Methods of fixing the gadget to the camera
depend upon the ideas of the constructor.
Perhaps the best way is to use two 6 BA
screws through holes drilled in the side of the
camera, with nuts inside. There is usually
sufficient space internally between camera
body and film carrier to allow for this being

done. For those who
do not care to drill
holes through their
cameras another way
is to include in the
finder base, extra lugs
to bend over the side
of the camera for
locating purposes, the
finder being held in
position by elastic
bands.

The finder may
with advantage be
given a coat of matt
black paint before
fixing to the camera.

Now is the time to
make this attachment
for your camera so
that this year's holi-
day snap -shots can
benefit from it.
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The
Thermionic
Converter

A new device for generating
electricity directly from heat

By D. S. FRASER
ONE of the world's great needs is an

efficient, inexpensive device that will
convert heat directly into electricity,

eliminating the need for costly generating
equipment. Such a device could reduce
power -production costs which could be a vital
aid in meeting the unprecedented world-wide
increase in power requirements.

Improvements from this type of develop-
ment, particularly in high -fuel -cost areas
seeking industrialisation, might include more
stable economies, higher living standards and
expanded commerce.

Direct Conversion Devices
Recognising the benefits that lower -priced,

plentiful power would provide, scientists in
the United States have developed several
promising direct -conversion devices. They
are simple, silent, have no moving parts and
are inexpensive to build, operate and service.

Some will be ready for small-scale use
within the next year or so. Eventually, after
further development, direct -conversion may
simplify the production methods for large-
scale power plants.

Four of the devices, now in an advanced
stage of development, have shown thermal
efficiency ranging from to to tz per cent.
The maximum expected efficiency would be
more than 3o per cent, which compares
favourably with the 4o per cent efficiency of
present-day turbine -generators. The differ-
ence in efficiency rates would be offset by the
financial savings inherent in direct heat -to -
electricity production.

One of the new devices, known as a ther-
mionic converter, has been developed by the
General Electric Research Laboratory, in
Schenectady. This new method takes

advantage of the fact that electrons can be
" boiled out " of a hot metal surface and used
to produce electric current directly. The
process takes place in a tube of gas containing
two electrodes that are maintained at high but
widely different temperatures. When the heat
is applied to one of the electrodes, it emits
electrons, which are collected by the adjacent
cooler electrode, producing a stream of electric
current.

The design-and the materials used in the
converter-smooth the path of electrons and
remove barriers that in the past made such
a device uneconomical because most of the
energy dissipated before it could become
usable power.

The Inventor
This type of thermionic converter was

invented by Dr. Volney C. Wilson, a 47 -year
old physicist at General Electric. He was
director of instrumentation and control
during the construction of the first atomic
reactor in 1941 and 1942. He has done, since,
important work on the use of the neutron
diffraction spectrometer as a research tool.

(Left) A recently discovered ceramic material
being prepared by a special furnace.

(Above) A pile of ceramic powder used to
produce the small pellets shown.

In a simplified explanation of his thermionic
converter, Dr. Wilson said that when heat
boils electrons out of a metal surface it is
analogous to lifting water to the top of a hill.
" If we let the water flow down the hill, it can
do work-run a water wheel, for instance-
but only if we can provide the water with a
smooth uninterrupted path down the hill.
The thermionic converter essentially smooths
the path of electrons from a hot electrode to a
cooler one, and removes barriers which in the
past have absorbed the energy before it could
do useful work in an electric circuit."

The Thermocouple
Most previous methods of converting heat

directly into electricity, without rotating
machinery, have been based on the thermo-
couple, a device long used by scientists for
measurement and control functions.

One difference between the thermionic
converter and the thermocouple is that the
metals of the former are separated by a gas at
very low pressure. There is an electrical flow
between the electrodes, but there is less flow
of heat than through a metal. Thus the
electrodes can be at different temperatures,
and the efficiency is greatly increased.

An ordinary flat iron converts electricity
into heat with too per cent efficiency. Man's
attempts to perform direct conversions in the
other direction-from heat to electricity-
are now beginning to achieve efficiencies
which are interesting.

Indirect conversion is the basis for most of
the modern electric power industry. Heat
produces steam that spins a turbine-that
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drives a generator-that produces electricity.
Modern steam turbine generators operating in
this way have efficiencies of about 4o per cent.

Thermo -Electron Engine
Another type of converter, developed at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, is the
thermo-electron engine which also uses
electrons instead of steam for production of
electricity. It operates on the principle that
if two metal plates, one of them hot and the
other cold, are placed side by side, inside a
vacuum tube, electrons jump from the hot
plate to the cold plate and produce electricity.

On the basis of its efficiency, the thermo-
electron engine might compete with small
generators now in use, many of which have
low operating efficiencies. This device is
silent, small and lightweight; has no moving
parts, requires little supervision and is
virtually maintenance -free.

A device that utilises a thermo-electric
ceramic material, known as a mixed valence
oxide, instead of metal has been developed by
Westinghouse Electric Corporation. When
heat is applied to one end of a pellet of the
ceramic material, electricity flows off the cool
end of the pellet.

(Above) Electricity produced without the use of
generating equipment operates the light bulb

held by Dr. Volney C. Wilson.

(Above) The thermionic converter (centre) is
used by the General Electric Company in the
U.S. to produce electricity directly from the
nuclear energy (gamma radiations) given oft-by

a small strip of radioactive gold.

The ceramic material, which can operate
at a temperature of 3,000 deg. F., is
being used in the designing of an atomic
reactor. Heat from the reactor's nuclear fuel
will be converted by the ceramic directly into
electricity-simply, silently and without
moving parts of any kind. Among the many
advantages of this type of reactor will be its
simplicity of design, construction and opera -

(Concluded on page 406)
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Steering Pylon

THE pylon supports are next formed from
18 gauge mild steel sheet. These are
detailed in Figs. to and II. The holes

in the inner support through which the pylon
bolts pass are drilled on assembly.

The pylon struts are of tin. tubing. The
gauge is not too important, although 18 or zo
is the thinnest which should be used, other-
wise the bolts will crush the tube.

The pylon tubes are inserted between the
supports and clamped in position whilst the
two top trunnion plates are made up. Mark
the position of the holes in these on the pylon
tubes, remove them, drill the holes and bolt
on the trunnion plates. The complete in-
verted " V " pylon assembly (Fig. 12) is
replaced between the side supports and the
holes drilled through. Make quite sure that
the centre of the pylon is in line with the
centre of the kart. The pylon may now be
bolted in place using z BA pan -head bolts and
stiffnuts.

To avoid the chance of scraping one's

341\

Part A -
Part B-4

1k4-
A.

3/or flange to inside on part A
outside on part B

31/i
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This is the stage
you should have
reached at the
completion of
Part I.

R= 3e

Part A over 3457 R
Bend line. Part B over 1/8"R

-43
34'8 1.5e

9" I

Drill all holes l'15dia

5/,;dia.

1-5/"

4 off 28A bolt_2
B A aerotight

nut 3/76" x1/2"x

20 G. plain

141/
washer

8

1.81/2

5irad.
4 holes

3/16 dia.

734;

R46

Drill part A only
Part B on assembly

R.se

Figs. lo and is.-Two views of the pylon sup-
port. Make two pairs (handed) from 18G.
M.S.P. The inside flange is dressed down on

assembly to the chassis.

Fig. 14 (Right).-The forward steering column
bearing, which is large enough to permit a

phosphor -bronze bush to be pressed in.

Fig. 12.-Steering pylon made from lin. O.D. x
20G M.S. tube. Also bearing plate, two of which

should be made from 16G M.S.P.
Edges dressed

2B A R/I-1 or down
pan head bolt

Sect on at
X -X

Round off all sharp
edges

Fig. 13.-Dress
down the edges of
the pylon sup-
ports to avoid

sharp edges.

assembly casing

Drill through 5/,;'
3/ "clia R=3/8" Both plates

the same

3/4"x17 G
tube
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THE MECHANIKART PART
Details of Steering Assembly, Stub Axles, Seat and Fenders

thighs on the protruding rear edges of the
side supports, dress the metal down to the
tube as shown in Fig. 13.

The bearing for the forward end of the
steering column is a simple plain bearing as

1/4"dia. pilot hole

1"dia
bar

\ I
Check this angle on
assembly and make
certain that the bore
is in line with the
steering column

trunnion plates
on the pylon

r2
steering head
Cut out fo

Bearing welded11/4
into place

1/;

BY

Arthur

W. J. G.

Ord -Hume

1/2" square steel bar

Assemble with a plain 54'washer

1/4BSF bolt
at each end. Exact length is found

on assembly

Arc weld
, 3/4I-- 21/4 -H

These two holes must be drilled and(
tapped for 1/4" B.SF fully threaded bolts
1/2" long. Lock washers are fitted under

the bolt heads and the bolts are then
locked together with 205WG.

sof t iron wire

A11
Axle --At cii

Track rod attaches here

Fig. u6.-Assembly of the special Wills front
stub axle.

5/i0D. tube

33/4"

21/;
3

3/4x17G 1/; square
collar / ( steel bar

1/4" BSF bolt plain
washers and stiffnut

Fig. 15.-Steering column detail.

Ball joint (alternatively
a fork end may be used)

3/16 dia. pin, plain
washer and split

pin

shown in Fig. 14. Alternatively, the con-
structor could enlarge the housing and press
in a self -aligning ball race if he so desired.

The location of the front steering bearing
is scribed on the front channel cross -member
and drilled through fin. in dia. The bearing
housing is also drilled fin. dia. located over
the scribed centre -mark and arc -welded into
place. It is then reamed out to the correct
size, namely fin. dia. A small " V " must be
cut from the lower flange of the front cross
member to provide clearance for the steering
gear. This is shown in Fig. 14.

Steering Column
The steering column is made from a length

of lin. o.d. 18 or 20 gauge mild steel tube.
The top end of this has a small retaining
collar and a square shank to carry the handle-
bars. Both collar and shank are retained by
one fin. B.S.F. bolt.

The lower end of the steering column carries
the track -rod lever which is attached with one
fin. B.S.F. bolt. Details of the steering col-
umn and assembly are given in Fig. 15.

Front Stub Axles
The front stub axle assemblies are standard

parts available from H. A. Wills Limited.
These are made to take a gin. bore hub. The
correct method of assembling them to the
chassis is shown in Fig. t6. These cost
£2 3s. 8d. the pair, comprising one left and one
right assembly.

These assemblies are not bushed. This is
because the king -pins are so designed that
wear is minimised. Also, the introduction of

6"
R4

Castle nut with split pin 1/2 or5/8" OD. tube

Fig. 17.-Assembly of track rods. Make sure that the front
stub axles are in line and the steering head vertical before

fitting rods.

1 Drill
through 3/7

dia.

16"

31/4

Dome -head pop -rivets N
or pan -head Parker-Kalon
self -tapping screws

Drill on assembly to seat
tray for 2 aA screws

Drill 3/76. dia

Fig. 21 (Right.)
-Engine mount-
ing table. Make
two (handed) of
z6G M.S. and
fit parallel to

longerons.

Fig. 18 (Left).-
.4 Seat hoop of lin.

O.D. x t8 or
2oG steel tube.
Seat back is i6G
aluminium sheet
pop riveted to the
frame. Leave
ziin. extra along
bottomfor attach-
ing to seat tray
with 2 B.A.
screws. Trim toshape on

assembly.

Drill 34 dia.3
Flatten tube ends as shewn

141/4" nominal

R'71/2"

Fig. !co.-The safety rail. Two (handed)
should be made from lin. O.D. tube 18 or zoG.

bearings or bushes would result in a more
costly item. Whilst a kart must be a practical
and sound engineering job equipped to per-
form its task, there is little object in exceeding
the requirements thereby resulting in a much
more costly piece of machinery.

These axles come complete and ready for
bolting to the front beams.

The track rods are made
of fin. or lin. o.d. tubing for
rigidity. The wheel end is a
fin. ball-and-socket assemb-
ly. This is a standard motor
part which is available from
most garages and spares
stockists. The shank dia. of
the ball end should not be
less than fin.

The steering column end
is a self -centring ball joint.
This again is a standard
motor part or, alternatively,
the constructor may use air-
craft surplus rod ends. A
-kin. dia. pin is used here in
double shear. The detail and
assembly are shown in Fig. 17.

64'2

43/4,

sr
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The handlebars assembly is a standard part

available from Messrs. H. A. Wills Limited.
The handlebars may either be chromed or
plastic dipped. Small turned wood plugs are
fitted in the tube ends and rubber grips fitted.

Seat
Now make the seat -back bow (Fig. 18).

This is of tin. o.d. mild steel tubing, prefer-
ably of 17 gauge. Draw out full size the shape
of this on a table -top and start by forming the
top, central bend. The tube may be bent with
the aid of a blow -torch or, failing that, the

Engine platform

Rear gusset
One 1/4 B.S.F

bolt

These edges flush on assembly

Fig. 20.-Assembly of the Wills rear axle.

33/4'-
I I

-+-- - I

Drill 4 holes for 2 B.A. bolts

2"

-I

414"

10"

I IV14.1d

it rear axle

Drill 3 holes 1/4"dia.
through cross -member

ale

11/4"

11/2"

T
23/4 3" inside

1/1' on assembly
4' -41 -41- .t. Drill for 1/4" tap on assy.
4-- = --I -Drill 3/4 on assy.
Top and bottom flange

3/4" I

Fig. 22.-Fender support brackets. Make up two handed pairs in 14G. M.S. On the rear
brackets the vertical flange X is made as marked X' and picks up on one bolt of the rear

stub axle only. The zlin. 0 holes are also deleted for the rear pair.
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Steering Pylon

THE pylon supports are next formed from
18 gauge mild steel sheet. These are
detailed in Figs. to and II. The holes

in the inner support through which the pylon
bolts pass are drilled on assembly.

The pylon struts are of tin. tubing. The
gauge is not too important, although 18 or zo
is the thinnest which should be used, other-
wise the bolts will crush the tube.

The pylon tubes are inserted between the
supports and clamped in position whilst the
two top trunnion plates are made up. Mark
the position of the holes in these on the pylon
tubes, remove them, drill the holes and bolt
on the trunnion plates. The complete in-
verted " V " pylon assembly (Fig. 12) is
replaced between the side supports and the
holes drilled through. Make quite sure that
the centre of the pylon is in line with the
centre of the kart. The pylon may now be
bolted in place using z BA pan -head bolts and
stiffnuts.

To avoid the chance of scraping one's

341\

Part A -
Part B-4

1k4-
A.

3/or flange to inside on part A
outside on part B

31/i
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This is the stage
you should have
reached at the
completion of
Part I.

R= 3e

Part A over 3457 R
Bend line. Part B over 1/8"R

-43
34'8 1.5e

9" I

Drill all holes l'15dia

5/,;dia.

1-5/"

4 off 28A bolt_2
B A aerotight

nut 3/76" x1/2"x

20 G. plain

141/
washer

8

1.81/2

5irad.
4 holes

3/16 dia.

734;

R46

Drill part A only
Part B on assembly

R.se

Figs. lo and is.-Two views of the pylon sup-
port. Make two pairs (handed) from 18G.
M.S.P. The inside flange is dressed down on

assembly to the chassis.

Fig. 14 (Right).-The forward steering column
bearing, which is large enough to permit a

phosphor -bronze bush to be pressed in.

Fig. 12.-Steering pylon made from lin. O.D. x
20G M.S. tube. Also bearing plate, two of which

should be made from 16G M.S.P.
Edges dressed

2B A R/I-1 or down
pan head bolt

Sect on at
X -X

Round off all sharp
edges

Fig. 13.-Dress
down the edges of
the pylon sup-
ports to avoid

sharp edges.

assembly casing

Drill through 5/,;'
3/ "clia R=3/8" Both plates

the same

3/4"x17 G
tube
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THE MECHANIKART PART
Details of Steering Assembly, Stub Axles, Seat and Fenders

thighs on the protruding rear edges of the
side supports, dress the metal down to the
tube as shown in Fig. 13.

The bearing for the forward end of the
steering column is a simple plain bearing as

1/4"dia. pilot hole

1"dia
bar

\ I
Check this angle on
assembly and make
certain that the bore
is in line with the
steering column

trunnion plates
on the pylon

r2
steering head
Cut out fo

Bearing welded11/4
into place

1/;

BY

Arthur

W. J. G.

Ord -Hume

1/2" square steel bar

Assemble with a plain 54'washer

1/4BSF bolt
at each end. Exact length is found

on assembly

Arc weld
, 3/4I-- 21/4 -H

These two holes must be drilled and(
tapped for 1/4" B.SF fully threaded bolts
1/2" long. Lock washers are fitted under

the bolt heads and the bolts are then
locked together with 205WG.

sof t iron wire

A11
Axle --At cii

Track rod attaches here

Fig. u6.-Assembly of the special Wills front
stub axle.

5/i0D. tube

33/4"

21/;
3

3/4x17G 1/; square
collar / ( steel bar

1/4" BSF bolt plain
washers and stiffnut

Fig. 15.-Steering column detail.

Ball joint (alternatively
a fork end may be used)

3/16 dia. pin, plain
washer and split

pin

shown in Fig. 14. Alternatively, the con-
structor could enlarge the housing and press
in a self -aligning ball race if he so desired.

The location of the front steering bearing
is scribed on the front channel cross -member
and drilled through fin. in dia. The bearing
housing is also drilled fin. dia. located over
the scribed centre -mark and arc -welded into
place. It is then reamed out to the correct
size, namely fin. dia. A small " V " must be
cut from the lower flange of the front cross
member to provide clearance for the steering
gear. This is shown in Fig. 14.

Steering Column
The steering column is made from a length

of lin. o.d. 18 or 20 gauge mild steel tube.
The top end of this has a small retaining
collar and a square shank to carry the handle-
bars. Both collar and shank are retained by
one fin. B.S.F. bolt.

The lower end of the steering column carries
the track -rod lever which is attached with one
fin. B.S.F. bolt. Details of the steering col-
umn and assembly are given in Fig. 15.

Front Stub Axles
The front stub axle assemblies are standard

parts available from H. A. Wills Limited.
These are made to take a gin. bore hub. The
correct method of assembling them to the
chassis is shown in Fig. t6. These cost
£2 3s. 8d. the pair, comprising one left and one
right assembly.

These assemblies are not bushed. This is
because the king -pins are so designed that
wear is minimised. Also, the introduction of

6"
R4

Castle nut with split pin 1/2 or5/8" OD. tube

Fig. 17.-Assembly of track rods. Make sure that the front
stub axles are in line and the steering head vertical before

fitting rods.

1 Drill
through 3/7

dia.

16"

31/4

Dome -head pop -rivets N
or pan -head Parker-Kalon
self -tapping screws

Drill on assembly to seat
tray for 2 aA screws

Drill 3/76. dia

Fig. 21 (Right.)
-Engine mount-
ing table. Make
two (handed) of
z6G M.S. and
fit parallel to

longerons.

Fig. 18 (Left).-
.4 Seat hoop of lin.

O.D. x t8 or
2oG steel tube.
Seat back is i6G
aluminium sheet
pop riveted to the
frame. Leave
ziin. extra along
bottomfor attach-
ing to seat tray
with 2 B.A.
screws. Trim toshape on

assembly.

Drill 34 dia.3
Flatten tube ends as shewn

141/4" nominal

R'71/2"

Fig. !co.-The safety rail. Two (handed)
should be made from lin. O.D. tube 18 or zoG.

bearings or bushes would result in a more
costly item. Whilst a kart must be a practical
and sound engineering job equipped to per-
form its task, there is little object in exceeding
the requirements thereby resulting in a much
more costly piece of machinery.

These axles come complete and ready for
bolting to the front beams.

The track rods are made
of fin. or lin. o.d. tubing for
rigidity. The wheel end is a
fin. ball-and-socket assemb-
ly. This is a standard motor
part which is available from
most garages and spares
stockists. The shank dia. of
the ball end should not be
less than fin.

The steering column end
is a self -centring ball joint.
This again is a standard
motor part or, alternatively,
the constructor may use air-
craft surplus rod ends. A
-kin. dia. pin is used here in
double shear. The detail and
assembly are shown in Fig. 17.

64'2

43/4,

sr
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The handlebars assembly is a standard part

available from Messrs. H. A. Wills Limited.
The handlebars may either be chromed or
plastic dipped. Small turned wood plugs are
fitted in the tube ends and rubber grips fitted.

Seat
Now make the seat -back bow (Fig. 18).

This is of tin. o.d. mild steel tubing, prefer-
ably of 17 gauge. Draw out full size the shape
of this on a table -top and start by forming the
top, central bend. The tube may be bent with
the aid of a blow -torch or, failing that, the

Engine platform

Rear gusset
One 1/4 B.S.F

bolt

These edges flush on assembly

Fig. 20.-Assembly of the Wills rear axle.

33/4'-
I I

-+-- - I

Drill 4 holes for 2 B.A. bolts

2"

-I

414"

10"

I IV14.1d

it rear axle

Drill 3 holes 1/4"dia.
through cross -member

ale

11/4"

11/2"

T
23/4 3" inside

1/1' on assembly
4' -41 -41- .t. Drill for 1/4" tap on assy.
4-- = --I -Drill 3/4 on assy.
Top and bottom flange

3/4" I

Fig. 22.-Fender support brackets. Make up two handed pairs in 14G. M.S. On the rear
brackets the vertical flange X is made as marked X' and picks up on one bolt of the rear

stub axle only. The zlin. 0 holes are also deleted for the rear pair.
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local plumber will be happy to oblige with his
tube -bending machine.

Insert the seat bow between the side
gussets and clamp it into place whilst the
holes are drilled through.

As before, once the seat -bow is bolted in,
dress down the edges of the side gussets. A
somewhat better finish is achieved by dressing
down the forward edge of the side gussets
before fitting them to the longerons. The
Fig. 23.-Fender
details. Both front Bolt vertical flange only
and rear fenders to cross member
are similar in initially

construction.

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

extremely unlikely that the kart would over-
turn.

The fenders each comprise two support
brackets, a forward tube and a " stressed
skin " covering. The ends of these tubes are
flattened to take short car leaf springs.

The support brackets are each made from
14 gauge mild steel sheet and are bolted to the
channel members. Fig. 22 illustrates the
method of attachment. Note that the flanges

Two 1,4# bolts

.4e/with stiffnuts
"C4t)

Drill through on
assembly and tap
for 14"B.SF.- bolt 1/2"long

dressed edge then tightly grips the seat bow as
the bolts are tightened.

The actual seat back is of 20 gauge mild
steel sheet or 16 gauge aluminium. This is
designed to act as a firewall and is a mandatory
design requirement. Note that the top of the
seat bow is bent back to enable the curved
back to fit in neatly. The back itself is
attached to the bow with domed -head pop -
rivets or pan -head Parker-Kalon self -tapping
screws. The lower end of the seat back is cut
flush with the bottom of the seat flange and
then drilled to take five 2 BA pan -head screws
with stiffnuts, evenly spaced.

To dismantle the kart for packing, the seat -
back can be completely removed by removing
these five screws and the three 2 BA bolts each
side, allowing the complete back to be slid out.

Before fitting the seat back, paint the seat
back bow. This is particularly important if
the seat back is to be made of light alloy as
otherwise electrolytic corrosion will set in
between the dissimilar metals.

Next make up and fit the two safety side
rails. These are of *in. tubing. Electrical con-
duit is quite suitable for these, although if proper
tubing is used, they may be chromium -plated
to add to the appearance. Fig. 19 details these.

Rear Axles
The rear axles are next fitted. These again

are standard parts costing 42 2s. 6d. the pair
from H. A. Wills Limited.

The method of attachment is shown in Fig.
20. The short channel -sections may be cut
from the same material as the rear channel
itself. The two horizontal bolts pass through
the holes provided in the axles. One ad-
ditional +in. hole is drilled down through the
engine mounting table (shown in Fig. 21),
through both channel top flanges and down
through the axles for a fin. B.S.F. bolt.

As this kart may also be fitted with two
engines if desired, both stub axle and side -
gusset assemblies are similar, although handed.
The details of the engine mounting platforms
are shown in Fig. 21.

These platforms are drilled to take the
engine later on.

Fenders
To protect the steering gear and also to

provide a protection for the front and rear of
the kart, fenders are provided. These also act
as " overriders " in the event of two karts
colliding. The wheel diameter is such that,
even if one kart should override another, it is

Modified car
leaf Spring

Drill on assembly
for 2 B.A. bolts

Drill on assembly
for pan -head self -
tapping screws

Dress corners down on assembly
and smooth off all sharp edges
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face outwards. The track rods are so arranged
that they pass through the clearance holes in
the front pair.

For the actual fender, riin. dia. tubing is
used. The true lengths of the fender tubes are
3oin. for the front and 28in. for the rear. The
last two inches of each end of both tubes are
flattened to provide a fin. wide slot to take
the leaf spring. Austin 7 springs, available
from any garage, are best for the job. The
ends are softened for drilling and the spring
slightly reshaped to provide about two inches
clearance between the spring and the crown
of the tyre. The spring is inserted in the end
of the tube and then drilled for two tin. dia.
bolts which pass also through the fender
support brackets. Remove the springs and re -
temper them.

A sheet of 16 gauge aluminium is next cut
and bent to fit around the fender. It is bolted
to the flanges of the fender support brackets.
Parker-Kalon pan -head self -tapping screws
are used to attach the top and bottom aft
edges to the front and rear cross members.

When drilling the holes for Parker-Kalon
screws, the pilot hole must be of the correct
diameter otherwise the screws will work loose
in service.

Next month's issue will contain the instal-
ment dealing with the assembly of the drive
sprockets, the brakes and the installation of
the engine.

PRINT
MOUNTING

By A. E. BENSUSAN

USE rubber gum specially
prepared for mounting photo-

graphs. Ordinary rubber cement
is rarely satisfactory.

First, lay the print in its
correct position on the mount,
and draw around it using a
finely pointed pencil held at an
angle so that the point actually
contacts the mount just inside
the edge of the print (top
photograph). In this way, the
lines will be hidden after the
print has been mounted. Squeeze
a little gum on to the centre of
the print and work it out to the
edges with a spatula or a strip

of card (centre photograph).
Lay the print aside and apply
gum to the marked area of the
mount in just the same way.
Keep the coatings as thin as
possible, consistent with even
coverage. Gum on the face of
the print will rub off with a
fingertip when it is dry.

Leave the coatings to dry
partially, this takes about to
minutes, and then place the
print in position and rub down
with a wad of cotton wool
(bottom photograph). Place
under a weight.
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THE

AUTOMATIC

HOUSERT

A Non -latching Thermal Delay
Switching Device

FIG. 24 shows the layout and Fig. 25
the circuit adopted. Where non -
latching relays are used current is

required to energise one or both of them all
the time the lamp circuit is on. This is a
slight disadvantage but no latching device is
required and the unit may be mounted any
way up found convenient.

The relays are shown mounted by small
brackets fitted at the end opposite to the arma-
ture, these brackets are screwed to the base
under the relays and are not visible (Fig. 3o).
Spare contacts have been removed, but this is

No connection

To relay No.2

t

-JI Iit
TIME -DELAY

SWITCHES

Some more thermal delay

and time delay devices.

Described by E. V. King

Operation
The unit is wired up in the same way as

Fig. 15, connections 5 and 6 being omitted.
Pressure on the bell push energises Ry5.

To No.3 terminal Contacts y close switching on the light.
Fig. 23.-Using the Bulgin S586 flasher as a Contacts x also close and a circuit through

delay switch. the normally closed z contacts keeps Rys

Fig. 24.-(Right)
Non - latching
thermal delay
switch layout.

Vacuum
thermal
switch
holder

VP

E--.

I 11111 I I I I I I III I 1111111111 I I I 11111111111111 I I I I I I 11111111111111111111 I I 1111 I 1111111 I I I 111111111111 I I I 1111 1111111 1111 I HD 11111011111111111 1111111i,

N C

' Nt\\\*00.,

V,\,

Vacuum thermal switch

R2 (47n) 1

Fig. 25.-(Right) 24v DC in
Fly 5 20Ort Circuit. 2 70-40.a

open and the current energising Ry5 is inter-
rupted. Points x and y thus open to normal.
The light goes out and the cycle is ready to
commence again on depression of the push
button.

A Thermal Delay Switching Device
Using an Xmas Tree Flasher Lamp
It is possible to use a thermostat which

opens on heating. Such a device is an integral
part of Xmas tree flasher lamps rated at
o -3A. 2oV. The layout is shown in Fig. 29.
This is by no means critical and the unit may
be mounted any way up and boxed as pre-
viously mentioned. The circuit is shown in
Fig. 27 and a variable resistance may be
fitted to give adjustable delay, it should have
a resistance of about so Q and be rated at
5 watts. A fixed resistance may be fitted if
desired. The flasher lamps vary, but with a
full, 24V. most of them give about 6 sec.
delay, this may be increased up to about a
minute with the resistor in series with the
heater. The device is shown completed in
Fig. 28.

It is also possible to use a Bulgin Flasher
Switch Type S586 if a resistance of 48 Q,

3
Push button

Switched
circuit

Push
button

24v D.C.
in

not necessary. Two n/o contacts are required
on one relay and one n/c on the other.

The Annakin 1768 delay switch may be
used, but a better one is Annakin 2041. The
base code was given last month in Fig. 17.
Any other make of heating switch may be
used. R2 may be any value up to about 4o Q.

energised although the bell
push is released. At the same
time the circuit through the heater
chain Vr2, R2 and thermal heater is
operative. Slowly the bi-metal bends
and eventually h and g contacts touch;
Ry4 is energised. This causes points z to

8 7
Switched

circuit

Annakin 2041
(A P 54103)
Base code

Fig. z6.-The
completed non -

latching thermal
delay switch.
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E Switched
circuit

7-1-7-

E- 04
Both N/0

Winding as
in text. Ry2

Push
buttonbutton

4 3

(Modified)
P 0 3000 Ry2 Fixing screws

7

Dowel not
removed

4

Fairy
flasher lamp

Fairy flasher
Both

lamp normally open
One set may be on
another bank

Fig. 28 (Top).-Completed thermal switch
using Xmas tree flasher lamp.

Fig. 27.-Circuit using fairy lamp flasher.

5W. rating, is fitted in series with the
heater. The switch is shown in Fig. z3
together with wiring instructions. The life of
the switch will be much longer than an Xmas
tree lamp and is adjustable within limits of
r to 5 sec. Rather greater adjustment is
obtainable from flasher lamps by the series
resistor method.

Operation
The external wiring is exactly as in the

previous two units. When the push-button is
depressed, the armature of Ry2 is pulled
down and both sets of points close. One set
is across the bell push thus keeping the
armature pulled in, but only as long as the
lamp remains alight and is passing current.
When the lamp circuit is broken relay returns
to normal.

The relay requires a very small resistance
or the lamp will be unduly dimmed, probably
P.O 3,00o relays are available with about 5 Q
resistance, but those of 200 Q are very cheap
and the author took one of these, removed the
coil and cut away the windings. The metal
core was wrapped in Sellotape and 200 turns
of 26g enamelled wire wound on. The lot
was then bound with tape. This relay dims
the light very little and pulls in very strongly
on the cp.3A. passed by the lamp.

Time Delay Units
Various time delay devices are available

surplus and from control gear manufacturers.
Most of these are known as process timers and
are not made for operation by push-button at
a remote place. Most surplus timers are made
for use on z4V. and are not insulated for
240V. Two were tried out with no trouble
from breakdowns. In case of trouble always
carefully earth the casing using a good thick
copper wire and use small fuses in the mains
system.

Time Delay Switch 5C/2123
This is obtainable at 12s. 6d. from Messrs.

Whistons. Refer to Fig. 31. Terminals
and z go to the 24V. supply via a push-

button at any convenient point. The switched
circuit, such as a passage light, is taken from
4 and 5 (in the other diagrams these terminals
correspond with 7 and 8). Faraday wax,

3
2

-E-Lr

etal bracket

Fig. 29 (Top).-Layout of thermal delay switch
using Xmas tree flasher lamp.

Fig. 30.-Alternative method of mounting
P.O. 3000 relay.

sealing wax or other insulating material must
be used over the terminal block.

On pressing the push a loud click is heard
from the unit and a clockwork mechanism is
wound up in a fraction of a second. The
lights come on and the device clicks quietly
away for about 30 or 4o sec. when it stops
and terminals 4 and 5 become open circuit
and the light goes out.

When using this unit, which is designed

24 vD.0+ -
1

(Push
button 7. Not used

Switch circuit
(see text)

Fig. 3i.-Time delay switch 5C/2123 and
method of wiring.

Hole over Fibre cam Insulating
ratchet just visible push rod

view

ti z, /z.
c d

NIO

;10\
NC/0 contacts

under c,and d.
Contacts under

a,and b.
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for all 24V. operation it is advisable to earth
one side of the 24V. D.C. supply.
Time Delay Switch 27N/56

This unit is a fine geared escapement
wound by pressure on the knob shown in
Fig. 32. 24V. D.C. is applied to an electro-
magnet via a relay which is an integral part of
the unit. It is possible to have a switched -on
delay of about 7 sec. or 22 sec. No current
is consumed when the unit is normal.

The original use of this unit is unknown
and parts of it are not required. Remove
front and back covers of the unit. Remove
the push-button by undoing screws around
the retaining boss. Remove the unit by
cutting the wires to terminals and undoing
three retaining screws visible when the back
cover is removed. Cut away all the fine
" fabric " covered wires going to contacts g,
and h in Fig. 32. Remove all other wires
except the yellow one already connected to
the large electro magnet shown on the right,
the yellow wire from this magnet to contact e
of the bottom relay, and the red wire con-
nected to contact f of the same relay.

Rewire as follows: For approximately 7
sec. " on " after pressing. Switch wires will
be connected to c and d contacts of the upper
bank of relays, these will be connected via
terminals i and 4. For approximately 22 sec.
delay, wire switch leads to g and i of the tiny
changeover relay in the centre of the unit.
Very fine flexible wire is required for this or
the relay will not operate. If extra terminals
are added, both delays may be made to work,
one operating a lamp of 7 sec. and the other
another lamp for 22 sec. In both cases wire
yellow magnet lead to No. 2, and red " f "
contact lead to No. 3 terminal.

The remarks about earthing and insulation
apply to this unit and should be noted. This
27N/56 unit is available from the Midland
Instrument Company for 5s. We believe
Messrs. Arthur Sallis (Radio Control) Ltd.,
can supply the same unit.
Commercial Delay Units

Sauter Controls Ltd., manufacture a special
switch for this purpose and is known as MP6,
it will carry a load of up to 6A. if necessary.
The period may be from 1,f to 3 min. and the
operation may be prolonged if reset before
the light goes off.

Messrs. Londex Ltd. also manufacture a
special switch known as SST and is similar
to the above Sauter unit, with metal contacts
it will carry up to 3A. and can be set before
purchase to any interval between f min.
and 6 min. in r min. steps.

Full details are supplied with these units,
but basically the external systems are
those already described as far as wiring is
concerned. Naturally they do not use the
24.V. system, but work entirely at mains
voltage.

(To be continued)

Electra magnet
(used)

Bott m vie

Push button

To mains (Red)
To lamp

Yellow 2
Plunger

Lever

Yellow 2 e f Electro
Red 3 magnet

(not used).
Black wires
removed

Fig. 32.-On the left are the working parts, in the centre the z4V. time delay switch
(Ref. 27N/56) and right and left the cover removed.
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Described for the
Model Enthusiast
by F. G. Rayer

WITH many models except those of
rather small size the receiver,
batteries and relay can be accommo-

dated in a single unit. When this is possible,
it is more convenient than having these items
separate, and interconnected with flexible
leads. The unit described here consists of a
one -valve receiver, with 45V. H.T. and i4V.
filament supply, mounted with batteries and
relay on a 4in. X 5in. Paxolin panel. The
complete unit is approximately tiin. deep,
and can thus be easily placed inside a low
superstructure on the model. The main
on/off switch is separate, so that it can be
fitted to the model in an easy operating
position.

The circuit is shown in Fig. 2, and is for a
gas -filled XFGI triode. Regeneration and
quenching are controlled by the damping of
the aerial, which is adjustable by means of the

301(0

-1

..10pF

To Switch

/0M.0
To

Coil

Red
.spot

Two
22V

Batteries
(One on
top of

the other)

To Aerial

3opF aerial condenser, in conjunction with the
3oK.Q potentiometer. The aerial circuit is
intended for a self-supporting rod, tube or
wire between about gin. and t8in. length.
This type of aerial is usually very easily
arranged and is not out of place with small
models. With a 12in. aerial, range is up to
about too yd., which is ample for boats on
normal ponds. It is possible to increase this
considerably, if needed, as described later.

Trimmer Mounting
The panel is *in. or }in. Paxolin, and a

strip of similar material 4in. x tin. is
attached by means of two small brackets, as
in Fig. t, to carry the trimmers and potentio-
meter. Three holes are necessary for each
trimmer, for centre leg and outer tags. The
tags are then bent outwards, to hold the
trimmers in position.

Meter
Socket

Fig. s.-The wiring plan.

Battery

Bobbin
tags

Relay

All connections are shown in Fig. t, the
points marked C going to the ends of the
tuning coil. The red spot denotes the anode
wire of the valve. Thin insulating sleeving
should be placed over the valve leads and
other connections. A small bolt serves to
anchor the switch lead (filament positive) and
valve connection. No mounting is necessary
for the valve, unless the model is subjected to
much vibration. If so, the valve can be
secured by elastic passing down through small
holes in the panel.

The coil is wound from 16 s.w.g. or other
fairly stout wire, and is self supporting. A
length of the wire is drawn straight, and about
eleven turns are wound tightly on an object
just under *in. dia. When this object is
removed, the coil should spring out to about
uin. internal diameter, as in Fig. 3. It is then
stretched until it occupies about I fin. length,
and the ends are bent so that there are ten
turns in the actual coil itself. It is then
soldered in as shown in Figs. r and 3.

A coil of different diameter, wire gauge, or
number of turns will do, provided it can be
tuned to the transmitter frequency. Stray
capacity of the H.F. choke and aerial will to
some extent influence the frequency covered,
but a coil wound as described will usually
allow 27 Mc/s to be reached with the 3opF
trimmer at around half capacity.

Batteries and Meter
The tiV. L.T. cell is held by a metal clip

forming the negative connection. The
positive connection, to switch, is soldered to
the brass cap of the cell. Dimensions allow a
cell from type 1839 battery to be accommo-
dated; a higher voltage must on no account be
used.

The H.T. supply is obtained from two
B122, 22iV. batteries, connected in series as
shown in Fig. 4. Connections are soldered as
this is easy and gives reliable working. L.T.
consumption is approximately somA, and
H.T. consumption i,jmA, so these batteries
will have a good working life.

A meter must be included in the H.T.
circuit, when adjusting the receiver. To
facilitate this, a plug from H.T. positive is
inserted in a socket as shown in Figs. t and 4.
The meter leads are equipped with a similar
plug and socket, so that the meter may be
brought into use as shown in Fig. 4. When
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adjustments are finished, the battery plug is
inserted in the socket as in Fig. 1, and the
meter removed. Care should be taken that
the plug, etc. does not come into contact with
other parts or connections, when the meter is
in use.

The Relay
This item must be of the sensitive type

intended for model control. Some relays,
such as the Siemens twin -coil 3,40o ohm
models, may have separate tags for each
bobbin. In this case the tags are so connected
that the two windings are in series. The effect
of reversing connections to one pair of tags
should be tried because the relay will only be
as sensitive as possible when the windings are
so connected that opposite magnetic poles
arise at the ends of the cores near the arma-
ture. This can easily be checked by wiring
relay 3oKS2 potentiometer, and 2.21V battery
in series with the meter, and slowly adjusting
the potentiometer from its maximum resist-
ance until the relay closes. Connections to
one pair of tags should then be reversed, and
the test repeated. The correct method of
connection will be that where the relay closes
with the least current.

This test is not required with single coil
relays, or relays in which both bobbins are
permanently wired in series. In use, the relay
is normally held down, and is released when
the transmitter is keyed. Connections to the
model will thus need to be from armature to

7:,30pF

0130KD

0/0-
C>Choke

S30pF

25pFil

10 Ft

Relay
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30pF

MEI

Fig. 3.-How the coil is wired.

with the transmitter.
The transmitter is switched on, and

checked for frequency in the usual way. The
3oKS2 receiver potentiometer is then turned
to maximum resistance, and a 2mA or similar
meter plugged in. The receiver is switched
on, and trimmer " B " is rotated until a sharp
dip is found in anode current, as shown by
the meter. Correct tuning is the point at
which anode current falls to the lowest value.
If the transmitter is switched off, anode
current should rise again to its normal value.

For moderate range the 3oK Q potentio-
meter can be adjusted until anode current is

about 1mA, with transmitter
off. This will permit adequate
sensitivity for normal condi-
tions. For greater range, the
control can be set so that
anode current is about I.5mA.
Exceeding this will much
reduce valve life.

Trimmer " A " controls
aerial damping, and thus
oscillation. Closing this

Mode/ very far will cause anode
current to rise, so the 3oK
potentiometer will have to be
readjusted. Adjustment of
" A " makes slight retuning
with " B " necessary. Having
" A " near minimum possible

itch

Fig. 2.-The receiver unit circuit.

the contact marked " X " in Fig. I.
Strong, regular operation of the relay will

be very easy at short range, because the anode
current change of the valve is large. But for
maximum range much more careful adjust-
ment is necessary. For high sensitivity, the
armature must be very near the magnets, and
both contact screws so adjusted that only a
very small armature movement is necessary.
Armature tension is so set that the valve
anode current only just holds the relay down,
with the transmitter switched off.

Quench and Tuning
Short range working, up to perhaps 5o yd.

or so, can easily be arranged.
Longer range will then be-
come possible as adjustments
are more carefully made.

The aerial should be wired
to the receiver, because
changes to this will modify
adjustment. The output from
the transmitter should be
much reduced, if this is in the
same room during initial tests.
This can be done by remov-
ing the aerial and also reduc-
ing the H.T. voltage used

H.T.4-

H.T-

L.T+

setting will reduce range
somewhat.

The amplitude of oscilla-
tion can also be modified by
changing the inductive/
capacity ratio of the tuned
circuit. This is done by com-
pressing or drawing out the

turns of the coil, and retuning with " B " to
resonance with the transmitter. The x oM Q
grid leak may also be returned to H.T. positive,
instead of L.T. negative. However, these
adjustments are only required when the best
possible range is required, and operation
should then be obtained up to a distance of at
least 500 yd.

The unit is suitable for operation in con-
junction with a very low power transmitter,
such as a single valve with low H.T. voltage.
In such circumstances, great range will of
course by impossible, but reliable control can
be achieved up to sufficient distance for a
boat on a small pond.

Meter In Socket
use

Meter
removed

Bettery#
er

P/u9

To Re/ay To Remy

Fig. 4.-H. T. and meter plug and socket.
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A PROJECTION
PORT
Concluded from Page 393

on one side of the box 2iin. from the top and
wired before the box is fitted into position.

Frames
On the screen side a picture frame mould-

ing is used to secure a piece of plain glass
9ftin. square and a piece of patterned glass
Skin. long X 5in. deep is secured by clips
inside the box at the top so as to hide the
lamp, see Fig. 4.

On the projection side a Kin. plywood
facing is screwed, having provision to carry a
double pole switch (See Fig. 5); this latter was
chosen to facilitate wiring. If a channel is
cut in the plaster for the supply lead, it is
advisable to have a metal protection over the
cable before replastering.

Finally make a frame to carry a sheet of
patterned glass 9fin., square with provision
for spring clips to hold it in position when the
projector is not being used (see Fig. 6).
Figs. 7, 8 and 9 show three views of the author's
projection port, and Fig. to shows it in use.

Fig. io.-The projection port in use.

The Two Cricketers

1.30
far through the season two cricketers,
A and B, each have an identical bowl-

ing average of 28 wickets for 6o runs. Then,
for the remainder of the season A's average
is only I for 27, but B's is 4 for 36. Who has
the best average at the end of the season?

Answer
E so;

= 96 io; ZE
£ Jo; I

= 48 io; 6z

9E .10j 1, Lz Jo;
09 .503 gz 09 ..10; gz

: sp.p anctid stuns Buinotio; atu
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Fitting the Propeller
IT is advisable to run the engine at this stage

in the presence of the inspector in order
to ascertain that no portion of the air-

frame vibrates excessively or in such a manner
that, for example, a cable is made to chafe a
rib.

Start by putting a gallon of oil in the engine.
The grade of oil should be Aeroshell xoo or
equivalent. Remove the sparking plug blanks. '

The propeller normally fitted is a wooden,
two -bladed one. Known as a Z.5931, it has a
diameter of 5ft. and a pitch of 2.9ft. The
direction of rotation, viewed from the front, is
anti -clockwise.

By hand, turn the engine over until the
impulse starter on the port magneto is heard
to give a loud and distinctive click. This will
be produced on every second revolution of the
crankshaft. If there is no click, the starter
may be jammed. It is easily freed by lightly
tapping it with the haft of a hammer or a
screwdriver handle.

Having found exactly which position of the
hub produces the impulse, remove the nuts
and washers from the six propeller attachment
bolts on the engine hub and take off the
circular bearing plate.

Set the propeller on the hub so that the
impulse occurs with the propeller in approxi-
mately the horizontal position (Fig. 71).

It will be found that the propeller bolts tend
to push back behind the hub back -plate.
They can easily be worked forward with a thin
spanner or screwdriver but the engine must
not be turned until all the bolts are drawn
forward, the bearing plate fitted and the
washers and nuts in place. This is because the
heads of the bolts, protruding too far behind
the hub back -plate, will foul the bracing webs
on the front of the crankcase. These are
easily broken with the leverage which it is
possible to exert inadvertently by turning the
propeller.

Tighten the propeller nuts just sufficiently
to prevent the bolts turning. Now tighten up
half a turn on opposite bolts around the hub,
thereby evenly clamping the propeller to its
hub (Fig. 72).

Stand a trestle or a box in such a manner
that the tip of the lowermost blade of the
propeller just touches it. Turn the propeller
through 18o deg. and repeat for the other
blade. By adjusting the tension of the hub
bolts, set the propeller so that there is not
more than *in. difference between the blades
measured against a fixed point (Fig. 73).
The operation is called " tracking the
propeller " and it is vital to do this whenever

Impulse starter on

When turning the Oil filler port magneto.

propeller, hold here. cap.

Direction of rotation.

Fig. 75.-The correct
position of the propeller

on the engine hub.

Tips painted
yellow.

Choke control.

Carburetter hot air muff

Part 10 Deals with Propeller and Engine, Registration and Covering

the propeller nuts are tightened or the
propeller refitted. Failure to check this could
result in serious engine vibration and damage.
Lock all the hub nuts with split -pins.

Turn the propeller about fifty revolutions
to circulate the engine oil. It should be
possible to register a low reading on the oil
pressure gauge in this manner.

The sparking -plugs approved for the J.99
J.A.P. engine are Lodge N.14 type which are
fitted with two solid copper ring washers and
a shrinkage washer each. Set the plug gaps
to o.o 8in. before fitting them.

The plug leads are connected as shown in
Fig. 74.

Running the Engine
Stand the aeroplane in an open space facing

into the wind and preferably on grass or

6 7

Hub bearing
plate.

3

Nut
securing hub

to crankshaft.

2 5

Fig. 72.-The correct sequence of tensioping
the airscrew hub nuts.

concrete. See that there are no loose stones or
pebbles which might be sucked up into the
propeller. Get a competent assistant to sit in
the cockpit and make sure that he under-
stands which way the throttle works (fully
back for closed) and the operation of the

switches (up for on). As there
is no fabric on the tail, en-
abling the elevators to be used
to keep the tail down, a second
assistant should stand by the
leading edge of the tailplane to
prevent the tail rising. Failure
to observe these precautions
could result in the aircraft
tipping up on its nose when
the engine is running, break-
ing the propeller, possibly
damaging the cowlings and
carburetter and probably
seriously damaging the
engine.

Place wooden blocks or bricks in front of
the wheels as chocks and put about two
gallons of petrol in the fuel tank. The correct

grade of fuel to use is 73 octane (unleaded).
If motor spirit is used, use the ordinary cheap
mixture as some of the better petrols contain
lead which is injurious to the cylinder heads.
It is not advisable to operate continually on
neat motor petrol except in an emergency.

Check that the ignition switches are off.
Turn on the petrol cock under the tank. Pull
out the choke control. Turn the propeller
over in an anti -clockwise direction (the
direction of engine rotation) six times with the

kr.
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Material Selection
SOME constructors have asked what

they should do with lengths of pre-
pared spruce containing small flaws.
The presence of large knots, holes, splits
of resin -pockets renders that part of the
timber unsuitable for use. If, however, it
is possible to cut so as to miss such flaws,
this is in order. It is very difficult to
obtain absolutely perfect timber although
the constructor must naturally obtain the
best he can. Planned cutting ensures that
timber with slight blemishes need not be
discarded although, when in doubt, ask
or discard.

Rib stock should be examined for imper-
fections, the best lengths used for the
capstrips and any slightly defective
lengths cut, the useless portion discarded,
and the remainder used for the short rib
bracing members.

The more highly stressed parts of the
aircraft demand the best possible timber.
The spar flanges, for example, must be
absolutely free from defect, the most
important faces being the upper one of the
top flange and the lower one of the
bottom flange, these faces being the most
highly stressed. The solid tailplane spars
have their maximum bending stresses in
the top and bottom edges. This means
that the importance of perfect material is
greatest near the top and bottom and
least at the centre where the stresses
decrease appreciably. From this explana-
tion, it will also be apparent that scarf
joints in spar flanges must be avoided if
possible. Should any primary structural
members require scarfing, the constructor
should approach Phoenix Aircraft Ltd.,
for advice beforehand.

Plywood, likewise, often contains minor
defects which can be cut out with careful
marking -out. The spar webs must be of
absolutely perfect material and scarf -
joints made very carefully.

Complete kits of selected timber and
plywood are available from Phoenix Air-
craft Ltd., together with synthetic -resin
glue, brass brads and all other materials
and sundries.
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Fig. 73.-Tracking
the propeller.

Sparking plugs not yet
fitted.

Measure th s distance at each
blade tip.

throttle closed. Always treat the propeller
with respect for, if the switches are incorrectly
wired, or there should be a fault in the
earthing, the engine might start suddenly.

Set the switches to " on " (contact) and
open the throttle about lin. on the pilot's
lever (throttle set.) Turn the propeller
briskly over the compression whereupon the
engine should start. A small amount of
" throttle -pumping " (moving the ever back-
wards and forwards an inch
or so) may be needed to get
the engine to run smoothly.
Complete information on
engine starting, failure to
start, etc., is given in the
Luton Minor Pilot's Handling
Notes available from Phoenix
Aircraft Ltd.

Caution! Stand clear of
the propeller. When the en-
gine is running, the propeller
is almost invisible. Cultivate
the habit of walking round
the nose of the aircraft in
a wide arc. If it is necessary
to stand close behind the
propeller during the running,
keep one hand firmly on a
strut, move slowly and think before each action.
It pays!

Almost as soon as the engine starts, the oil
pressure should rise rapidly. If this does not
happen, stop the engine immediately and
locate the source of the trouble, which might
be a leaking union. Let the engine warm up
for five minutes or so at 700 r.p.m. Carefully
push in the choke control by hand and
continue running for about ten minutes.
Close the throttle and switch off. After
switching off, open the throttle fully until the
propeller stops, then return it to the closed
position.

Remove the top cowling and look for oil
leaks. The J.A.P. is normally a very clean
engine and any oil seepage can be traced to
weeping pressure line joints or, in extreme
cases, a faulty gasket between the rear cover
and the crankcase. A small quantity of oil
may seep past the seals on the magneto drive
gearbox after prolonged running, but this is
unavoidable.

Port top plug.
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If all is correct, refit the cowling and
re -start the engine. After four or five
minutes at idling r.p.m., open the throttle
smoothly to ',goo r.p.m. There are certain
inherent flat spots in the J.A.P. engine which
only manifest themselves on the ground.
Pass through these smoothly and quickly.

Switch off the port magneto switch and
note the drop in r.p.m. on the tachometer.
Switch on again and repeat on the other
magneto switch. The drop should be not
more than 5o r.p.m. Now gradually open the
throttle fully. The tachometer should show a
speed between 2,100 and 2,200 r.p.m. Do
not run the motor at full throttle for longer
than a few minutes. Ease back to about
1,800 r.p.m.

During the time the engine is running, the
assistant must remain in the cockpit. Check
over the airframe to see that all is well and
then close the throttle, allow the engine to
idle at 70o r.p.m. for a minute or so to cool
off, and then stop the motor.

The inspecting engineer will now express
his views on the aeroplane and may ask for
certain small items to be attended to which
are necessary.

Registration
At this point, the aeroplane must be

registered with the Ministry of Aviation.
This step may be taken earlier if required,
but the actual registration mark must be
known before painting the aircraft.

Write to the Secretary (A.R.G.i), Ministry
of Aviation, Berkeley Square House, London,
W.i, and request Form C.A.I. Complete
this and return it to the Ministry together
with the fee of thirty shillings. You will then
be issued with a " G -A . . . " registration
which will identify your aircraft so long as it
is in existence.

Dismantling the Aircraft
Before fabric -covering and painting, re-

move the wings, the engine, the tail -unit and

Stbd top plug

Front

Port bottom
plug.

Port

Earth
Front

Rear Magneto magneto

Switches on
instrument

panel.
A

Stbd bottom
Plug

Port magneto earth lead. Stbd magneto earth lead.
Fig. 74.-Wiring diagram for plug leads and ignition switches.

the undercarriage.
It will be necessary
to drain out the
engine oil before
removing the motor.
Never lift the
engine by the ex-
haust pipe or the
carburetter.

Materials for
Finishing

The tools and
materials needed for
fabric -covering
and finishing are
a loin. or rain.
double -ended sail
needle, a pair of
pinking shears, a
soft -lead pencil (2B),
a Izin. ruler and a
sewing machine.
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The fabric used is either DTD 343 mada-

polam or DTD 575 light aircraft mercedised
cotton. The whole aircraft can be covered
with madapolam but, for durability, it is
recommended that the DTD 575 be used. If
it is desired to cover the plywood fuselage,
then madapolam only is suitable for this.

Fabric is available in nominal widths of
52in. and is bought by the yard. An approxi-
mate purchasing estimate is as follows: Each
wing = i2yd.; tailplane elevators and rudder

gyd.; fuselage (decking only) = 3yd.;
fuselage (complete) = 12yd.

Serrated -edge tape, made of the same grade
of fabric, is available in various widths and
the constructor will need one i5oyd. roll of
2fin. wide and about 3oyd. of sin. wide tape.
He will also need ioo yd. of tin. wide cotton
webbing tape.

A ball of W.3o linen thread and a block of
beeswax complete the fabric requirements.

The materials for doping are as follows:
5 gal. of red oxide tautening dope (add about
three more if the fuselage is to 'be covered
with madapolam); l gal. aluminium sealer
undercoat, l gal. cellulose filler (for use on
fuselage whether fabric -covered or not); one
tin cellulose stopper (used on fuselage);

gal. each of second finishing colour and
primary finishing colour. These last two
should be of the high -gloss type with nitro -
varnish added. Additionally, about 3 to 5 gal. of
cellulose anti -chill thinners will be needed.

For rubbing down, a dozen sheets of
medium (i20 or i8o) grade wet -or -dry
abrasive paper will be wanted together with
half a dozen sheets of fine (220) and a few
sheets of very fine (320) grade.

A word on equipment. If at all possible,
use a proper spray gun with a compressor
which will give-and maintain-about 6o
p.s.i. pressure. Equipment which does not
provide such pressure, demands the use of an
excessive amount of thinners. On the

particular, the thinners con-
tent should be as low as possible (with
reservations described later), it being better
to increase spray pressure to aid atomisation.
If a vacuum cleaner spray kit has to be used,
do not expect such a good finish unless you
are prepared to take additional time and
spend much longer rubbing down and
polishing.

First coats of red dope must be brushed
and the constructor should obtain some
good new paint brushes. It is well worth the
extra few shillings to get the best rather than
spoil the finish with loose hairs. Two
brushes zin. or Sin. wide and two tin. wide
are ideal.

Covering the Rudder
Sandpaper the edges of the rib capstrips

and spars to remove sharp edges. Run the
hands over all edges and surfaces which will
be in contact with the fabric to check for
roughness, lumps or hard glue and protruding

Drawing pins on reverse side.

Direction of cross weave
First stretch. in cloth.

Fig. 75.-Stages in fabric covering the rudder.
Notice how the fabric weave is kept straight.
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brads. See that there are no staples left in the
structure unless they are of stainless steel.

Try to keep the weave of the fabric square,
i.e. the threads should run vertically and
horizontally, not diagonally. Also try to keep
the threads straight by even tension in the
cloth.

Cut a piece of fabric large enough to cover
one side of the rudder. Lay the rudder on top
of it and, using drawing -pins, fold the cloth
over the edge member and pin it to the side
which is uppermost. Start at the top of the
rudder, then stretch the fabric just sufficiently
to produce light longitudinal ripples each side
from the top to the bottom where the fabric is
again folded over the edge and pinned. Now
pin the fabric from the top down to the end
of the leading -edge bow. With practice, the
right degree of stretch can be achieved so that
when the trailing -edge fabric is tautened for
pinning, the vertical weave remains straight.
The illustration shows the manner in which
the top of the rudder is covered. This is
possibly the hardest portion of the aircraft to
cover, and the sequence should be followed
closely. Avoid excessive tension in the cloth
-it is only necessary to stretch it gently.

When the rudder top is covered, pin down
the front of the spar to the bottom, then pin
from the middle of the trailing -edge round to
the bottom. The correct angle of tension can
easily be found by experiment. It is likely
that odd wrinkles may appear here and there,
but the removal and repositioning of the pins
will smooth them out.

Take a tin. brush and a tin of red dope and
carefully dope the fabric to the edge members.
Do not allow the dope to trickle or drip on to
the bare fabric now or at any time. Such
drips will make almost immovable blemishes
in the finish which will be most unsightly. It
is very easy to allow dope to drip down to the
inside of the fabric from the back edge whilst
putting on the first side of fabric, so be

The Latest Scheme for

A CHANNEL BRIDGE
It Can Be Done!
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cautious. If dope does get on to the fabric in
this manner, rub it well in with the fingers,
dispersing it as much as possible.

When the fabric has been doped to the
edge members and allowed to dry, remove the
drawing pins and, with a sharp knife, trim
the cloth overlap to the full width of the edge
member, this remaining flap being doped
down thoroughly with about three coats of
dope. Allow it to dry well before starting the
other side.

The second side is covered in precisely the
same manner except that this time the
Overlaps well
doped down.

*4%1lap.

Fig. 76.-Section showing how the fabric
is overlapped and fixed at the edge member.

drawing -pins pass through the first fabric
flap into the member (Fig. 76). Once more
dope the edge down and, when set, remove
the pins. This time, however, the surplus
fabric is cut back to about tin. from the edge
all the way round and doped down. Well dope
the edge and allow to dry.

The first two coats should be thickly
applied by brush and worked well into the
fabric. Work one rib bay at a time with a wide
brush and use a stippling action, first from
side to side and then up and down.

The fabric will go very soft and spongy and
may well remain this way after the first coat
has dried. There is no cause for alarm, how-
ever, as the second coat (applied after

Second side of fabric.

Edge member.

First side of fabric.
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stitching) will immediately tighten up the
cloth on drying. When later covering other
parts of the aircraft, it will be found that in
certain cases the fabric softens enough to
allow it to come into contact with part of the
underlying structure not normally touched by
the fabric. There may be a tendency for the
fabric to stick to such places during drying.
Where there is a likelihood of this happening,
gently hook the fabric up at intervals with a
bent pin during drying. The pin holes will
vanish with the second coat. Another point
to watch is that when the fabric does touch
the underlying structure, the dope brush will
leave a streak of dope against the obstruction.
This will set as a hard ridge in the finish even
though the cloth no longer fouls the structure.
Take care to avoid this if you want a good
finish.

After the first coat has been applied, the
cloth is ready to be stitched to the structure.
There are two schools of thought here; one
being that stitching should be done before
doping is done, and the other that a coat of
dope should be applied first. This latter
principle is best adopted by the amateur since
any faulty tensioning of the cloth, which
might result in the sheet creeping, will not
result in wrinkles round the stitching or, in
extreme cases, actual bending of the ribs
beneath.

A word of warning. Cellulose dopes and
thinners are highly inflammable. Never try
to accelerate drying with a naked light or
red -element heater and never dope in a room
with an open fire. Should heat acceleration be
required, infra -red " black heaters " may be
used or, on small areas, an ordinary electric
light lamp and shade supported a foot or so
from the surface to be dried will suffice.

In the next article, stitching, doping, final
inspection and flying will be dealt with
together with a materials list.

(To be continued)

THE idea of a channel tunnel has barely
been proved a practical proposition;

now it has been followed by another proposal
this time for a channel bridge. Several very
large engineering firms are backing this idea.
It would be expensive, costing something in
the region of £200 million but look at the
artist's impression below to see what it would
offer. The 2i -mile long bridge would have

twin railway tracks and a five -lane 49ft. wide
motor highway with special i3ft. tracks for
cyclists and motorcyclists. The height would
be 242ft. and the span between pier centres
740 ft. except for two wider navigation
openings. At high water there would be a
minimum headroom of r7oft. Over 40 of
the 142 piers would be at a depth of 13o to
165ft.

Cycles Rail
Etc. Track

5 -Lane
Highway

65 6

Rail Cycles
Track Etc.

I 55'
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A CARAVAN
by Griff Kendall

MANY people today are making their
homes in caravans and many more,
particularly those with young chil-

dren, choose this form of accommodation for
their holidays. There is no room even in the
largest caravan for the conventional cot and
the simple solution is to convert one of the
fitted bunks by adding a rail to it. The cot
can then serve the dual role of sleeping
accommodation and playpen.

Anyone who is sufficiently proficient in
carpentry could make the rail complete, but
the author found it easier to obtain an old
playpen. This consisted of four lengths of
rail. The hinges were unscrewed to provide
two long and two short lengths.

One long and one short length were to be
hinged together again, but before this was
done, the length of these two pieces was made
up to what was required by using pieces of the
other two sides of the playpen, as shown in
the sketch.

The method of jointing is shown inset.
Cut the end of one of the pieces of railing (top
and bottom) to approximately 3o deg. Lay
these ends over the piece of rail to be joined
to it and use the ends to mark off exactly
the same angle. When this has been cut,
glue the two pieces together using a good
wood glue. Finally, secure into position with
metal plates as shown.

Hinge the front and end together and use
hooks and eyes to secure to the caravan walls.
The rails are then easily removable for clean-
ing the bunk and making it. The rails rest on
the wooden part of the bunk and not on the
mattress.

(Right) How the pieces are cut and jointed.

(Below) The completed cot.

co
a.

T
Discarded- lr,

Corners dismantled and extra lengths
made up from discarded sides

Mitre cut

The Thermionic Converter
(Concluded from page 395)

tion; its high efficiency and its small size.
Ceramics are inherently stable and chemically
inactive, even at very high temperatures.
They can be heated indefinitely in the air with
an open flame without deterioration; they do
not require chemical preparation to an extreme
degree of ultrapurity ; their use raises no
technological problem of high -vacuum opera-
tion, complex electric or electronic apparatus,
or the like.

" Fuel Cell "
Another development produces electricity

by a completely different method-chemical
reaction. It is the result of research by Allis-
Chalmers Manufacturing Company. Known
as a "fuel cell," this device is simple, operates
independently of any source of heat, and can
be constructed in any desired size.

The entire process takes place in a metal
box containing a number of one -volt cells,
each made of two metal electrodes coated with
a catalyst. The electrodes are separated by an
electrolytic solution. When hydrogen and
oxygen gases are fed into the box, a chemical
reaction occurs which frees electrons in the
electrodes, producing electricity.

Upon completion of research, this device is
expected to be a valuable source of electric
power for many purposes-to operate electric
lights and household electrical appliances, to
provide emergency or supplemental power for
industry and hospitals and to manufacture
aluminium which is produced through
electrolytic reduction.

Although a lot of research work must still
be done before these various developments
can be actually utilised commercially, they
represent great milestones in the continuing
effort to simplify conversion of energy into
usable form.

Their potential and the developers' hopes
for the future are very high. Commercial use
of these " converters," the goal of continuing
research, may reduce electrical -production
costs, vital to world-wide advances in in-
dustrialisation, increased economic stability,
commerce and living standards.

PRACTICAL MOTORIST
JUNE ISSUE NOW ON SALE
Economy with Bearings
Repairs on the Road
Brake Bleeding your Ford Anglia
Eliminating Car Radio Interference
Trafficator Troubles
Sunbeam Mark III Overhaul
The Beginners Guide to the Motor Car
A35 Decarbonisation
2 -Speed Electric Windscreen Wipers
Choosing the Right Secondhand Car

And many other interesting features
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RAWLPLUi

Ho.8 METALWE MING KIT A AilW Paw/plug Pack
complete with No. 8 METALIDE masonry drill
for all household fixing jobs

CONTENTS
Six each No. 8 xr and
No. 8 x 11' Rawlplugs.
Six each No. 8 x 1" and
No. 8 x 11' Countersunk

Steel Screws.
One No. 8 Metalide Masonry

Drill in plastic wallet.

6/6
COMPLETE

COMPLETE RAWLPLUG
OUTFITS

If you have not already
used Rawlplugs-make
a start now with the
Rawlplug Popular out-
fit. This contains an
assortment of No. 8
Rawlplugs and Screws, a
No. 8 Popular Tool for
hole -boring in masonry
and a 16 -page instruc-
tional booklet.

Larger Outfits:- HOUSEHOLD 516d.
HANDYMAN 1119d. CRAFTSMAN 12/9d.,

lf-

HANDY BOXES
For those handymen
who already have a
Rawltool (or tool

set) Rawlplugs are sold
in handy 1/- boxes. Nos. 6.
8, 10, 12 and 14 are packed
in assorted lengths to
cover any household fix-
ing job. No more lost or
mixed up Rawlplugs when
you keep these handy
boxes in your toolkit.

POPULAR TOOL
A sturdy yet inexpen-
sive tool for making
holes for No. 8 Rawl-
plugs. It is a one-piece
tool made from best
tool steel and is backed
by the Rawlplugguarantee of high
quality.

Rawlplug Firing Devices,
Tools and Products are
obtainable from all good
Ironmongers, Hardware
Dealers, Builders
Merchants and Stores.

Each Metalide drill is packed with an
instruction leaflet in a strong plastic
wallet with transparent window.

Rawlplug

Now you can fix all your kitchen gadgets and other things
about the house the simple way. Just put the Metalide drill
in a hand brace, drill the holes in the masonry in a few
seconds, insert the Rawlplugs and Screw up the fixtures.
No mess, no bother, no damage to decorations-and your
fixtures are rock firm. With this new No. 8 Metalide fixing
kit you have everything you need-Drill, Rawlplugs and
Screws; and complete fixing instructions are printed on
the back of the card !

PLASTIC WOOD Rawlplug DUROFIX

-8l/6
Real Wood in Putty Form For modelling or
repairing intricate mouldings. Filling flaws,
splits and holes in wood, Rawlplug Plastic
Wood is unsurpassed. It can be cut, planed
and sanded. will take screws and nails, and
what is more it will stick firmly to any non -
greasy surface-metal, glass, vulcanite.
plastic, earthenware, etc. tins 2/3;
1 -lb. tins 3/9; 1 -lb. tins 6/6.

CEMENT
TILE V

3°

White adhesive for repairing tiles.
Kitchen and Bathroom tiles have an unfor-
tunate tendency to fall out. This Rawlplug
Tile Cement will firmly replace them without
mess or trouble. It is white, strong and easy
to use and quite suitable for fireside and
hearth tiles. It is also used as a general
purpose adhesive. I -lb. tins 2/9d.

DUROGLUE

Animal glue of tremendous strength. This
popular ready to use DUROGLUE is the
handyman's friend. It can be used for that
immediate need and replaced in the toolbox
for another day. It is strong, reliable and
for woodwork an ever ready aid to fixing and
repairs. It is also suitable for many other
materials but is not waterproof. 1-1b. tins 2/6;
1-1b. tins 4/9.

RAWLPLUG

RCITIMIDE

Clear, Waterproof. Heatproof. Insulating
All Purpose Adhesive. Handy tubes 1/-, large
tubes 1/6d. DUROFIX is undoubtedly the
finest value for money today. It has such a
wide range of applications from simple
woodwork repairs to fine china, porcelain
and glassware that no home should be
without a tube. Commercial tubes 5/-; I -lb. tins
2/9; 1-1b. tins 10/6.

PLASTIC 1 0 1°
METAL 2

pApALA
For quick easy repairs to Metalware.

This scientific preparation in paste form can
be applied in a few seconds and dries in a few
minutes. Metal utensils in the house,
garage or garden can be put into good con-
dition again by the intelligent use of Rawl-
plug PLASTIC METAL without heat or
soldering iron. Why not try a tube? Nob
suitable for wireless or electrical connections.

DUROFAST 119°

Durofast is the new contact adhesive by
Rawlplug. Ithas absolutely amazing strength
yet is so flexible you can even fix rubber soles
to shoes with it. Durofast is ideal for fixing
laminated plastics to cabinet tops and can
also be used for fixing metal to metal or glass
to metal, rubber and felt to wood, etc.

for masonry drilling the easy way

Here is a cheap reliable masonry drill for the
household handyman. Four sizes are made for use
in a hand brace or suitable electric drill. Just what
you need for that occasional domestic fixing job.

No. 8 (3/16")
Green
Wallet

5/6

No. 10 0/321
Blue

Wallet

6/ -

No. 12 (1/41
Brown
Wallet

6/6;

No. 14 (9/321
Grey

Wallet

7/ -

The most efficient, precision made, long lasting
masonry drill is the Rawlplug DURIUM (with the
free re -sharpening service). We strongly advise this
drill for continuous drilling (such as industrial
operation) 13 Sizes are from No. 6 to No. 30; 4 Rawl -
bolt sizes and 11 sizes for drilling right through
walls. Prices are from 9/6 each. For drilling glass
use the special DURIUM GLASS DRILL. Made in
nine sizes from i" to at 6/6 to 10/6 each. Free
Re -sharpening Voucher with each drill.

THE RAWLPLUG COMPANY LIMITED, CROMWELL ROAD, LONDON, S.W.7
B
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THAT

YOU WANT IS
WAITING FOR YOU
IN THIS BOX ... (mc,

(,})))),.
No. 1217. One gross

/ Assorted Springs. A complete
Garage Service Kit. 42/- each.

If not, try another box in the Terry Assorted Springs range
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No. 1200 No. 757
Three dozen Assorted

Three dozen Assorted
Light Compression No. 98A Extra Light Compression,

Light Expansion Springs,
suitable for carburettor
control, etc. 13/6.

Springs. I' to 4" long,
22 to 18 S.W.G., I" to
4" diam. 6/6.

Three dozen Assorted 1"
to 4" long, f" to I" diam.,
19G to 15G. 5/6.

1 gross Assorted, f" to
41." diam., 4" to 25" long,
27 to 19 S.W.G. 15/,

ItiAl s 1

No% 
- -r

No. 753 No. 758 Looking for good Hose
Three dozen Assorted Pine Expansion Springs. Cut production costs with Clips? Send for a Sample
Light Expansion r to V' 1 gross Assorted it" to I" Terry's Wire Circlips. We of Terry's Security Worm
diam., r to 6" long, 22 to diam., f" to r long, 27 to can supply immediately Drive Hose Clip and
18 S.W.G. 10/6. 20 S.W.G. 15/-. from stock --from f" tor. price list.

"CATALOGUE"
Our new Catalogue No. 14 has 500 items
nearly all illustrated. Radio Control.
Government Surplus, etc. Price 2/
Refund on £2 order. Post 6d.
GEARED TUNING UNITS. Small
chassis 3k" x 3r x 6", containing 8 MF
condenser, 1 B7G and 2 Octal valve
holders, 15 small chokes, condensers and
resistances, 2 Crystal diodes (CV448), 2
tag strips. Attached to unit is a small
sub -chassis which contains W.W. pot
500 ohms gear -driven to h" long lead
screw with travelling block and limit
switches. This unit makes an ideal rudder
control unit complete with 12-24 volt
pernaag motor. Pnce 17/6d., post 1/6d..
or Unit less motor 4/ -, post 1/6d.
RADIO CONTROL RECEIVERS built to
our specification and incorporating a 3S4
valve and special high resistance relay.
This has proved to be a reliable light-
weight receiver and will operate success-
fully on 67v. H.T. and 14v. L.T. at 1,000
yards range. Weight 44ozs. O.A. size 3'
x 21" x 24". Complete and ready for
operation. With 4 way battery plug.
g9/6d. postage 1/9d. Battery to suit
B. 114 Ever Ready, 8/- post 1/3d.
LANDING LAMP CONTROLI UNIT.
consisting of 24 volt motor with magnetic
brake and reduction gear unit, which in
turn drives a quadrant arm normally sup-
porting the lamp. The arm is operated
through a 90° angle, and is fitted with
limit switches to prevent over -run. This
unit is ideal for the remote operation of
windows and doors. New condition. Price
17/6d., post 3/-.
SCR 522 CHASSIS. This is an 11 -valve
chassis, complete except for valves and
relay, containing dozens of resistances,
condensers, etc., variable tuning conden-
sers, !FP Transformers and range selector.
Suitable for converting for 2 -metres
band. Price 8/6d., post 3/6d.
ROTARY CONVERTERS. 24v. in 200v.
at 50 m.a. and 13v. at 3a. out., will
operate in reverse and will give 15v. at
3a., from 230v. D.C. mains. Ideal for
model railways, battery charging, etc.
Price 10/6d.,post 3/6d.
AUTO TRNSFORMERS. Type LB.
Government Surplus. Input 110-230, out-
put voltages as follows: 10, 20, 30, 40,
60, 70, 90. 100, 110, 120, 130, 140, 170,
200. 230 at approximately 3 amps. Price
27/6d.. post 3/6d.

ARTHUR SARIS CONTROL LTD.
93 North Rd., Brighton. Tel. 25680

We know exactly how difficult it is
to find springs for experimental
work . . . we've been making quality
springs for over 100 years. So, we
confidently offer you our excellent
range of small boxed assortments
which covers a very wide range.
We can only show a few boxes. Send
us a p.c. for our full list. If ever you
are stuck with a spring problem let
our Research Department put their
long experience at your disposal.

Have you a presswork problem ?

If so, the help of our Design Staff is
yours for the asking.

TERRY'S
for SPRINGS

Really interested in Springs?"Spring
Design and Calculations" 9th
Edition tells all -post free 12/6.

HERBERT TERRY&SONS LTD.
Redditch, Worcs.
(Makers of Quality Springs, Wireforms
and Presswork for over 100 years)

`ZYTO SUPER

33/- FIRST PAYMENT
8 MONTHLY PAYMENTS

OF 41 6 CASH PRICE 116/10/0

9 DO-IT-YOURSELF
TOOL KIT

A Superb set of full size, fully
guaranteed tools specially select-

ed for the home craftsman. 47
tools including Stanley adjustable
Iron -plane, Brace, Chisels, Bits,

Hammers, Hand Drill, Screw-
drivers, etc., and also a first-class
instruction book.
* Illustrated leaflet of "Zyto"

tool kits post free. *
Illustrated catalogue of tools and
machinery for wood and metalwork.
2/6 refunded on first order of 40/-.

S. TYZACK & SON L111% Telephone
SHO. 8301
Ten lines

3 41-3 45 OLD STREET, LONDON, EC1
ONLY LONDON ADDRESS
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For further details write to:-

Vr

Make tracks for
your Garden . . .

And make them now with dry,
sunshiny days ahead and the long
light evenings of summer. What
are your materials ? Track
parts, a few lengths of wood, a
pound or so of mixed sand and
cement and whatever else your
ingenuity may suggest. So easy
is it to begin this boundless,
fascinating hobby. And what
an attraction it will be, and how
your friends will admire it !

There's twice the interest in a
garden that is served by a real
live working railway.

BASSETT- LOWKE LTD.
21, Kingswel I Street, Northampton

London: 112 High Holborn, W.C.I Manchester: 28, Corporation Street

Huge Purchase High Speed Steel
Tool Bits, hardened ready for use,
essential to any lathe user, secure
your stock now as these are really a
good investment. 1/4" square, 2 1/2"
long. 6/6 per doz. 5/16" sq., 3" long,
8/6 doz., 3/8" sq., 3" long, 12/-
doz.; 7/16" sq., 3 1/2" long, 15/-
doz. Six doz. lots less 10 per cent.

5,000 Taps, 1/8" to 3/8" dia.,
Assorted Threads, suit M.E. or experi-
menter, mostly fine threads, twenty
assorted. 3/9.

One Ton Ground Sliver Steel, 13"
lengths, 1/16" to 15/32" dia., doz.
assorted lengths, 5/6.

5,000 Ball Races, standard o.d.,
1/8" bore, 2/-; 3/16", 2/-; 1/4", 2/-;
3/8", 2/6; 1/2" 3/6; 5/8", 4/6 each.
6 or 9 mm., 1f- each.

2,000 Hand Reamers, sizes 5/16",
3/8", 7/16", 3/6 each. Also 5/8",
11/16", 4/9 each.

Extra Special Carb. Grinding
Wheels Offer. 6"-7" dia., 1/4", 1/2".
3/4" thick, 1/2" or 3/4" hole, 10/ -
the three, postage 2/-. Value over
30/-. Ass. grits for tool and cutter
grinding.

2.000 Small H.S. Twist Drills,
approx. 1/32"-3/32", 4/- doz. Approx.
1/16"-1/4", 7/6 doz. Approx. 9/32"-
15/32", six for 10/-.

3,000 Circular Split Dies, 1" dia.
cutting 1/4", 5/16", 3/8", 7/16", 1/8"
Whit., B.S.F.. also brass thread, 26
thread all sizes and American- N.F.
12/- per set of 5 sizes, 2 sets 22/6,
4 sets 42/6. Taps to suit 12/6 per set,
either taper or second or plug. 1"
dia. stocks 6/- each.

2.000 Straight Shank End Mills.
size 1/8", 5/32", 3/16", 7/32", 1/4",
5/16", 15/- set, also 3/8", 7/16", 1/2"
ditto, 12/6 set.

All items brand new. orders post
paid, except overseas.

J. BURKE
192 Baslow Rd., Totley, Sheffield
Inspection at Rear 36 Fitzwilliam St.,

Sheffield.
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The Author using his bandsaw.

THE frame is sturdy enough to allow the
machine to stand upright but it is rather
narrow in proportion to its height and

width and would require stabilising to with-
stand vibration. Whether or not it is to have
its own motor, it could well be mounted on a
suitable board, say about 12 in. wide, and this
board could be clamped tp the bench when
the machine was in use.

If the machine is to stand alone, however,
three 3in. x 2111. legs should be added as
shown in Figs. j and 6, and use can be made of
them to support a board on which the motor
might well stand. The two legs attached to
the back of the machine should splay outwards
and both they and the single leg on the front
should be bevelled for about sin. to throw
them away from the back and front and thus
spread them well before they reach the floor.
Fig. 7 furnishes detail of this. Note that the
bottoms of the legs should be cut off at an
angle so that they rest squarely on the floor.

The length of the legs will vary slightly
according to the person who will work the
machine normally, particularly if he be very
tall or rather short. For the average man they
can be 23in. long of which approximately Sin.
is above the bottom of the frame of the
machine. A reliable figure on which to work
is that the table height should be in the
region of 3ft. 6in. from floor level. The two
back legs are screwed and/or bolted to the
plywood back and rear braces if they cross the
line of the bevelled portion of the legs. The
front one is screwed to the filling block as
shown in Figs. i and a. Use stout, long
screws that penetrate deep into the framework.

If the machine is not constructed for metal
cutting, increase the length of the legs.

The Motor Board
Much depends on the shape, height and

length of the motor. Although the board may
be low enough to house the height of the
motor, it may not, at that point, be deep

Concluded from the May issue

Part 2 describes mounting, the motor
board, the table, safety guards and

accessories.

enough to prevent the back of the motor
fouling the front centre leg. Another point to
bear in mind is that the zin. pulley on the
motor must be in vertical alignment with the
join. loose pulley and the 3in. motor pulley
must line up with the sin. fixed pulley. The
nearer the floor the motor board is placed the
larger it can be and, consequently, offer more
scope for positioning the motor.

While on this subject it may be well to
mention the method employed to decide the
sizes of the two belts required to drive the
machine at either high or low speed. The
formula is: Half the sum of the diameters of
the two pulleys concerned multiplied by Pi.
and added to twice the distance the centres are
apart will give the length of the belt.

Two examples from Fig. 6 explain this:-
join. zin. 6 X 22 = Join. + (13 X z)

2 7
nearest inch.

5M. + 3in. 4 X 22 = 13in. + (22 x 2)

2 7
= 57in. To nearest inch.

Equally, of course, if the two pulley sizes are
known and you have a belt of known length,

0.
 15: Side

machine
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61/4"it is possible to work out the distance apart
the centre of the two pulleys should be in
order to make use of the belt. In fact, any one
measurement can be found if the others are *;  "   " " '  " " "   '  " " "  v.'.
known.   

Once the best height has been decided
upon, it is a simple matter to measure the size
the board should be in order, not only to be
supported by the legs, but also to lend them
support and thus obviate a tendency to splay
outwards because of the weight of the :::
machine. Notches should be cut in the board
to receive the legs. Short blocks of 'in. x jin.
hardwood are screwed to the legs to support
the board, and the board screwed down on to
them to give lateral aid.

Table top.

Fig. 6.-Pulley arrangement. At A are ain.
and loin. loose pulleys; B is a loin. pulley; C
is a 5in. pulley. Pulley A and the motor are at
13in. centres. A and B are at 14in. centres
and the motor and C are at zzin. centres.
Therefore Vee belt from small pulley A to large
pulley B should be 4oin.; belt from large pulley
A to zin. pulley on motor 45in.; and belt from

C to 3in. pulley on motor 57in.
Fig. 7.-Angle for legs.

Fig. 8.-Trunnions.
Fig. ro.-Underside of the front edge of saw
table showing saw kerf supported by two

swivelled metal bars.
Fig. h.-Lower thrust wheel.

Fig. 12.-Adjustable fence for straight cutting,
and (below) accessory for cutting true circles or Fe:

arcs. .:... Mild steel Kt x3/4"x3/ 6"____-__...-

Fig. I 3.-Mitre gauge for various uses. -...v......v.-...........-..::::::k:e:::::.%:::::::.:0:.

'                   .........   
Saw Required radius.

-41( ...,Metal pivot.

Woodscrews Wood to be
cut to a circle.

:K

 :::

3/4"x 3/16" grooveti

Table top
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The Table
This consists of a piece of tin. plywood

24in. long and x4in. wide. It is cut to make
one piece loin. x x4in. (the fixed part of the
table) and one piece r4in. square for that part
of the table which will tilt. The shorter piece
is firmly screwed towards the back of the
throat to the tin. x fin. batten, and is
supported near the front of the machine by a
suitable piece of rim wood screwed to the
brace carrying the two lower bandwheels.
This may be cut wider at the top than at the
bottom, so that it offers maximum support to
the table without fouling either of the band -
wheels.

The saw is now removed and the tilting
portion of the table placed in position tem-
porarily and marked where the saw will need
to pass through it. This point will be found
to approximate the centre but can be arrived
at accurately by the use of a square in con-
junction with the saw guide holder. Now
bore a tin. hole with the point as centre and,
from the front of the table towards the hole
mark off a right-angled line and cut through
to the hole with a handsaw. This saw kerf will,
when the table is in position, enable the
bandsaw blade to be removed. It should be
found that, having cut the line with a hand-
saw, the kerf is wide enough to pass the
bandsaw without interference. If this is not
the case, owing perhaps to the use of a fine
panel saw, the kerf must be widened until the
handsaw passes safely and smoothly through
it.

To give stability to the front edge of the
tilting table, two metal bars are screwed near
the face edge on the underside as shown in
Fig. so. These are swivelled aside when it is
necessary to remove the blade.

A lower thrust wheel can be added under
the table to give additional support to the
blade but is not essential. Fig. x r shows that
used by the author. Two metal blocks about
tin. x tin. x fin. have a tin. silver steel rod
about 3in. long running through them, this
rod being a press fit. On this rod runs a length
of metal tube which revolves freely on it. The
two blocks are screwed to the underside of the
table centrally with the saw kerf and in such a
position that, when not in use, the back of the
handsaw just clears the roller.

The table is tilted and supported by a single
trunnion cut from sin. hardwood. Figs. 8 and
9 illustrate clearly the two pieces which may
be cut from a piece about Join. long and 51in.
wide. The greatest care must be taken in
cutting the semi -circle for on its accuracy
depends the smooth action necessary to
operate the table successfully. It is reasonably
easy to cut with a jigsaw but a lot more
difficult to cut by hand with a coping saw.
Nevertheless, if the job is not hurried, a very
neat, square job can result. The cut should,
of course, be evened up and smoothed with a
file and glasspaper. The segment in the top
portion of the trunnion in which a fixed tin.
bolt will engage should be marked out with
care, the bulk of the material removed with
several din. drillings, and finally smoothed
with a thin rasp and glasspaper.

With the table in the flat position, and
,temporarily clamped down, the top trunnion
is placed in position against the outside of the
plywood back with its centre point exactly in
line with the saw; cramp it for the moment
and then screw down into it from the top of
the table, using three tjin. No. 8 c'sk. screws.
Remove the cramp and place the lower part of
the trunnion tightly against the upper part
letting the mitred part-which will protrude
from the side-line up with the bevelled edge
in the side framing. The cut-out quarter -
circle lower right will be found to give ample
clearance for the 5in. pulley wheel. Screw
into position and, with the table still cramped
down, drill a fin. hole through the plywood
from the back, using the lower end of the
segment as a guide. Now pass a 2in. x fin.
bolt through the hole (from the inside) and
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through the segment and fix with a sub-
stantial steel washer and flynut. Remove the
cramp, and the table should glide smoothly
over the trunnion and lock at any desired
angle. In order to support the front of the
table when tilted to 45 deg., a widening piece
may be added to the edge of the 4in. x sin.
board the top of which is already bevelled.
This can be clearly seen in Fig. 1.

Safety Guards
It now remains to cover in the whole of the

mechanism except the short length of saw in
use, and this is accomplished by the intro-
duction of three hardboard doors. The top one
is rain. wide, the bottom one r8in. wide, and
the third-which is very small-encloses the
short space left between the two bandwheels
on the left side at the end of the throat. After
rounding the corners to match up with the

Fig. 9.-A view of the table tilted.

frame, hang the top door by a pair of hinges
from the top of the machine so that it opens
forward and upwards and automatically rests
on the top frame. The wider board-the
lower door-is hinged to the bottom of the
machine, opens forward and downwards, and
comes to rest against the single front leg. The

Fig. 14.-A close-up of the blade guide and
table hole.

fact that this lower door does not quite reach
the underside of the table does not matter-it
is only an inch or so short and saves buying a
zft. wide hardboard. The slightly exposed
portion of the saw is virtually out of reach
unless one deliberately seeks it. The little
side door is about 7 -8 -in. high and 3in. wide
and is hinged to another piece of hardboard
also 71 -in. high and about yin. wide; this
latter piece is pinned to the upright brace and
the block " B " (Fig. 2) to -even -up the surface.
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Any form of fastening may be used to keep
the doors closed provided it combines
efficiency with ease of removal.

Tensioning the saw calls for a little instruc-
tion to the uninitiated. Too much tension
may cause the saw to break when running at
speed, and too little allows unnecessary

slack " which will cause the saw to wander
from true vertical. In general, a wide saw
needs more tension than a narrow one but it
is a matter of experience. Test by pressing
the blade between the wheels with the finger
-the saw should " give " just a little. If in
doubt err on the tight side.

While on the subject of safety the following
should be noted:

Always close the doors when running the
machine.

Set the saw guide holder as close to the
work as possible consistent with ability
to see the cutting line clearly.

Keep the saws sharp and do not exert undue
pressure.

Whenever possible avoid backing out of a
cut; it is dangerous since it tends to pull
the saw off the bandwheels. It can also
result in a broken blade.

Don't work in loose clothing; button your
coat, tuck in your tie, and roll up your
sleeves.

Take particular care to see that both driving
belts are not connected to the motor at the
same time. Remove the one not required
to be used.

Power and Speed
A * h.p. motor will successfully carry out

all work likely to be undertaken. If, however,
really heavy jobs are expected, e.g. continuous
sawing through 4in. thick hardwood, then
install a I h.p. motor.

Bandsaw speed is based on linear measure-
ment, i.e. the rate at which any particular
tooth passes a given point in feet per minute.
From 2,000 f.p.m. is normal, the higher
speeds applying to large saws. The machine
being described is calculated to pass 2,1oo
f.p.m. for wood, using a 3in. pulley on the
motor and a Sin. pulley on the bandwheel; for
metal it is rated at 138 f.p.m. using a ain.
pulley on the motor to a min. loose pulley
then again a 2in..loose pulley (on the same
shaft) to a Loin. fixed pulley on the other
bandwheel. The speed of the motor is 1,425
r.p.m.

Additional Accessories
While, as has already been mentioned, the

handsaw is not intended for straight cutting,
it can be so used for many small jobs and will
perform in a satisfactory manner if the work
be fed along an adjustable fence such as that
shown in Fig. r2.

Circle Gauge
Accurate circles, or parts of them, may be

cut with the aid of the lower device shown in
the same figure. This device can be of any
reasonable length and have borings at various
distances. It is screwed to the underside of
the table-at right -angles to the saw and away
from the throat-and *in. holes bored as
needed, according to the radius of the circle or
arc to be cut. A short length of *in. steel is
inserted in the hole allowing lin. to fin. to
protrude above it. The centre of the wood to
be cut is bored with a similar hole and placed
over the steel rod. As the saw cuts, the wood
is rotated and a perfect circle results.

Mitre Fence
For accurately cutting right -angles or

mitres an adjustable mitre fence can be made
and a groove cut in the table top along which
it can slide. Fig. 53 illustrates this accessory
which may also serve for use with a circular
saw.
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FOR SALE
I_YOUSE SERVICE METERS, credit" and prepayment; available from
stock. -Universal Electrical, 221 City
Road, London, E.C.1.
AIR COMPRESSORS, single cylinder,

two stage, 24 cu. ft. min. at up to
450 p.s.i.; suitable for spraying, etc.;
condition as new but slightly store soiled;
cost over £10 ; bargain at £2 Os. Od. each.
Air Lines, 40ft., new, 30/ -.-Cooper, 10
Fowler Street, Nechells, Birmingham, 8.

COMPRESSORS
Twin Cylinder 24 cu. ft. per min. 150
lbs. pressure, base mounting complete
with vee driving wheel, 30/ -.
S.A.E. for list of Motors, gauges,
Safety Valves, Air Line, etc.

Dept. P.M.3,
WHEELHOUSE

13 BELL ROAD, HOUNSLOW.
Phone: HOU. 350.

4 ON. PLANING and Rebating
Machines, ballraced, adjustable cut,

£61101-; other sizes at low prices. Build
a circular saw cheaply , new type Saw
Spindles from 45/-. Also combination
Wood -working Lathes. Send stamp for
lists and save pounds.-Ortan Lathes,
Costessey, Norwich.
MODERN STEAM CARS 120+

M.P.H.-steam at turn of switch,
two -pedal control, amazing performance,
silence and economy. Illustrated des-
cription in magazine, also steam launches
and stationary power units. Lists of
drawings, castings, etc., 5s. post free.
" Light Steam Power," Kirk Michael,
Isle of Man, U.K.
CLIOVT. SURPLUS. Radio and
4-7

mech-
anical, Flex, shafts, grinding wheels,

insulators, etc. S.a.e. list. S. Midgley,
Hebden Road, Haworth, Keighley.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS AND
MANUFACTURERS' CLEARANCE

BALL RACES. 4* a 3' bore, 3' x 1/16'
bore, Y x tore, 1/8 ea., x tore
21- ea., Wart ore, 8/8 ca.
HYDROMETERS. Acid 81- ea.
MIN. MOTORS. 40., reversible, tern anent
magrit, totally enclosed, 1/- ea.
WIPE CELLS. I.2 v. I amp., sr x 23' x. 1"
unused, 5/- ea., ON- doe.
PRISMS. Idagnifying 1-8/16' eq., 5/6, on adj.
frame, 2 alters, B/- ea.
MORSE HEYS. Small, 2/.. Medium 2/-.
Larger, 3/6. Large Cov., 10/-.
KEY SW IV. 1.1 C. D.T.C.O., 2/C ea., 25/- dozen.
GERM. DIODES, 1/- ea., IC/- dos., 'specials 1/ -
each.
OCTOPUS CALL RACE REMOVERS, 22., diet £15
VAR SLIDERS. 10 ohm. 30 w. for chargers,
train rout, on, etc., 3/-

A.C. AMP. LIEURS. 0-50 M. Iron, 22/C ca.
MI5. E.S. BLEBS. Suitable model eye., etc.,
1/- each, 10/- doz.
MAINS EXTRACTOR FAN OR BLOWER. 6"
dia. 2,800 r.p.m., 75,- ca.
HOURS RUN METER. Mains 22/6 ea.
V.H.F. CHABLIS. Pali, useful model control,
etc., contains over 20 components, coils, con-
densers, resistors, Trace holden, etc. 5/6
TOGGLE SWITCHES, 1/-. PANEL FUSE
HOLDERS, 1/8. 12 -WAY CONN. BLCCRS 1,6.
BS BULBS, 2/6 doz.
METERS. 500 0 500 Microarop. 14' dia.,
37/6 ea. Dual range 0-5v. 0-100 v. POD 1m/a.
20/- ea. 50-0-50 nirroarna.. 30,- each.
FERRITE ROD AERIALS. M. wave 5/. ea.
Medium and long 6/6 an.
I.T.A. AERIALS. New. 3 -element, 22/6;
5 -element, 27/6; Co-az cable 13,1 per yd.: an
spaced, ad. per yd.
HEADPHONES. Moving iron, low impedance,
6/-; high, 5/- balanced armature, low, 10/-:
high, 15/-; moving roil, low only, 10/- pr. pair.
JOB TIME CLOCK. Elec. h6.10.0 ea.
SELEN. RECS. 12 v. 1 amp.. 5/-; amp.,
11/8; 4 amp., 15/-. 500 v. /amp. cont. 30/35
mm. discs. 10/- ea.
DESK TELEPHONES. 2:1/..00t1) dial, 7t/-.
METAL BOXES. Well ventilated. Ideal
chargers, power packs. etc 11' X 11' x 7"
high, 8/8 ea.
12-24 V.D.C. MOTORS GEARED. Small and
powerful, 4-8 r.p.m., 25/- ea.
MICROSWITCHES. 2/- ea.. 20/- per doz.
PRESSURE GAUGES. 250 p.s.I., 12/8 ea.
12 -WAY P.V.C. Cable, Screened and P.V.C.
Covered, 2/8 yd.
FENNER SILVER -ZINC ACCUMULATORS.
11.105, 15/- ea. New. List 25/- each.
STELLITE 100 Tool bits, square, 6' long; i"
12/8; 5/16" 10/-; 1" 25/-.
KLAXON 115 volts, cap. atart motors 28 ea.,
with gear boo 84 r.p.m. 88.10.0. ea.

Enquiries S.A.E. please.
H UGGETT'S LIMITED

2/4 PAWSON'S ROAD. WEST
CROYDON, SURREY.

FOR SALE (Continued)

STEEL SHELVING
RIGID & SELF-SUPPORTING

Keep your workshop tidy
with one of the following
units at a price you can

afford

411_2742; wide

high xx

I 9" deep

SO,_7,1 wide
xx

I 9" deep

whii5hex

12" deep

)x<

12" deep

6 shelves adjustable at I" centres

Stove Enamelled, Silver Grey or
Green

All Carriage Paid. Cash with Order

GROSVENOR INDUSTRIES

LTD.

77H, GROSVENOR ROAD
LONDON, S.W.I VIC 4375

IVVERLASTING BATTERIES, 2'5 v.' (torches, models, plating, etc.),
rechargeable mains, 37/6. Torches, re-
chargeable mains, 39/6. Dynamo -torches,
27/6. German microscopes, 100/200/300x.,
fitted case, £811716. Theranews, Tring,
Herts.

TUBES 18 Months' Guarantee
MAZDA & MULLARD TYPES
12 & 14- £5.10

17" C6.10
21" ai (Send old tube)

others (send old tube, similar prices).
Terms C.W.O. Postage & Insurance 10/-
WW.D.. C (Dept. P.M.), 4 Bruce Grove,.R.S. Meadows, Nottingham

CHEAP GOVERNMENT SURPLUS.
-Sale of 300 tons Mechanical,

Electrical Tools, Instruments, Optical,
Nuts, Bolts, Screws, Washers, etc. Free
list 4,000 items, 100 useful mixed lots. -
K. R. Whiston (Dept. M.P.S.), New Mills,
Stockport.

T.V. CHASSIS FOR SPARES 9/6
56 Resistances including 7 variable con-
trols. 54 condensers including elects°.
litics. Coils 7 I.F. and R.F. transformers.
13 valve holders (8-B8A, 2-B7G. and 3
octal) 4 transformers Mains, Output,
Line, Frame. Chokes 250 m.a. Metal
Rectifiers 300 v. at 250 m.a. Fuse panel,
scanning coils, focus magnets. Plugs,
sockets, switch, chassis screws, tag strips,
etc. I.F. strip can be separated. Power
pack can be used without dismantling.
These chassis have been used. but were
working when stored. 6 page circuit and
instruction showing position of each
component. Carr. 7/6.
P.P. COMPONENTS LTD., 219 Ilford Lane,

Ilford, Essex. Mail Order Only.

FOR SALE (Continued)
ASTRO TELESCOPE MAKING. -

Standard Ramsden Push -in Eye-
pieces, tin., fin., tin., focus, 35/-, with
R.A.S. thread, 42/6 ea. S.A.E. list,
Object Glasses, Newtonian Mirrors,
Diagonal Mounts, Focusing Mounts,
Tripods, Mountings and Terrestrial
Telescopes. -W. Burnet, Grand Sluice,
Boston, Lines.

BRAND NEW

HYPODERMIC
SYRINGES 5/1

WITH 2 SPARE NEEDLES
excellent for precision oiling, etc.

SIMA Serum Glass 2 c.c.
Wonderful value. Each 5/1.

Per doz. 54/,
SIMA Needles, Stainless Steel.

Sizes 12, 17 or 18. Per doz. 4/-.
All Orders Post Free.

G. ROGER -SMITH
(Dept. 7), Syringe Supplies,

38 OLD FARM RD., LIVERPOOL, 23

TOOLS
HAVE you used them yet? "DAFILES'

have circular blades which fit the
standard Junior Hacksaw. Use them for
cutting curves and angles. Ask your
retailer for a set of three "ADAPTA-
FILES" it costs 2s. Catalogues of
numerous items from Dafiles Ltd., 37
Sheen Road, Richmond, Surrey. (3d.
stamp please.)

HANDYMEN!!
'PRESTO' DRILL

INDEX SETS GIVE
INSTANT SELECTION

-THE RIGHT DRILL
EVERY TIME!

13 finest quality British
High Speed Steel Twist
Drills, 1/16" - 4" x
1/64", in metal case.
For drilling all metals
in electric or hand
drills. Folds flat to
pocket size, lasts for
ever. Embossed sizes
give instant selection
and replacement. No
more lost drills! A
must for every work bench.
ARTHUR DRYSDALE & CO. LTD

58 Commerce Road, London, N.22.
BOWES PARK 7221.

Cash
with
Order

OE 26
Pal". lExTRA

CLIENUINE DISPOSAL. -Black and
`-.5 Decker D 500 Drill plus 10 attach-
ments; everything new; full maker's
guarantee; bargain, £7 lot. Details from
Box 9.

SELECTA 2 Speed Drill
plus 10 attachments

Everything new. Full maker's guarantee.

E12 10s. the lot. Carriage 3s 6d.

DRYSDALE
58 Commerce Road, London, N.22.

TOOLS (Continued)
SELECTA BCU 28 Benchmaster Work-

shop. Brand New. List price
£19 17s. 6d. Our price £14. or £1917s. 6d.
with brand new Black & Decker D500
electric drill thrown in. Drysdale, 58
Commerce Rd., London, N.22.

BLACK & DECKER
D.500 in.

ELECTRIC DRILL
Plus 10 attachments, everything new.

Full maker's guarantee.
BARGAIN 17 Se. 6d. LOT.

DRO''SDALE
58 Commerce Road, London, N.22

Telephone BOW 7221

WOODWORKING
WOODWORKING MACHINES. -All

cast-iron constructed. Complete
Saw Benches, 7in., £41151-; 8in., £51101-;
10in., complete motorised, £30. Planers,
Sin., £12; Bowl Turning Heads, £4; with
8in. Saw Tables, £7/10/-. Lathes, £7110/-;
Combination Lathes, £10/10/-. Motors,
Pulleys, Belts, etc., 12 months' written and
money refunded guarantee. 4d. stamp for
illustrated booklet. -James Inns (Eng-
ineers), Marshall St., Nottingham.
QAWBENCHES, bin. to 30in. from £7.
,-/ Motorised, £16. Petrol Portable, £29.
Bandsaws, £14. Lathes, £10. Saw
spindle and planer assemblies. Chain
Saws. Logging and Firewood Machines.
Motors, Engines. Deferred terms. Send
1/9d. for Handbook -Catalogue. List free.
-Beverley Products, South Thoresby, 18,
Alford, Lmca.

ELECTRICAL
SELF starting synchronous mtrs., 200/

250 v, 50 cycles complete with
detachable geared mechanisms. 10/- each.
James S. Graham, 73 Acre Road, Kingston -
on -Thames, Surrey.
'TRANSISTOR TESTERS -18/-, 30/-.

S.a.e. details, R. & E. Lamb, (PM),
17 Queens Road, Leytonstone, London,
E.11.
MODEL ELECTRIC MOTORS

amazingly powerful; " Minurt o,'I
9/9, v.3-6, "Maximo," 13/9, v.6-9; post
paid. Size 14in. x 14in., weight 1 I -oz.,
drives boat propellers 1-1}in., aeroplane
5-8in.-Model Electric Motors (Dept.
P.M.11), " Highland," Alkrington Green,
Middleton, Manchester.

BRAND NEW
BROOK ELECTRIC MOTORS

Single Phase, h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. E7.10.0
h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. 19.12.6

H.P. TERMS h.p. 3,000 r.p.m. 0.12.6
AVAILABLE. I h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. LI I. 0.0

I h.p. 3,000 r.p.m. El I. 0.0
Fully guaranteed by makers, approval against
cash. Carriage paid mainland. State voltage.

P. BLOOD & CO.
ARCH STREET, RUGELEY, STAFFS.

ALL TYPES OF ELECTRICAL
GOODS at extremely competitive

prices, e.g., 5 amp. Twin Cable, 35/- 100
yards; Lampholders, 7/- doz.; 5ft.
Battens, 49/-; quality and immediate
despatch guaranteed. Request list.-
Jaylow Supplies, 93 Fairholt Road,
London, N.16. (Telephone: Stamford
Hill 4384.)

PATENTS
PATENTING SERVICES. - Advice.

Qualified agent. -C. L. Browne, 114
Greenhayes Ave., Banstead, Surrey.

1 ! TOOL BARGAINS ! ! !
Engineers -Carpenters -etc. Examples.
FLORA SOCKET SET, incl. 7 Whit. Sockets, 3/ I6in. to 9/16in. (to fit B.S.F.
1/4in. to 7/8in.), 10 A /F Sockets, 1/16in. to 15/16in. (to fit many Unified bolt
and nut sizes also S.A.E. and U.S.S. sizes), Reversible Ratchet, 4in. and 9in.
Extension Bars. 12in. Sliding T Handle. 1 Speed Brace. Hardened 'steel, Chrome
-plated and guaranteed. Very attractive blue and gold mottled steel case, £5/17/6
complete. Feeler Gauges, 10 blades, 0.0015-0.025in., 3/11. Screw Thread Gauges,
28 blades W/BSF, 2/9. C. & P. extra. Send 3d. stamp for list of 500 lines.

SHALLESS ENG. CO. LTD., WHYTELEAFE STATION, SURREY
8-7 p.m. including Sats. UPLANDS 6987 Weds. 8-I p.m.
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CLASSIFIED (continued)

HOBBIES
NEWTONIAN T slescope Making.-

6in. Mirror Blank and Tool (cut
plate glass, as cut), 35/ -per pair; Grinding
Polishing Kit (powder, pitch, rouge), 27/6 ;
Rectangular Aluminised Opticals Flats,
15/- each; all post free. S.A.E. for lists
including Ramsden Eyepieces.-L. J.
Maya & Co., 20 Clover Rd., Timperley
Altrincham, Cheshire.
CATALOGUE NO. 14 Governmen

Surplus and Model Radio Control,
over 500 illustrated items. 2/- (refunded
on purchase). P/P 6d.-Arthur Sallis
Radio Control Ltd., 93(B), North Road.
Brighton.

JEWELLERY
TF,WELLERY, simply made. Brooches,

Earclips, Pendants. Free catalogue.
Also Marcasites.-Webbs Handicrafts. 46
Burnway l4ornchurr1- cex.

WATCHMAKERS
WATCH REPAIR SERVICE, un-

rivalled for reliability and speed,
coupled with reasonable charges. Part
jobs welcomed. Material supplied.-
Hereford Watch Co., 13 St. Owen Street
Hereford.

I EARN to be a Watch and Clock
.0-4 Repairer in your spare time and
earn extra money at home, We can
supply everything you need at unbeatable
prices, including instructional books.
Swiss watchmakers' tools, watches, watch
and clock movements, lathes, cleaning
machines, all spare parts for watches and
clocks, etc. We also have a fine selection
of musical box movements and kits. Send
9d. P.O. for bumper bargain catalogue.-
The Watchmakers Supply Compam
(Dept. P.M.), Carterton, Oxford.
WATCH AND CLOCK REPAIRS.-

Through or part jobs.-Price list
from W. W. Allondale, 81 Teviot Avenut
Aveley, Purfleet, Essex.

WATCH PARTS
For all makes of watches, tools, instruc-
tional books, etc. Special Kits for be-
ginners. Send 6d. for "Super Bargain
Catalogue." T. G. LOADER (Dept. B),
Watchmakers Mail Order Service.
Milestone Road, Carterton, Oxford

PHOTOGRAPHY
2x 2IN. Projector and Enlarger

Castings Bellows, etc. S.A.E. for
Jdetails.-V. J. Cottle, 84a, Chaplin Road

Easton, Bristol, 5.
BELLOWS, Camera, Enlarger, Braces:

Industrial Collapsible Machin(
Guards.-Beers, 4 St. Cuthbert's Road
Derby. (Tel. 41263.)
PROJECTORS. Home Assembly Kits

from £5 17s. 6d. Fan Base Kit
£3 7s. 6d. Opticals: Screens. S.a.e.
Marshall Smith Ltd., 64 Norwich Avenue,
Bournemouth.

HOME BOAT BUILDING
Li TO FOLLOW KITS to build a
AU Boat at home-for Cabin Cruisers,
Runabouts, Canoes, Prams, Dinghies and
Enterprise Sailing Dinghies. Brochure
from: Wyvern Boats (Wessex) Ltd., Mil -
borne Port, Sherborne.

SITUATIONS VACANT
AM.I.Mech.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City

and Guilds, G.C.E., etc., bring
high pay and security. " No pass- no
fee " terms. Over 95% successes. For
details of exams and courses in all branches
of Engineering, Building, Electronics,
etc., Write for 148 -page handbook-free.
-B.I.E.T. (Dept. 9G78), London, W.S.
BRITISH Subject with knowledge of

engineering terms and wide interest
in Engineering required for work in
connection with patent applications,
including editing translations of engineer-
ing patent specifications. O.N.C. or
H.N.C. in Engineering an advantage.
Education at least to G.C.E. standard in
English and Mathematics. Apply in own
handwriting with details of age, education,
subsequent career and salary sought to
Box 204 Reynells, 44 Chancery Lane,
W.C.2.

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

EDUCATIONAL
HOW" AND WHY " of Radio and

Electronics made easy by a new,
non -maths. practical way. Postal instruc-
tions based on hosts of experiments and
equipment building carried out at home.
New courses bring enjoyment as well as
knowledge of this fascinating subject. Free
brochure from: Dept. 12.P.M., Radio-
structor, 40 Russell Street, Reading, Berks.

* LEARN *
RADIO & T/V

SERVICING
for your OWN

BUSINESS/HOBBY
 by a new exciting no -maths -system,

using practical equipment, recently intro-
duced to this country.

FREE Brochure from:-

RADIOSTRUCTOR
DEPT. G80, 40 RUSSELL STREET,

READING, BERKS. 6/60

MISCELLANEOUS
AQUALUNG and Compressor Equip-

ment, Ballraces and Miscellaneous
items. Lists 3d.-Pryce, 157 Malden
Road, Cheam.
" FORTUNES in FORMULAS," 900-

page American book of formulae.
American technical hobby and other
books covering every interest. Stamp for
lists.-Herga Ltd. (Dept. P2), Hastings.

PROTECT YOUR CAR AT NIGHT
,LITON '

PHOTOELECTRIC
PARKING LIGHT

SWITCH
will switch your lights on at dusk-
off at dawn, automatically, while you
are at work, in bed, or away from
home. Controlled by light. Trans's-
toffsed. Avoid accidents, fires. Save
your battery.

KIT OF PARTS, 52/6
BUILT AND TESTED, 57/6

Pat Pending. Send 6d. gamy for pampa/et.
"St. John's Radio," 156 St. John's
Hill,- S.W.11. BATtersea 9838

nO YOUR OWN SIGNWRITING.
2-- Send 6d. in stamps for sample transfer
letters.-BCM/Rondo, London, W.C.1.
LAWN MOWING without effort-

Make an electric rotary lawn -mower.
Easy to read plans, 4/6 post free. Mac-
kenzie (Tools), 22 Victoria Street,
Edinburgh, 1.

BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS

Instructions to
Radio Constructors

by R. H. Warring

A simple and progressive guide
to the construction of
transistorised radio receivers

Instructions to
Young Model -Makers

by Guy Williams

Will extend the scope of even
the most skilful model -maker.
Includes paper models, houses,
vehicles, ships, aeroplanes,
model railway landscapes and
accessories, theatres, panoramas,
animals, etc.

Both books', copiously illustrated

Its. 6d. net

MUSEUM PRESS LTD
26 Old Brampton Road, London, S.W.7
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"GEDORE" SOCKET SETS

(DEPT.

Beautifully fitted metal box. Best
quality by famous maker. Contains
speed brace, ratchet, universal joint,
small and long extension and 19
1" Square Drive Sockets (10 Whit-
worth -4" to 1" and 9 American
Sockets /7-6-" A/F to I" A/F).
Usually £10.12.0.

OUR PRICE X.5.19.6
Satisfaction or Inclusive of Post and Packing.
money refunded. U.K. only

ASHTON SAW & TOOL CO.
L) 80, OLD STREET, ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE

ENE AL CERT.
OF EDUCATION
TM E KEY TO SUCCESS E SECURITY
Essential to success in any walk of life ! What-
ever your age, you can now prepare at home for
the Important new General Gen. of Educatibn
Exam., on NO PASS-NO FEE" terms.
You choose your own subjects-Educational,
Commercial or Technical. Recently announced
big extension of subjects gives everyone the
chance to get this valuable Certificate.

SEND FOR FREE 136 PAGE BOOK
Full details of how you can obtain the General
Cent. are given in our 136 -page Guide-Free
and without obligation. Personal advice on
request.
Write today, School of Careers, Dept. 16o
29-31, Wright's Lane, London, W.S.

(7/' School of Careers

ROGERS 31/38soN tri2 6Sio

Thread Gauges, 28 arms 4/9
Whitworth Screws, 144 Ass'td 5/9
H.S. Drills. 12 Assorted to 48 .. 4/8
Fibre Washers. 144 Assorted .. 8/8
Meter Rectifiers. A.C. to D.C. 8/9
Self Tap Screws. 100 Assorted .. 8/ -
Copper Rivets. 12 dos. Assorted 1/4
Saw Bench Tops, with ball race spindle,

pulle5, ,tc., Min. x 101n. 61/6
Rectifiers. 6/12 v. at 6 amps. .. 18/.
Air Jacks. Sin. stroke .. 17/6
Winker Units. 6 or 12 volt .. 8/8
Maim Transformers. 18 v. 6 amp. .. 35/ -
Garnet Cloth. 41n. wide Per yd.
Motorised Water Pumps .. . 76/-
Circular Saws, iiin. 11/6; 7in. 1318,etc.
Instrument Cases. 12in it Bin. s bin. New 7/8
Plugs & Sockets. 7 point
Telephones. New. Modern .. 181 -

Bevel Gears. 3in & 2in. Pair 4/6
Races, Belts, Valves, Pulleys, Pumps. Braes,
Steel, :Aluminium, etc.
May we send our free list of hundreds of inter-

esting items? Stamp, please.

NEW POCKET MANUAL

" PRACTICAL
STEAM

TRAPPING
New unique guide to correct selection and
installation of steam traps for mains
drainage, heating systems, process steam
units of all kinds; including best conden-
sate -lifting installations. Concise directions:
clear illustrations. Copies free on request to:

SPIRAX-SARCO LTD.
(TECHNICAL DEPT.) Cheltenham. Glos.

Automatic (Time) Switches
New and reconditioned 16 day clockwork

and electric switohee

tram 35/ -
Send S.A.E. for illustrated details tot--

DONOHOE (TIMERS)
i& 2 UPPER NORFOLK ST., NORTH

SHIELDS, NORTHUMBERLAND

" ARCMOBILE "
ARC WELDING SETS

ARCMOBILE
E17 10 0

Includine dolivery
A complete self-contained Arc Welder
using standard flux -coated electrodes of
14g. and 16g. 210/250 V. A.C. Mains
consumption 13 Amps. Welds sheet metal
down to 225. and steel and iron section
up to 3/16in. thick in a single run.
Heavier sections can be welded by multiple
runs (building up). Infinitely variable
welding current by hand -wheel. Maximum
welding current 65 Amps. Minimum 15
Amps. Weight 85 lbs.
Dimensions: 1 lin. high, 12in. wide, 13in.

long.

HARMSWORTH,TOWNLEY & CO.
JORDAN STREET, KNOTT MILL

MANCHESTER, IS

You can take it with you ...

EVERY CYCLIST'S
POCKET BOOK
by F. J. Camm
There never was a book like the
EVERY CYCLIST'S POCKET BOOK
in the whole history of cycling. 400
pages. Hundreds of facts and over
100 illustrations and it measures
only 5 in. by 3 in.-it really fits the
pocket-gives you practical main-
tenance and repair hints when you
want them. Notes on touring,
records, road routes of Britain, etc.

7s. 6d. FROM ALL
BOOKSELLERS

... or, in case of difficulty, 8s. 3d. by
post from GEORGE NEWNES LTD.,
Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

BUILD YOUR OWN
CANOE

Printed illustrated instructions 1/6
TYNE FOLDING BOATS LTD.

206 Amyand Park Road, St. Margaret's, Twickenham, Middx.
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it LETTERS to the EDITOR
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the views of his Correspondents

New (?) Sources of
Electricity
SSIR In the March issue under the title

New Sources of Electricity," you
mention the thermo-couple. As the principle
of this seems to be fairly old perhaps some
readers might be interested in the following
extracts from a paper on the subject by Lt.
B. A. Fiske, U.S. Navy, published about
189o:

Galvani while preparing frogs' legs to
demonstrate the action of passing a current
of electricity through them found that the
legs kicked without the generator in action at
all. He eventually found that if he touched the
nerve with one piece of metal and the corre-
sponding muscle with another piece, while at
the same time touching the other ends of the
metals together, the legs kicked. He believed

Zinc zn
(Unshaded)

/////////////////J.

.v7

/
Copper

(Shaded

I

Cu

I

(Left) Volta's pile.
(Above) Thermo -

Voltaic pile.

(Above) Seebeck's apparatus.

F F

(Above) Clamond's thermopile.

this was due to electricity in the frog's legs.
Volta, however, believed the current was due

to the contact of the metals and proved his
theory by inventing " Volta's Pile " (see
illustration). This consisted of discs of zinc
and copper in contact, each pair separated
from the next by a disc of damp flannel or
blotter, there being a disc of zinc at one end
and a disc of copper at the other end of the

completed pile. Later the Thermo Voltaic
Pile (see sketch) was invented; this consisted
of bars of copper and zinc arranged as shown,
the junctions on one side being heated.

Seebeck's Apparatus (see sketch) consisted
of a bent piece of copper (K) resting on a piece
of bismuth (L) and heated at one junction.
The passage of a current was shown by the
deflection of the magnetic needle (S -N).

Clamond's Thermo -Pile (see sketch) con-
sisted of blocks of alloy (A) to which were
fastened iron sheets
(F), bent as shown.
These extended
considerably so as
to radiate the heat,
thus keeping the
outer junction cool;
the inner junctions
formed a central
flue. One of these
piles was claimed to
produce sufficient
electricity to main-
tain a light of
considerable power.
-F. Cosgrove (Co.
Dublin).

The Luton Minor
SIR,-The photograph below depicts the

fuselage of a Luton Minor, built to the
instructions which have appeared in PRACTICAL
MECHANICS, being removed from the attic
workshop of one of our amateur constructors!
This particular constructor only began work
three months ago.-A. W. J. G. ORD-HUME,
Phoenix Aircraft Ltd., Cranleigh, Surrey.

The fuselage of a Luton Minor being removed rom an attic.

NOVEL CONDENSING PLANT
SIR,-If the sun were to be viewed through

a solid glass tube, its image would
appear elongated, in fact, along the whole
length of the tube. If a strip of glass having a

--..111111,%1/211111111\11111t,'

''-------2\

1)(-/

\ /
\ / ,

\ / e\ / ,--
\)/- Showing cross-section of

the glass strip.

cross section similar to that of the illustration
were to be used to focus the sun's rays, they

would be concentrated on a continuous line
along its length. A large condensing plant
using this principle could be of immense use
in hot, dry regions. Using lengths
would be a cheaper proposition than the
conventional circular -type magnifying glass.
The illustration shows such a unit. Power
for the pumps, fans and cleaning tackle is
provided by a wind rotor. Sea water is
pumped into the long troughs and the vapour
obtained is blown along their lengths to the
condensers at the far end, and from there to
the reservoir. The salt deposits could be
periodically removed by a form of moving
plate, having the same profile as the trough,
hauled by winches situated in the fan units.-
K. E. LANGNER (Ramsgate).

Mr. Langner's impression
of a new type condensing

plant.
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TRADE NOTES
A REVIEW OF NEW TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, ETC.

WOLF " JUBILEE " POWER TOOLS KIT
TO celebrate their 6oth anniversary year

Wolf Electric Tools Ltd. are mar-
keting a special power tool kit-the " Jubilee ".

The complete
Wolf "Jubilee"
power tool kit.

The new kit includes the " Jubilee " fin.
electric drill, jig saw attachment for fine
cutting in metal, wood, plastic, etc., rotary
paint and varnish remover, six assorted sanding
discs, rubber backing disc and arbor, 3in.
grinding wheel, 3in. calico buff, 3in. scratch
wire brush, arbor assembly, paint mixer and
stick of polishing compound. The " Jubilee "
Kit retails at a special low price of £8 19s. 6d.
and is available from most tool merchants.

The makers emphasise that, in spite of
the reduced price, quality has not been
sacrificed and the kit is covered by their
usual guarantee. In addition to being of
interest to the householder, the kit should
appeal to the modelmaker, particularly as a
jig saw attachment is included.

" THE ENGINEER " BUYERS GUIDE

THE1
960 edition of "The Engineer " Buyers

Guide costs 7s. 6d., plus Is. 9d. postage,
and is obtainable from " The Engineer,"
28 Essex Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
The Buyers Guide Section of 768 pages con-
tains over 34,75o entries arranged under
approximately 2,65o classified headings with
1,60o cross references to help the user find
what he wants. The addresses and other
details of the firms whose entries appear there
are given in the address section. ' The titles
of other sections are: Forthcoming Engineer-
ing and Industrial Exhibitions; Associations,
Institutions and Societies connected with the
Engineering Industry, and Trade Names, etc.

June, 1960

SCREWDRIVER INFORMATION
FROM Messrs. Stanley, the well-known

firm of tool manufacterers comes news of
two leaflets dealing with the subject of screw-
drivers. One deals with the choice, use and
care of screwdrivers for the general user. The
other is for the industrial user and deals with
the range of Stanley Phillips screwdrivers and
bits, with notes on their correct and econom-
ical use. Enquiries should be made to the
Home Sales Dept., Stanley Works (G.B.)
Ltd., Rutland Road, Sheffield. 3.

A. T. SALLIS CATALOGUE
FOR the price of 2s., plus 6d. postage and

package, A. T. Sallis, of 93 North
Road, Brighton, Sussex, supply a well
illustrated catalogue of their range of Govern-
ment surplus electrical and radio equipment.
Possession of this catalogue will save readers
much fruitless searching for special ex -
Government items.

THESE sanders are of com-
pletely new design and

the manufacturers think that
in time they will supersede the
disc type. One of the big
advantages is that they can be
used on most materials, in-
cluding wood, metals, plastics,
etc., and inside curves or out-
side ones can be sanded with
ease. Another advantage is that
rubbing down can be done in
line with the grain. All the
abrasive is cutting at uniform
speed and the flexible head
makes it virtually impossible to
gouge or cut in. The attach-
ment will fit any electric drill.
The manufacturers are Super
Tools, 67 Victoria Road, Scar-
borough, and the sanders come
in 44in. and 6in. dia. sizes and
cost 14.s. 6d. and 195. 6d.
respectively.

THE " QUICKDRAW "
A device to help you make accurate

THE Quickdraw is an ingenious device
which provides an invaluable aid to the

production of drawings and sketches, either
for the professional or amateur. It needs no

The" Quickdraw " drawing device in use.

NEW TYPE SANDERS

The Super Sander in use.

sketches
accessories beyond pencil and paper and
enables a person with little or no experience
to draw and make plans, sketches and other
outlines rapidly and accurately to scale. It

consists of a transparent template
to produce the principal angles,
triangles and rectangles. It is
calibrated in inohes and milli-
metres and the scaling is in
*in., fin. and kin. It will also
produce circles from *in. to
in diameter or sections thereof,
and these are slightly larger than
indicated to allow for pencil
point. By placing a ruler against
any edge hatching can be neatly
and quickly undertaken by the
set of nine holes on the left. An
ems (pica) scale is on the left-
hand column. The pantograph
can be removed and fitted on any
suitable board.

The folder is 14 in. square and
covered with leather cloth. The
base is tin. thick and serves as a
drawing board. Corners and one
drawing pin hold the paper in
position. The cost of the Quick -
draw is 75s. and it is a product
of The Quickdraw Co. Ltd.,
of 127 Gunnersbury Avenue,
London, W.3.

" HUMBROL " CHROMATE PRIMER
THE Humber Oil Co. Ltd, of Marfleet,

Hull, has just announced a new
product which will have particular interest
for modellers who work in metal. To
ensure the best possible adhesion of the paint
finish it is desirable to use a primer on the
metal prior to painting, and the new " Hum-
brol " Chromate Primer is particularly in-
tended for preparing all metal surfaces,
especially those subjected to heat, such as
boilers and pipes in model locos, ships, etc.
Possibility of discolouring or deterioration is
minimised and rusting prevented. This
product is easy to apply and flows on smoothly.
It is packed in handy tins priced at as. each.

SOLDERING INFORMATION

PERDECK
Solder Products Ltd., Abbey

Mills, Waltham Abbey, Essex, have
added a new Technical Information Sheet on
the subject of special purpose soldering
fluids to their existing series. For a copy of
this new sheet and any of the others in the
series readers should write to the above
address.

CASCO CASEIN GLUES
WE regret that under the heading " Your

Queries Answered " in our March
issue we gave the incorrect address for
Leicester, Lovell & Co. Ltd. Their correct
address is St. Christopher's Works, North
Baddesley, Southampton. They are the
manufacturers of the well-known Casco
Casein glues.
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Ex -Govt. r6 x 30 PRISMATICS
These fine instruments were
made by such famous makers
as Taylor Hobson, Kershaw,
Watson Baker, etc. As sup-
plied by us to Crown Agents
and the Forestry Commission.
They carry our 5 years' Guar- I
antee. With web g
case 1,15.0

Mlle IMM MIN =I

* PRACTICAL MECHANICS *
0/

0 REBATE COUPON
I

2s. in the E Discount will be allowed on all prices shown
in this advertisement if rebate coupon accompanies order

This offer is made to Practical Mechanics readers only during June 1960
ALL GOODS ON 14 DAYS' FREE TRIAL WITH FULL REFUND GUARANTEE

mwmmmwtmsimsnimm.mi
GENUINE BAUSCH & LOMB
7 x 50 PRISMATICS (Coated)

Recognised to be one of the world's
great Binoculars. Performance is
terrific-without doubt our finest
Binocular offer. Current cost approx.
£70. Perfect condition. With D26
leather case and straps. dir

Es -Admiralty Canadian Naval 7 x 50
BINOCULARS to Bausch & £22Lomb Pattern.
Charles Frank 8 x 30 PRISMATICS
Coated lenses. A glass of superb
quality-guaranteed 112.10.05 yrs. With hide case.
The famous 12 a 60 KARL HEIZON
Deutschland Unterseeboot £36BINOCULARS

We hold Europe's Great-
est Stocks of new, used
and Ex -Govt. Binoculars.
Telescopes, Optical and
Scientific Instruments.

CONSTRUCTION KIT
The Charles Frank 4" Reflector can also he supplied
in unpainted, easy -to -assemble kit ri7 101
form for the bargain price of & 1
Carriage 7/6. Pay the carriage and try either fret:
for fourteen days.

THE CHARLES FRANK JUNIOR ASTRONOMI-
CAL REFRACTOR. Length 48". The power of 30x
is sufficient to. reveal the mountains and craters of
the moon, etc. Packed in strong pmsenta-
don box. Suitable tripod 15/- extra. 35/6
NEW 3" REFRACTING ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE.
With additional eyepiece for terrestrial viewing. A beauti-
ful instrument with full length tripod.
Carriage extra. 157
FRANK'S BOOK OF THE TELESCOPE
134 Pages. Illustrated. 5/6

Ex -Govt, STOPWATCHES
SPLIT ACTION STOPWATCH 15.15.0
(as illustrated)

WALTHAM POCKET OR DECK
WATCH. A precision instrument
made to stringent Admiralty e5/.
specification. Fully guaranteed. g

115th Second STOPWATCH 55/.
SPECIAL LEMANIA 1/50th Second

Worth £12. Offered at 15.12.6STOPWATCH.

THE CHARLES FRANK
4" NEWTONIAN

REELECTING
TELESCOPE

With choice of eye-
piece giving powers
of approxima'ely
50x to Aft 62

I20x.

M45 RIFLE SIGHT. Suit-
able for .202. pa 4 n

...  ...Weight 10oz. ac,L
10 x 40 PRISMATIC

PERISCOPES
Brand new condition. £5Complete in case.

Ex -Admiralty 21" Single Draw
COASTGUARD TELESCOPE
Length open 35". Weight 411b.
With short £0.15.0
tripod.

Ex -Army THREE DRAW
TELESCOPE. 25 x 50mm. O.G.
Length open 30", closed 11".
Weight 21b. Near new
condition,

ith 18.15.0leather cTarisepo.wds15/.
and 25/-.

30 x 30 POCKET TELESCOPE

closed 6". Fully extended 17" 48/6Weight only 12oz. Length

25x POCKET MICROSCOPE

12/6Brilliant Post and
definition. packing 1/-.
4" dia. GRID LIQUID 30/
COMPASS

BUBBLE SEXTANT
Cost over £100.
Offered at 67/6 Post 2/6.
Ex-R.A.F. COCKPIT COMPASS
A vertical reading car compass.
Fitted with "correctors,"
thereby ensuring extreme accuracy.
Estimated cost £10. Won- 55/.
derful value

CHARLES FRANK LTD,
67-75 SALTMARKET. GLASGOW.0 I

Telephone Bel/ 2106/7 Telegrams. Binocam . Glasgow.

BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE,
ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS
Rod, Bar, Sheet, Tube, Strip, Wire

3,000 Standard Stock Sizes.
NO QUANTITY TOO SMALL.

List on application.

H. ROLLET & CO. LTD.
6, CH ESHAM PLACE, LONDON, S.W. I

BE Lgrav la 4300

Also at LIVERPOOL LEEDS MANCHESTER BIRMINGHAM

HOME - DE -LUXE
TAPE -

RECORDER , ---
___

-----,r- '

RADIO Z -4-i ge 14,,
...,..., -

_--- ---7-"--,-.79/6-' ---N
OR.C. TERMS

IVA or UNERSAL MAINS. 5
valve octal superhet. 3 w/band re-
ceiver can be adapted to gram. p.u.
In attractive polished cabinet

CABINET

Only 29 9
Dimensions 91" x 181" x ill-. Beautifully made
Carr. and Ins. 4/6. Tape Recording ,.'"-

SOLO SOLDERING
TOOL ONLY 12/6

Cabinet. Size
13"x 10*" x 7". -7-.
Covered in two -

110 v., 6 v., 12 v. (special adaptor tone rexine cloth. Stylish design. Carrying
for 200/250 v. 10 /- extra). Auto- handle and detachable lid with lock and key.
made solder feed including a 20ft. Easily adapted to Record Player Cabinet.
reel of Ersin 60/40 solder and spare Exceptional value at this very low price. Post
parts. It is a tool for electronic sot-
dering or car wiring. Revolutionary
in design. Instantly ready for use

and packing 4/6.

DUKE & Co, (Dept. H.6.)
and cannot burn. In light metal case
with full instructions for use. Post

(LONDON) LTD.,
621/3, Romford Road, Manor Park, E.12.

3/6. ILF 6001/3. Send for a FREE catalogue.

SUPER
SANDER

EX -ARMY MK. III
LIQUID PRISMATIC
COMPASS. The World's
finest pocket compass.
Current cost approx.. £14
With web £318 6
case.

ASTRO
COMPASS

23/6
Post 1 /6

Photographic and Optical
Specialists for over half a
century. Aetna' makers of
telescope mirrors. etc.
Send for Catalogue.

The

SUPER SANDER
Cliff Bower, the well known technical author and power
tool expert. says

"An excellent power tool attachment
- a winner - the sander that does
everything "

SUPER
SANDER
MAJOR

Fits all electric drills, and gives a perfect finish on

FLAT OR CURVED SURFACES
of Wood, Metals, Hardboard, Formica, Plastic, etc.

* ALL ABRASIVE RUNS AT SAME SPEED
* DOES NOT LOAD THE ABRASIVE
* NO CUTTING IN OR SCORING
* PERFECT CONTROL
* SANDS INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL CURVES

Comparative performance details at 2,500 r.p.m.
ORDINARY SANDER 26,000
SUPER SANDER 61,250
SUPER SANDER MAJOR 157.500

square inches of abrasive
per minute passing over

the working surface

From all good tool dealers. In case of difficulty direct from-

SUPER TOOLS 67 VICTORIA ROAD
SCARBOROUGH
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GYROSCOPES, electrical complete with
rotary convecter to run from 12v. D.C.,
20/-, post 3/6. HUGHES MOTORS, 12v.
11 amp. reversing, speed 5000 r.p.m.,
10/-, post 1/6. RHEOSTATS, for light
dimming, small motors, etc., either 25,
60 or 300 ohms, all with off position,
1/6, post 6d. VACUUM GAUGES, grad-
uated units up to 6" mercury, then sub-
divisions, 5/-, post 1/4. COD LINES,
finest 3 -cord hemp, 30 ft. long, 1/-, post
9d., 10/- doz., post 2/-. FUSEHOLDERS,
single hole panel mtg., complete with
250 mA. fuse, 1/6, post 3d. HELIO-
GRAPH MIRRORS, 5" dia., ground to
S wavelength, 2 mirrors in metal cases,
2/6, post 1/6. GRAMOPHONE MOTORS,
200/250v. A.C., 4" long, 5/32" dia.
shaft, speed 1350 r.p.m., 12/6, post 1/6.
ASSAULT WIRE, brown plastic covered
steel wire, in 1000 yd. drums, actually
10 yd. for Id., our price 8/6, post 3/6.
THROAT MIKES, complete with adjust-
able neckband, lead and jackplug, 2/6,
post 1/-. WESTON OIL TEMP.
GAUGES, basically a very fine moving
coil milliammetre movement, 3/6, post
1/6. ROOF LAMPS, black bakelite with
domed glass, takes car lamp, ideal for
boats, caravans, ctc., 2/6, post 9d.
TRANSISTORS, latest supply, bothPNP., white spot H.F., 8/6, red spot
L.F., 5/-, post paid, Germanium diodes
9d., post paid. AIR COMPRESSOR
GAUGES, graduated up to 150 lb. so.
in., with 5 lb. subdivisions, 25" dia. hole
flush panel mtg., chrome front and fitted
pipe union, 7/6, post 1/3. BROWNS
HEADPHONES, L.R., fitted 6 ft. leads
and jackplug, 6/6, post 1/6. MIDGET
MICRO SWITCHES, universal type.
make or break, 1/6, post 3d. ANTENNA
REELS, ideal for sea fishing, 9" dia.,
14" wide, 24" deep., fitted winding
handle, lever control for free or ratchet
pawl, also brake knob, 7/6, post 3/-.
H.S. RELAYS, 145 ohm, s.p.c.o. plat.
contacts, in metal cases size 44" x 24" x
2", 5/-, post 1/6. CHARGING SETS,
lightweight 46 lb., 4 -stroke air-cooled,
output 12-18v. at 80 watts, exhaust.
silencer, starting cord and canvas cover,
YS/10/0, carriage 10/-. CABLE TEN-
SIONERS, dual graduated for both 25
and 35 cwt. cables, ideal for boats, in
stained wood cases, 2/6, post 1/9.
LUCAS, 12v. winking light actuaters.
consists of 2 electro-magnets in metal
case with snap -on cover, 7/6, post 6d.

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.
MOORPOOL CIRCLE, BIRMINGHAM 17

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS BARGAINS
MULTI -PURPOSE MOTORS. Low voltage,
with gearbox, 24 v. D.C., but good at 12 v.
or lower. Two shafts, 4 and 16 R.P.M. at
12 v., 6 and 24 R.P.M. at 24 v. Operate
seta of cams and also plunger giving powerful
lateral thrust Takes under 1 amp. Wonder-
fully versatile motor. Each 25/, poet 2/-.
BATTERY CHARGING TRANSFORMERS.
11 v. and 17 v. A.C. (for 6 and 12 v. Charging
at 11 amp.). Each 17/6, post 1/9.
RECTIFIERS to suit above. Each 7/6, poet
1/-. (These transformers and rectifiers will run
above motors.)
TELEPHONE HANDSETS (two in series with
battery make intercom.). Each 17/6, post 1/6.
TRIPODS. Min. long. Very rigid (not tele-
scopic). Easily adapt to camera, etc. Each
12/6, post 2/6.
MOTORS. 2001220 v. A.C./D.C. F.H.P.
approx. 80 watts. High Speed, tin, shaft.
(converted ex R.A.F. motor generator-power
about equal to sewing machine motor). Useful
addition to workshop. Each 30/, post 2/9.
Dynamotor!. Input 12 v. D.C. Output 240 v.
D.C. 20 watts, Ds/. each, poet 2/9.
Send 3d. stamp for list of other motors, trans.
formers, pumps, lamps, switches, etc.

MILLIGANS
2 Buford Street, Liverpool, 3

Money Back Guarantee.

THE FAMOUS
HARRIS ELECTRIC

WELDER
and Complete Kit
For Welding, Soldering, Braz-
ing and metal construction &
repairs in the home, on the car or
cycle. Instant heat 6,000° F.
Works from 6v. or 12v. car battery or
transformer from A.C. mains. Com.
plete kit of Welding Tools, Oft cable,
clip, carbons, cleansing fluid, fluxes,
filler rods, goggles, instructions, hints,
Thousands in daily use. As eupplled to
Depts. of H.M. Government, I.C.I., Stand-
ard Telephones, etc. Welds all we
Metals up to one -eighth inch.
'.0.D. IF REQUIRED

Obtainable only from: Poet & Packing 2/6.
HARRIS ENGINEERING CO.,
(Dept. P.M.38). 269 Kingsland Road, London, E.2
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. practical, comprehensive, brilliantly
illustrated, popularly priced-the perfect book

for ALL aquarists!

TROPICAL FISH
IN THE HOME

by Douglas Gohm, F.Z.S.
SOME OF THE

CHAPTER
1 AQUARIUMS

Importance of Shape-Glass Sizes-Disinfectant--
Cements - Faults - Water -- Heating - Elec-
trical Heating-Oil Heating-Coal Gas-Lighting
-Artificial Light.

2 PLANTS AND LAYOUT
Sand - Fertilizing - Planting - Plants - Floating
Plants-Rocks-Layout.

3 AQUARIUM MANAGEMENT
Green Water-Cloudy Water-Oxygen-Filters-
Metals-Tap Water-pH Value-Water Hardness
- Cleaning - Snails - Netting - Overcrowding
-Change of Water-Petty Cruelties-New Arrivals
-Bullies-Feeding Quantity-Dry Food-Live
Foods - Daphnia - Dried Daphnia - Cyclops -

THE tremendous success of
this book when it was first
issued in this country made

it clear that there was a real need
for a book which went farther
than an elementary booklet on the
one hand and, at the same time,
cost less than a highly priced
tome on the other. The book, with
its unsurpassed colour illustra-
tions of fish, its liberal line drawings
throughout the text and its really
extensive coverage of all aspects of
the average aquarist's hobby, im-
mediately found a wide market. As
publishers, when we were still
suffering from the post-war high
price tendency, we were unable in the
first edition to achieve the really
popular price for which we had hoped.

This present cheap edition has been
made possible by the success of the
first. " Tropical Fish in the Home "
is, therefore, now available to you at
exactly one half of the cost of the
original volume and yet we have been
able to completely revise and, indeed,
enlarge the scope of the work. Hun-
dreds of aquarists, beginners and
more advanced enthusiasts throughout
the country will find that this book
now fits both their purpose and pocket.

It is a volume you will consult daily in the
course of your hobby as little problems arise.
It is equally a book to be read for its interest
and in anticipation of developments in your
collection of plants and fish.
CONTENTS

CHAPTER
Mosquito Larvae-Brine Shrimps-White Worms-
Tubifex Worms-Micro-Worm-Earth Worms-
Blood Worms-Rotifers-Glass Worms-Condi-
tioning-Feeding Young Fish.

4 DISEASES
White Spot-Wasting-Mouth Fungus-Fungus-
Flukes-Shimmies-Swim Bladder-Dropsy-Pop-
Eye-Wounds-Itch-Frayed Fins-Fin Rot-Cos-
tiasis-Constipation-Antibiot ic-Enemies.

5 FISH
Classification-Breeding-Livebearing Tooth Carps
-Other Livebearers-Livebearer Hybrids-Egg-
Laying Tooth Carps and Egg Layers-Characins-
Other Characins-Carps or Minnows-Anabantids
-Cichlids-Other Cichlids-Silversides-Nandids
-Loaches-Catfish-Other Catfish.

Completely revised second edition . . .

34 fish illustrated in full natural colour
15s. net FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS

or in the case of difficulty 16s. by post from C. ARTHUR
PEARSON LTD., Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2

PEARSON
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Water Hammer
COULD you explain what causes a tap

from the domestic water supply to
vibrate violently on being turned off?-
S. E. Palmer (Kent).

YOUR trouble is a case of true water -
hammer, and is caused by the pressure

of water not being sufficient to first lift the
valve jumper and then keep it open, this
causes the jumper and washer to vibrate at
some point in its movement.

We suggest that you try experimenting with
the stop tap on the main. First reduce the
flow until only the minimum quantity
required flows at the kitchen tap, then
gradually open the stop -tap until the noise
stops; if there are two stop -taps on the main,
try variations on both of them. Also, take out
the jumper from the tap and fit a spare washer
on the top side of the spindle. A hot water
washer here will not require renewal so often.

Veining Plaster
T SHOULD like some information about
.1 a material which when added to
plaster produces a veined effect like
marble, also a substance which makes
plaster look like alabaster. Can you tell
me what these ingredients are?-W. G.
Quinn (N. Ireland).

ALMOST any of the earth colours
(obtainable from a decorators' suppliers

or drysalter) can be mixed with plaster of
pans; if several small portions of treated
plaster are stirred very gently into the main
mix just before it is poured, a marbled effect
results. The translucent alabaster effect is
obtained either by dipping the moulding in
hot paraffin wax and polishing with a soft
cloth when cold, or by painting with a solu-
tion of white shellac in equal parts of chloro-
form and ether (white french polish).

Plastic Sealing for
Documents
IWONDER if you could supply me with

information regarding the plastic
sealing of sinaLl documents? American
magazines often carry advertisements of
machines to do this type of work, but I
have not seen any details of these mach-
ines in British publications.-C. W.
Fearnside (Hastings).

THIS is quite a simple process and needs no
elaborate machine. Polythene sheeting

i s the material used and the edges are seamed
together by heat from a mildly hot domestic
iron or soldering iron.

Place your document on a firm, smooth
wooden board and cut out the polythene
sheet to appropriate size. Place one of the cut
sheets under the document and the other
piece on top of the document. Hold the top
sheet of polythene firmly to the document and
board by means of a " straight edge " of truly
planed wood. Then run your hot iron along
the edge of the two pieces of polythene
sheeting, using the straight edge as a guide.
The two sheets will then adhere firmly
one to the other. Repeat this operation to the
other three sides.

E
RULES

Our Panel of Experts will answer
your Query only if you comply

with the rules given below
A stamped addressed envelope, a sixpenny
crossed postal order, and the query coupon from
the current issue which appears on the inside of
back cover, must be enclosed with every letter
containing a query. Every query and drawing
which is sent must bear the name and address of
the reader. Send your queries to the Editor,
PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes, Lcd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

Frosted Glass Effect
T HAVE a room with a very large win -
1 dow which I wish to convert into a
bathroom. Please tell me how to " frost "
this window to prevent people seeing in
but not obstructing light.-E. H. Kerridge
(Essex).
IN order to obtain the frosted glass effect, it
I would be necessary to remove the sheet
from the window frame and lay it flat in order
that it could be either (a) treated with a
chemical such as mild hydrofloric acid which
has the power of etching glass or alternatively
(b) by using a fine carborundum powder such
as valve grinding paste and another piece of
glass as a rubber. This is used in the manner
of an ordinary sandpaper block, the surface of

l i1

The P.M.
imprint Service

12 FT. ALL WOOD CANOE. New Series,
No. I, 4s.*

COMPRESSED -AIR MODEL AERO ENGINE
New Series. No. 3, Ss. 6d.1

AIR RESERVOIR FOR COMPRESSED -AIR
AERO ENGINE. New Series, No. 3a, Is. 6d.

" SPORTS " PEDAL CAR. New Series. No. 4,
Ss. 6d.*

F. J. CAMM'S FLASH STEAM -PLANT. New
Series. No. 5, Ss. 6d.*

SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK. New
Series. No. 6, Ss. 6d.1

ELECTRIC DOOR -CHIME. No. 7, 4s.*
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE. New Series,

Refractor. Object glass Sin. diam.
Magnification x 80

No. 8 (2 sheets). 7s. 6d.*
CANVAS CANOE. New Series. No. 9, 4s.*

DIASCOPE. New Series. No. 10, 4s.*
EPISCOPE. New Series. No. II, 4s.*

PANTOGRAPH. New Series. No. 12, 2s.*
COMPRESSED -AIR PAINT SPRAYING

PLANT. New Series. No. 13. 8s.*
MASTER BATTERY CLOCK.*

Blueprints (2 sheets), 4s.
Art board dial for above clock, Is. 6d.

OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT
I Is. per set of three sheets.

P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN.*
Complete set, I Is.

P.M. BATTERY SLAVE CLOCK. 2s. 6d.*
P.M. CABIN HIGHWING MONOPLANE

Is. 6d.*

The above blueprints are obtainable, post free,
from Messrs. George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
An * denotes constructional details are available free

with the blueprints.
.1

the glass being rubbed until the desired effect
is obtained. Both of these require the glass to
be laid flat, for in the former instance it would
not be wise to allow acid to drain down and
come into contact with other materials and in
the grinding process some pressure is re-
quired in order to get the carborundum to
bite into the glass.

An alternative to these methods would be to
use a flat white paint stippled on to the inside
surface of the glass. This is quite commonly
carried out in order to make transparent glass
opaque and although renewal is necessary
from time to time, it is quite a simple matter to
strip off the paint with a paint stripper and
re -coat the surface. The stippling method has
the merit of achieving a more uniform
coverage.

Cleaning Sump Oil
PLEASE tell me how to clean used

sump oil for burning purposes?-L.
Hodgson (York).

THE chief object of the cleaning of used oil
is to remove solid or semi -solid particles

of such size as would fail to pass through the
burner nozzles. As practically all such solids
are heavier than the oil in which they may be
found, the most simple solution is the use of a
settling tank. This merely involves the
provision of a receptacle, the taller the better,
in which the oil is retained before being passed
to the burner.

With the passing of time and depending
upon the amount of impurities in the oil,
these impurities will settle to the bottom of
such a receptacle and provision should be
made for their removal from time to time.
They will of course not be thin enough to
drain off by themselves and when the time
comes, a scoop may be necessary to remove
them.

At the same time it should be borne in
mind that it is only the lower layers which, in
time, will pack fairly hard and the upper layers
of this sludge could easily be disturbed and
re -mixed by turbulence such as that which
might result at the outlet of the fresh delivery
pipe. Such an inlet pipe should therefore be
arranged if possible to discharge down the side
of the tank and the supply to the burner
should be taken from the opposite side of the
tank from the supply. Perhaps the ideal
arrangement is to have two tanks one of
which could be used at a time, the idle one
allowing settling to occur before use.

Electrical Trick
AT

an electrical exhibition recently I
saw a demonstrator hold a zoo watt

lamp in his hand and with no visible con-
nections made it light. Can you please
explain this ?-John McGeever (N. Ire-
land).

FROM your description of the equipment
it would appear that the lamp was lit by

electromagnetic or electrostatic induction.
We have not seen the demonstration but
suggest that this may have been effected on
one of the following lines.

It is possible that a high -frequency A.C.
magnetic field can be passed between two
poles. If a coil is placed in this field voltage
will be induced in the coil which could
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possibly be used to light a lamp. The higher
the frequency and the strength of the magnetic
field the greater the induced effect. Possibly
a coil could be connected to the lamp.

Alternatively a high frequency alternating
electric field may be passed between two
faces at high voltage. Two parallel metal
plates could be connected to the lamp
filament. With the plane of the plates in line
with the electric field no voltage would be
induced between the plates, but with the
plane of the plates at right angles to the
electric field, voltage would be induced
between the plates which might be sufficient
to light a lamp. We should, however, expect
that rather large apparatus would be required
to produce the effects with a 1ooW. lamp.

Shutter Speed Cheek
T BELIEVE a method of checking
1 camera shutter speeds (compur)
exists by photographing a television
picture and then counting the number of
lines of the image. Could you please
explain this method?-E. W. Hudson
(Middx.).

o 5 25THE calculation 4
will give the

shutter speed, where N is the number of
lines which can be counted. The screen should
be adjusted for good brightness and contrast,
and sharply focused, shots being taken in a
dark room. With ample development, a
moderately fast pan film will suffice for f/2.8.
Faster films can be used for smaller apertures.
Ignore lines of reduced brilliance caused by
the after -glow. An average of several shots
should be made, and the exact results will
depend to some extent upon aperture, especi-
ally at brief exposure times, because the
opening and closing of the blades is not
instantaneous.

Treating Chair Seats
THAVE some dining chairs which are

covered with leather cloth or similar
material which sticks to cushions and
clothes when sat on, owing to bodily heat.

Can you give me any method by which
it can be cured ? I wish to avoid having
them recovered unless really necessary.
-B. R. Davids (Mon).

THE trouble concerning your chair seats is
due to treatment with a coating which

is not capable of hardening off during its
drying process. It is as if the surface had been
painted with a paint or varnish containing an
insufficient amount of dryer. The only hope
of a remedy which we can offer is that you
remove the surface coating inch by inch, either
by actual scraping with a sharp blade, or by
vigorous rubbing with hot paraffin. Either of
these methods will remove the sticky, non-
drying coating. The underlying fabric work
should then be treated judiciously with any
good wax furniture polish and finally rubbed
up normally to a dull sheen.

Jumping Jacks
T WOULD like to make a pair of " jump-

ing Jacks " for my son, but am
bothered about the type of springs to use,
as ordinary coil springs cause a wobble
from side to side when standing on them,
which can be dangerous.-W. R. Wright
(Lanes).

PARALLELISM
of movement, up and

down, would be secured with a bent broad
flat spring, but the objection to it is that, al-
though there is no lateral swaying, practically
all the movement vertically comes at one
end, either front or back, according to how
the spring is put on. We would suggest that
spiral springs should be used, and to compel
the inside and the outside to move parallel

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

Doubly'articulated
hinges

Suggested design for Jumping Jacks.

there should be a pair of doubly articulated
hinges, one at the front and one at the back.
Possibly these four hinges would have to be
made specially from steel plate and
with piN of pins through them of
about A in. dia. This is the only
suggestion we can offer. It should
be borne in mind that the success of
the scheme will depend upon the
cross stiffness of the hinges, which
will depend upon the stiffness of
the plate and the accuracy with
which they are made. We should
like to mention that until one
becomes used to " Jumping jacks "
they may be rather dangerous. .40

Engine Conversion
to Outboard
JAM thinking of converting a

small two-stroke engine
(scooter or motor -cycle) into
an outboard engine for a
small dinghy. Could you please advise
me on the details of conversion?-P.
Taylor (Dundee).
TT is not an easy matter to adapt an existing
1 engine unit to act as an outboard motor as,

Clamps to
transom.

Dinghy
Brake back -

plate drilled to
suit engine.

Small car back
axle casing and

shaft.
Part of diff housing,
use could be made
of the bevel gears

mvvii illammw
here.

1 !
This part of banjo can
be cut away and cover
plates fitted,a guard
fin is fitted to the lower
cover plate.

Layout for the

Propeller fitted to
a modified car
propeller shaft

conversion.

74
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will be seen from the illustration of the layout
required. The drive from the engine has to
be extended by a shaft to a newel drive to the
propeller. This drive is usually enclosed in
an aluminium casting, bolted to the crankcase
of the engine, and the casting in its turn being
secured to the transom of the boat by a pair of
clamps. The problem for the practical
mechanic is to contrive a watertight casing to
enclose the newel -drive and propeller shaft.

Changing from Dynamo
to Batteries
IHAVE a x coV. D.C. lighting set at present

directly driven, that is, the light
comes direct from the dynamo with no
batteries.

I am now thinking of installing 45a.h.
batteries. Please give me a wiring
diagram and tell me how I could control
the rate of charge. At present the
Amperage varies with the number of
lights I have on.

The dynamo was originally a comp.
wound 3h.p. x toV. motor.-J. K. Sinclair

WE presume that it is your intention to
use the dynamo as a shunt machine,

with the series field windings disconnected
and that you may wish to charge the battery
at the same time that current is being taken

9
-45 0-

Dyna

4)604100

Fie
kAA

ldAALVA

regulator

Battery
00c

F I

Switches

Fuses

I To load
circuits

Discharge
switch

o Charge
switch

Circuit details.

from the battery. In order to charge the
battery fully we advise about 2.6 or 2.7V. per
cell so that, if the battery has 55 cells the
voltage of the dynamo should be raised to
about 145 volts or more. This could be done
by altering the pulley ratio to drive the dy-
namo at about one third higher speed than at
present. It will then be necessary to connect
a resistor in the shunt field circuit to limit the
field current to the present value in order to
avoid overheating of these windings.

This field circuit resistor should be of the
variable type so that it can be.used to regulate
the charging current by controlling the
dynamo voltage. An automatic cut-out should
be connected between the dynamo and
battery. A small two-way switch should be
used with the voltmeter so that it can be
connected to either the dynamo or the
battery, as required. Two tapping switches
having about eight contact studs each, should
be connected to the end cells of the battery as
shown in the diagram. The discharge switch
is used to regulate the voltage applied to the
load circuits as the battery becomes discharged
The charging switch is used to cut the end
cells out of circuit as they become fully
charged, which will normally occur before
the rest of the battery is fully charged.

WIRE AND WIRE GAUGES
3/6, or 4/2 by post

From GEORGE NEWNES LTD.,
Southampton Street, London, W.C.2
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JUNIOR HACKSAW

ekottazig Ace/ie./4P

ouh kcal'
esanAoc4 f,,,,aottiaht 0 t

detAia, c't
dimet c""

Telephone: 343022

PRICE 1/6 COMPLETE
SPARE BLADES 2/B PER DOZEN

the inexpensive tool for all
hacksaw work on steel, non-ferrous
metals, etc.

 Easy to use
 Easy to carry
 Gets into all those awkward spots
 Spare blades also available in

High Speed Steel

HACK SAWS LIMITED
AVEN WORKS CAPEL ST. SHEFFIELD 6

you are now going through
the Pelman Course we
would like you to send in

your progress work sheets regu-
larly and so get the momentum
which continuity gives.

HOW TO LEARN LANGUAGES
The Pelman Languages Institute
teaches French, German, Spanish
and Italian without translation. The
method is explained in four books,
one for each language. Write for
the book that interests you and it
will be sent, together with a specimen
lesson, gratis and post free.

Pelman Languages Institute,
030 Norfolk Mansions, Wigmore

Street, London, W.x.

you are not yet a Pelmanist
but have had a copy of
" The Science of

Success," will you please read it
again? If you have not had a copy
we shall be happy to send you one.

The Pelman Training is scienti-
fic, precise and individual. It will
help to make your efforts imme-
diately fruitful, at work, socially,
and in your leisure time.

THE PELMAN INSTITUTE
Scientific Development of Mind,

Memory and Personality.
" The Science of Success"
The Pelman Course is simple

and interesting and takes up very
little time. The books are printed
in a handy pocket size, enabling
you to study them in spare
moments during the day. You
can enrol on the most convenient
terms. The Course is fully
described in " The Science of
Success" which will be sent, gratis
and post free, on application to:

PELMAN INSTITUTE
030 Norfolk Mansions, Wigmore St.,

London,W.x.
WELbeek 14.11.

Established over 6o years.
All correspondence is confidential

PELMAN (OVERSEAS)INSTITUTES
Delhi, Melbourne, Durban, Paris,

Amsterdam.

WIFIGHSOIOS
EST.
1921

INSPECTION LAMP. Fits on forehead,
leaving hands free, battery case clips on
belt. 7/6, post 1/6.
VACUUM PUMP AND COMPRESSOR
Many Uses in Workshop or Laboratory.
This is an Edwards type 4, with lin.
shaft, coupling, oil -filter and union for
tubing. £6.10.0., post 3/6.
SWITCHES. 1 hole fixing, 3 amp. 250
volts, 1/6 each, 12/- doz.
TERMINAL BLOCKS 4/- doz., or box
of 50 for 15/-. 3 -way, 6/- doz., 50 for
22/6, post 1/6.

METERS GUARANTEED
F.S.D. Size Type

50 Microamps 2
.0

Price
n. MC/FR 70/-
n. MC/FR 60/-

100 3- in. MC/FR 70/-
250 3 -in. MC/FR 551-
500 2 in. MC/FR 37/6

1 Milliamp 2 in. MC/FR 35/-
5-0-5 2ain. MC FR - 20/-
30 2 in. MC/FR 12/6

100 2 in. MC/FR 12/6200 2 in. MC/FR 12/6
5 Amperes 2in. MC/FS 27/6

15 2 n. MC/FR 10/6
25 D.C. nin. MI/FR 7/6

30- - 2 n. MC/FR 15/6
50-0-50 2 n. MC/FS 12/6

10 Volts 2in. MCR/FS 25/-
50 ; in. MC/FS 45/-

300 A.C. 21in. MI/FR 25/ -
(post 1/6 on all meters)

METER RECTIFIERS, 250 pA., I

M.A., 5 M.A., F.W. bridge, 8/6, post 6d.
CROSSPOINTER METER with 2 separate
100 microamp movements, 22/6, post 2/ -.

BULKHEAD FIT-
TING. 9in. diam.; flat
tripod type, suitable
for lamps up to 100
watt, complete with
pushbar switch lamp -
holder. Ideal for farm
buildings, garages,greenhouses, etc.
Brand new, 17/6, post
2/6

ROTARY CONVERTERS. Input 12 D.C.
Output 230 A.C., 50 cy. 135 w. In fitted
case with variable resistance. 0/300 volt-
meter. The ideal lob for TV and tape
recorders where A.C. mains are not avail-
able, £10, carr. 15/-. Special connectors
one fitted with 6ft. heavy duty flex and
clips for D.C. side, 10/- set, post 1/-.
ROTARY CONVERTER input 12 v. or
24 v. D.C. output 230 v. A.C., 135 watts,
£8.10.0., carriage 7/6.
BATTERIES. Portable Lead Acid type 6
volts 125 amp. hours. In metal case 16in.
x 18in. x llin. (Two will make an ideal
power supply for our 12 -volt Rotary Con-
verters.) Uncharged 56.10.0, carr. 15/-. 24
volt 85 ampere, £14.0.0, carriage 30/-.

MAGNETIC
COUNTERS.
Counting to 9999,
6 v. D.C. 15/- each,
post 1/6. HIGH SPEED
TYPE No. 100C. 35/-. Post 1/6. HIGH
SPEED COUNTER with zero reset 45/-.
Post 1/6. VEEDER-ROOT MAGNETIC
COUNTER. General purpose type with
zero reset. 800 counts per minute up to
999,999, 48 volt D.C., 55/-, post 2/6.
MECHANICAL COUNTERS. Adds ten
per complete rev, of spindle. 4 figs. 10/6,
5 figs. 10/6, 6 figs. 12/6. All post 1/ -.

VACUUM PUMP. Brand
New. 7 cu. ft. per min. 10
lbs. per sq. in. at 1,200
r.p.m. Rotary Vane type
35/-, post 3/,
SOLENOIDS. 12 volts D.C.
with a 31in. lever, very
powerful, 5 / - each, post 1/ 6.
ELECTRIC BLOWERS 220/
250 v. A.C./D.C. 360 watts
complete with flex £5, post
3/6.
AIR BLOWER powered by
a 230 volt A.C. motor, 15"
fan. Volume of free air at

max. r.p.m. is 1,250 cu. ft. per min. At
maximum efficiency 900 cu. ft. per min.
Brand New £25, carriage 20/-.
MAINS MOTORS. Capacitor 230 volts
A.C. 1/ 4Uth h. p. 1,400 r.p.m., 55/-, post 3/6.
GEARED MOTORS for the model maker,
small but powerful 12/24 volts D.C. 4/8
r.p.m., 35/-, post 2/6.
GEARED MOTORS. 220-240 volts A.C.
175 r.p.m. Torque 15lbs. ins. Klaxon,
£10, carriage 15/-.

Build up with
Pelmanism NOW

AFEW minutes a day for a
week and your mind will be
tidy and your purpose sure.

In three weeks habits will be
formed which will make your will
strong, concentration easy and
recollection of useful facts and
material automatic and certain.

IF you are amongst the many
who have completed the
Pelman Course we urge

you to read once more the lessons
and personal notes sent to you.
Lessons 2 and 3 should be read
immediately so that you will
recall the lift to your courage
which came with the fixing of an
aim and the enlargement of your
power to do things effectively.

IF

GEARED CAPACITOR MOTORS.
220-240 v., 50 cy., 30 w., 300 r.p.m, also
spindle for 1425 r.p.m. A very powerful
and useful motor for only 75/-, post 3/6.
VARIAC TRANSFORMER. Input 230
volts. Output infinitely variable 0-230 volts
and 0-270 volts. 9 amp. Bench or panel
mounting, £15, carriage 2/6.
NIFE BATTERIES. Nickel cadmium, 6
volts 75 amps., crated and connected.
Brand new, 57.10.0, carriage 15/-.
MULTI -RANGE TESTMETER
20,000 ohms per volt.
Taylor Model 127 A
High Sensitivity Pocket
Size! Performance
equal to a high priced
instrument. 20 Ranges
D.C. Current 50 micro
amps, 1mA, 10mA,
100mA, 1 Amp. Volts

D.C. 0.3, 2.5, 10. 25,
100, 250. 1000V. Volts
A.C. 10, 25. 100, 250,
I 0 0 . 3 Resistance
Ranges from 0-20 megohms. 40 micro
amps Meter 3fin. arc. Dimensions 5f" x
3i' x 11". Weight 14 oz. Price 510.0.0.
Post 2/6.
TELEPHONE SET "TELE-F". This is the
best-known portable telephone ever made,
it has a built-in generator for ringing the
other instrument and requires only twin
wire between the sets. The set of two
instruments and batteries in carrying case
£7.10.0, post 7/6. Twin flat PVC wire
available at 3d. per yard.

Telephone Set Type "A". Ringing and
speaking both ways on a4 -core cable.
Carries the voice loudly and clearly
over any distance. Two hand -sets are
supplied as illustrated and the set is
complete with Pushes, Buzzers, Battery,
Plugs and Sockets. 4 -core PVC cable
8d. yd. 75/- set, post 3/6. Set Type
"D". Speaking only 38/9, post
3/6. Use twin wire 3d. yd.

L WILKINSON (CROYDON) LTD.
19 LANsoovnts ROAD. CROYDON. SURREY

IF

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
Ex-R.A.F. 2 -valve (2 volt) Microphone
Amplifiers, as used in 'plane intercom., in
self-contained metal case; can be used to
make up a deaf aid outfit, intercommuni-
cation system, or with crystal set, com-
plete with valves and Fitting Instructions,
20/-, post 3/-. Useful wooden box with
partitions to hold amplifier, 2/- extra.
Amplifier, containing resistances, conden-
sers, transformers, switches, etc., but less
valves, 10/-, post 3/-. Hand Micro-
phones, with switch in handle and lead,
5/6. Tannoy, 7/-. Similar instruments,
moving coil, 8/6. All post, 1/6. Mask
type with switch, 3/6, post 6d. Throat
Mikes, 5/-. post 7d. Mike Buttons (car-
bon), 2/-. Moving coil, 3/6, post 4d.
Soldering Irons. -Heavy Duty Iron, 150
watts, 18/6, post 1/6.
Meters. -20 amp. 2in., m/c. 8/6; 25 v.
2in. m/c. 8/-; 3.5 amp., 2in. T.C., 6/-;
4 amp., 21in., T.C. in case with switch,
9/6; 100 mA 2in., rn/c, 7/6, all post ex-
tra. Meter (L. & R.) containing 2,500
microamp movements, 9/ -, post 1/6.
Bell Transformers. - These guaranteed
transformers work from any A.C. mains
giving 3, 5 or 8 volts output at 1 amp.,
operate bulb, buzzer or bell. Will supply
light in bedroom or larder, etc., 9/-, post
1/-. Similar Transformer but output of 4,
8 or 12 volts, 13/6, post 1/6. BUZZERS
for use with either the above or batteries,
4/3, post 5d. Big Ben Chimes, Dustproof
ivory case, pleasing two note chime. Can
be used with battery or with our 12 v.
transformer, 19/4. New Ding Doug
Chimes. Also housed in a pleasing ivory
case. Operates on two 41 v. flat batteries,
fitted within the case, or by transformer,
21/7, both post 1/6.
G.P.O. Telephone Hand Comb. Sets, 12/6,
post 1/6. Telephone Hand Generator, 8/6,
post 2/-. Telephone Bell, 3/6, post 9d.
S.B.C. Neon Indicator Lamps, for use on
mains to show "live" side of switches, etc.
2/6, post 4d. Mains Tester Screwdrivers,
Determine positive or live terminals in
any mains electric circuit, 6/-, post 6d.
Diodes, 2/6. .0005 Variable Condensers,
2/6, post 9d. Headphones, brand new
S. G. Brown, G.E.C., etc., super -sensitive,
23/- a pair. Headphones in Good Order,
6/-. Better Quality, 7/6 and 10/-. Bal-
anced Armature Type (very sensitive), 13/6.
All post 1/6. New Single Earpieces, 3/6.
Bal. armature type, 4/6 (two of these will
make an intercom. set). Ex-R.A.F. ear-
piece, 2/6, post 6d. Money refunded if
not completely satisfied.
HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
58, NEW WANSTEAD, LONDON, E.11.
New Illustrated List sent on request with
3d. stamp and S.A.E. Letters only.
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ASTRO-TERRESTRIAL
TELESCOPES

" Get you the best from both worlds"
GENUINE SCOUT. 25 50. All brass, three draw. Ex. Gov. The finest quality.
general purpose lightweight telescope yet released. 10in. closed, 30in. extended. 2in
O.G. Weight 40 oz. Terrestrial only. Brand New with leather case. E9 ea. Tripods to
fit. New, 12/6. Carr. 3/-.
ASTRO-TERRESTRIAL CONVERSION KITS to fit above telescopes. (Scout
MK. II) 3 power. 25 and 40X terr., 60X astro., 50/-. 6 power, 25, 40, 50 and 80X tern,
60 and 120X astro, 85/, 9 power, 25, 40, 50, 75, 80, 120X terr., 60, 120, 180X astro,
135/-. High power eyepieces to fit Scout MK. II telescopes as above. 50X, 35/-, 75X.
50/- (Terr. only).
USED SCOUT TELESCOPES available from E6/10/-.
TELESCOPE MIRRORS, 6in. Part bolised, Aluminised and Anodised, E9/5/.. 4in.
E3/3/.. For prisms, flats, eyepieces, geared heads, synchronous and geared motors etc.
see our lists.
VARIABLE POWER EYEPIECE. A to R.A.S. thread. For use with 6in. draw tube.
E4/5/- ea.
THE" DOZALL " Multipurpose lens Unit. Telephoto, projection, microscope, ultra
close ups, viewers, magnifiers, in fact dozens of uses. 4 first grade achro lenses in
interchangeable mounts provide a unit that no owner of an instrument fitted with a
lens can afford to be without. Complete with full instructions 55/. ea.
16mm. G.G.S. RECORDING CAMERAS. F1/9 bloomed lens with iris. 2 or
16 F.P.S. Variable shutter 50, 100, 300sec. 50ft. mag. load with footage indicator.
Complete with magazine. Brand new and boxed, E5/10/- ea. Used E4/10/.. Magazines
7/6 ea. Also available with reflex focusing. 24v. motor.
CAMERA SHUTTERS. Vario. 25, 75, 200 and B. Iris 14/5 to 22. Sockets for cable
release and flash. Brand New less lens 9/6 ea.
TERR. PRISMATIC TELESCOPE. 34in. O.G. Triple turret eyepieces. 25, 40.
100X. Geared astro. terr. mount with tripod. £75.
LANDING LAMP MOTORS. 24v. D.C. Used 17/6. New 22/6.
POLARISED RELAYS. 230v. A.G. Nc current hold down. Single contact. 8/6 ea.
THERMAL RELAYS. 20 to 230v. A.C. or D.C. S.P. D.T. Adjustable 12/6 ea.
6v. thermal delay switch 2/6.
PROJECTOR lens kits. Unmounted. Triple condensers and achrom..tic lens.
For 35mm. (2 x 2). 38/-, post 2/-. Plans 2/-. With recommended lamp. 100w., price 5/-,
these lenses will give perfect results equal to many 500w. models. We guarantee
15 foot candles on a 3ft. screen. Check this against any other type. Also available in
mounts only requiring lamphouse and slide carrier to complete at E4/7/6. Carr. 2/6.
See our 2/- plans for details of 6 types projectors and enlargers from 35 to 2(in. sq.
For all types of EX -GOVERNMENT OPTICAL AND SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT see our
lists. Free for S.A.E.
BOOKLETS. " HOW TO USE EX -GOVERNMENT LENSES AND PRISMS," Nos. I and
2, 2/6 ea.

H. W. ENGLISH
469 RAYLEIGH RD., HUTTON, BRENTWOOD, ESSEX

WATSON'S
SPECIAL OFFERS

CHORE
HORSE

12-15 v. 300 w.

£19. 10.0
carr 15/ -

An exception-
ally compact
and tine

Charging Set, slightly used and with three
months' "Same -as -Makers" Guarantee.
GEAR PUMPS. Beautifully made units
approximately 5in. x Sin. 32/6 each.
Post 3/ -.
SURVEYORS' LEVELS. Mahogany with
brass fittings, 4ft. long. Built-in spirit
level, plumb bob, two 3ft. folding arms.
Designed for gun surveying, useful for
many purposes. 15/6. Carr. 2/6.
TRANSFORMERS. Input 230 or 110 v.
A.C. Two separate outputs, 6 v. 36 w.
Suitable for powering electric bells,
models, etc. 17/6. Post 2/6.
COIL SPRING BELTS. 1/8in. x 12in.
long, extends to 15in. Any number can be
joined together. 20 for 4/6. Post 9d.
PORTABLE TELEPHONES. Type F. Very
fine self contained units with a range of
up to five miles. Ideal for all types of
internal and external communication.
Each in separate carrying case and com-
plete with batteries and 100 ft. cable.
Price 69/6 each. Carr, 4/6 each. Extra
wire 2/- per 100 ft.ELECTRIC

TIMING CLOCKS. Precision
made instruments with setting for Hours
and Days up to 26 Weeks. Originally
made for detonating mines, etc. Will
operate from 3 v. dry battery. Really
special value. Price 30/- each. Post 3/-.

15 /6
carr. 3/6

POWER UNIT'for ELECTRIC RAZOR.
From 12 to 24 volt batteries. Converter
suitable for 110/230 A.C./D.C. Electric
Razors. (Not suitable for Razors operat-
ing on A.C. only.)
EASTERN MOTORS

Aldeburgh, Suffolk
Phone 51.

I ruly a sensation! The very
latest Continental Tent to make

absolute joy! (And what a fan- "°fri 'EMA"MPA/MYINT
THE VERY LATEST 3iNI*this year's camping holiday an CURTAIN fgAMTEIIV/NGROGOI

of private rooms plus a porch,
TWO-TONE< /2' 6' >tastic price!) Enjoy the luxu-y

covered to protect you from sun 'CHALET TENT
or showers. Not Only in colour- COMPLETE WITH OVERLAPPING
ful Orange and Green (it will

COMPLETE WITH OVERLAPPING

but a wonderful Heavy Quality COVERED
FOR
STAIT 201be the envy of the camping site)

FLYSHEET

against all weathers. Note the
CASH PRICE f/7-/?Duck tent, completely proofed PORCH ARCA

roominess: Overall size 12' 6" x
' White"

area. High walls (6' 6" sloping #111.1\ klIF'--------. 7:-.....1...`_
Carr.10/-

6' approx. Extending porch

to 5' at ends) give spaciousness .'w Prfirli--
lb. Also in magnificent white . 0 14,0 41 A f ,,,,, t\& .-- 1116.1/P/V1 1? 11*' ''''''
of a chalet! Weight approx. 65

duck. Sent for 20/- deposit. . --4, ..
balance by 24 fortnightly payments of 16/3 plus carr. Cash price 217 17s. care. 10/-.
Wonderful two tone Orange and Green 42/- extra. ABSOLUTELY COMPLETE
with flysheet, inner curtain, and sectional poles which form easily assembled frame-
work, with self-adjusting guy -lines. AMAZING VALUE: Rubber -backed Groundsheet,
with eyelets 79/6 -this essential sent on approval. Tent folds into valise size 4' 9" x
2' 4" diam. for easy carrying. Refund guaranteed. Free Tent Catalogue on request.
HEADQUARTER and GENERAL SUPPLIES LTD.
(DEPT. PMC/56), 196-200, COLDHARBOUR LANE, LOUGHBOROUGH
JUNCTION, LONDON S.E.S. Open all Saturday I p.m. Wednesday

COLD

TEMPERATE

WARM

HOT

MULTI -HEAT BLOWER UNIT
HERE'S SOMETHING REALLY EXCITING FOR THE PRACTICAL MECHANIC
A compact Mains Blower Unit all ready for fitting into your own casing or ducting
Enabling you to construct : Clothes Drying Cabinets, Forced Draught Convector
Heaters, Fan Cooling for Warm Weather, Greenhouse Heaters and Ventilators ;

all at a fraction of the cost of manufactured equivalents.
The unit comprises a top quality shaded pole motor of superb precision operating
at a speed of 2,600 r.p.m., with a consumption of 18 watts. The rotor is die cast
with a precision ground spindle in ' Oilite ' bearings which are self aligning.
The Heater Unit consists of dual spirals which enables loadings of 1 or 2 kW. to be
used. The 3 -bladed fan is of the very latest aero-dynamic design and displaces 280
cubic feet per minute. A small resistance is incorporated in the motor circuit which
allows the fan to run at half speed. This feature together with the dual elements
allows of six different temperatures. Send us a 4d. stamp for details or we will send
on 7 days' approval against remittance.

PRICE : E4/15/3. Carriage & Packing : 3/3.

THE TECHNICAL SERVICES CO., BANSTEAD, SURREY
For other items, Heater Cables, etc., send 6d. for Catalogue.

THE GREAT ST FAMILY TENT BA 'CAIN EVER!

tV/NG
R0011 OR
ADOINONAL
SLEEPER

SEPARATE
SLEEP/NG

COMPARTMENT

TRANSFORMERS, 230/50 v. with Rectifier -Output 30 v. 2 a., 32/6.
OUR WELL-KNOWN TRANSFORMERS. Input 200/240 v. Output tapped 3 to
30 volts 2 amps., or tapped 5.11.17 volts 5 amps. 24/6 each. P.P
F.W. METAL RECTIFIERS. 12 v. I a., 7/6. 3 a., 13/6. 1 a., 17/6. 6 a., 27/6.
RELAYS. We have large stocks of assorted types from 3/-.
KEY SWITCHES from 3/-. TOGGLE SWITCHES. DPDT, 3/6. MICRO
SWITCHES, M and B. 5/6.
NICKEL NIFE BATTERIES. 1.2 v, 2.5 a., 6/-, P.P.x 2) x Lin. 2 for 11/6. 3 for
16/, 4 for 21/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMER AND RECTIFIER, Output 12 v., I a., 19/6. P.P
W/W RHEOSTATS. 12 v. 5 a., 10/6. 12 v. 1 a., 2/6. P.P.
SET OF 7 14/S CHROME VANADIUM FULL SIZE TWIST DRILLS, in wallet,
1/16 to ;in., 6/-. Smaller size, 4/-. TUBULAR HACK SAWS, 11/6.
Sin. SIDE CUTTERS, 5/.. Sin. PLATED ROUND NOSE TAPERED PLIERS, 5/,
Tin. PLATED FLAT NOSE TAPERED PLIERS, 8/6.
Bin, STEEL BLOCK PLANES. I!,in. Cutter Blade, 10/6.
SET OF 6 PLATED WHIT. OPEN END SPANNERS. 3/16 to /in , 12/6.
POCKET NEON TESTER with retractable screwdriver, 5/,
SPECIAL OFFER 6 or 12 v. re lays with 4 make contacts, 6/-. 2 for 11/6. 3 for I6/-.
4 for 21:-. SMALL 12'24 volt D.C. Geared Motor very powerful 3" x II", 16/6 P.P
S in. VERNIER CALIPERS with depth gauge, 9/-
PAXOLIN PANELS, I2in. x 6in. x lin. 3/6 PAXOLIN TUBING, I x
x 72 in., 17/6.

ALL POST PAID. Post order only to

THE RADIO & ELECTRICAL MART
29, STATION APPROACH, SUDBURY TOWN, WEMBLEY. MIDDX.

NEW CABLES
& FITTINGS
TOUGH RUBBER CABLES

Per yd. 25 yds. 50 yds. 100 yds.
1/044 Twin 61d. 12/6 22/6 43/4
1/044 3 -core 9d. 17/3 31/3 60/6
3/029 Twin 8d. 15/9 28/6 55/9
3/029 T. &E. 91d. 18/3 34/3 66/9
7/029 Twin 1/- 24/3 47/6 93/10
7/029 T.&E. 1/- 31/6 59/9 118/2
7/044 Twin 1/11 46/- 87/6 171/ -
Twin Lead, 50 yds., 1/044, 48/6; 7/029,
89/9. VIR, 50 yds., 3/029, 12/ -; 7/029,
19 Earth Wire, 100ft., 7/029, 11/-;
7/029, 7/9. Twin PVC Transp. Flex, 50
yds.., 10/ -. Twin Twisted, 25 yds., 11/3;
50 yds., 21/ TRS PVC, Lead Cables of
all sizes. Holders, C.O., 8/-. Batten, doz.
12/-. Roses, 2 -plate, 8/-; 3 -plate, doz.,
9/-. Juiic. Boxes. Sml., 11/-; Lae., doz.,
13/-. Switches, 1 -way, 18/-: 2 -way, doz.,
24/-. White Switches, 1 -way, 24/-; 2 -
way, doz., 30/-. Flush Switches, 1 -way,
18/-; 2 -way, doz., 24/- Ceiling Cord,
do., 1 -way, 5/-; 2 -way, '6/amp 2 -
pin Sw. plugs and tops, ea. 3/-. 5 amp.
3 -pin Sw. plugs and Tops, ea., 5/6. 15
amp. 3 -pin Sw. plugs and Tops, ea. 9/ -.
13 amp. 3 -pin, ditto, A.C. only, ea. 7/6.
Wood blocks, 3 x 4, 5/6; 31 x 1, 7/6;
3 x 3 x 1, 7/6; 51 x 3- x 1, doz., 9/-.
White, 3 x 1, 6/-; 31 x 1, 7/-; 4 x 1,
9/-. Cable Clips, Sml., 2/9; Med., grs.,
3/3. 10 amp. D.P. Insulated Sw. fuse,
6/ -. 21 amp. Ironclad 2 -way 15A Spiv.,
13/6. 30 amp. Ironclad D.P. Switchfuse,
19/6. 60 amp. Metal D.P. Sw. fuse, 49/-.
Sw. gear, Fusebds., Spltrs., all types.
Lamp Bulbs, 15, 25, 40, 60 watt, 12/-;
75 watt, 15/-; 100 watt, 17 /- ; 150 watt,
24/ - ; 200 watt, doz., 30/-. Carbon Bulbs,
230 v. 16 C.P., doz., 20/ -. Immersion
Heaters, 3 Kw.,50/-. Single Car Cable,
10 yds., 3/-; 100 yds., 25/-. Conduit and
Fittings, fin. and /in. Industrial Reflec-
tors, Tubular Heaters, Fluorescent Fit-
tings, Time Switches, and all electrical
equipment. Full lists on request. Single
items supplied. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Terms: Cash with order; carriage paid if
over £5: orders of £20 or over less 5 per
cent. discount. Open daily, inc. Sat., 9 to
1, 2 to 6: Thurs. 9 to 1. Callers welcome.

LONDON
WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE
166 (P.M.), QUEENS ROAD,

PECKHAM, S.E.15
Tel.: NEW Cross 7143 or 0890
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DRAWER
UNIT

ALL STEEL
Stove

Enamelled
DARK

GREEN

OVERALL
SIZE

42' HIGH
35" WIDE
I If" DEEP Contains 54 of these drawers, each

5" wide 3" high I If" long, 54 dividers
and 54 drawer cards with each unit.
Extra dividers 6d. each.

£18
DELIVERIES FREE TO ENGLAND

SCOTLAND AND WALES
SEND FOR SAMPLE DRAWER

N. C. BROWN LTD.
GREEN LANE WING, HEYWOOD, LANCS.

Telephone : 69018 (6 lines)

in7

NO/DO-IT-YOURSELF
1.100" PRINTING OUTFIT

I:11715
COMPLETE

Everything you need to print your own snaps.
Combined safe light and exposing light. Three i
plate dishes (orange, white and grey). Printing frame
with masks. Two graduated measures. Two forceps.
Thermometer with case. Con -Sol developer. Acid
Fixing powder and full instructions.

E

JOH NSONS
OF HENDON LTD

FOR CONFIDENCE
IN PHOTOGRAPHY

A NEW
MD[1.M

FOR
YOUR
HOME

Sliding tip
for absolute
accuracy

You'll find a hundred uses for
the Rabone Nuflex ... a quality
flexible 6ft. rule in compact
case that fits snugly in your hand.
The Nuflex has a sliding tip for
absolute accuracy ... black figures
on white enamel for easier
reading ... stays rigid when you
want it so ... flexes easily if
required.
At 5/- it's top measure value!

RABorsi

NUFLEX
SPRING STEEL RULE

ASK FOR NUFLEX AT YOUR

IRONMONGERS OR TOOL SHOP

Published about the 3oth of each month by GEORGE Ni 'NES LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton
Street, London, W.C.z, and Printed in England by 'he Garden City Press Limited, Letchworth,
Hertfordshire. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealar -Gordon & Gotch (A/sia), Ltd. Sole Agents for
South Africa and Rhodesia-Central News Agency Lt' Subscription Rate (including postage): For one

year, Inland zos., Overseas 6d., Canada 18s. 6d.

" Practical Mechanics " Advice Bureau. COUPON
This coupon is available until June 3oth, 196o, and must be
attached to all letters containing queries, together with 6d. Postal
Order. A stamped addressed envelope must also be enclosed.

Practical Mechanics. June, 196o



One of the following Courses taken q get!), at
home in your spare time can be the m ons of
securing substantial well -paid promotion in your
present calling, or entry into a more congenial
career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, RADIO, AERO, ETC.
Aero. Draughtsmanship
Jig & Tool Design
Press Tool .Sc Die Design
Sheet Metalwork
Automobile Repairs
Garage Management
Works M'gmnt. & Admin.
Practical Foremanship
Ratefixing & Estimating
Time & Motion Study
Engineering Inspection
Metallurgy
Refrigeration

Elec. Draughtsmanship
Machine 90

Automobile
Structural
R/F Concrete t,
Structural Engineering
Mathematics (all stages
Radio Technology
Telecommunications
Wiring & Installation
Television
Radio Servicing
Gen. Elec. Engineering

Welding (all branches) Generators & Motors
Maintenance Engineering Generation & Supply
Steam Engine Technology Aircraft Mainten. Licences
I.C. Engine Technology Aerodynamics
Diesel Engine Technology Electrical Design

Ordnance Survey Dr'ship.

BUILDING AND STRUCTURAL
L.I.O.B. A.I.A.S.
A.M.I.P.H.E. A.A.L.P.A.
Building Construction
Costs & Accounts
Surveying & Levelling
Clerk of Works
Quantity Surveying

A.R.S.H. M.R.S.H.
A.F.S. A.R.LCS.
Builders' Quantities
Carpentry & Joinery
Building Inspector
Building Draughtsmanahip
Heating and Ventilating

GENERAL, LOCAL GOVERNMENT, ETC.
Gen. Cert. of Education
Book-keeping (all stages)
College of l'receptors
Woodwork Teacher
Metalwork Teacher
Housing Manager (A.I.Hsg.)

Common. Prelim. Exam.
A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S.
A.C.W.A. (Costing)
School Attendance Officer
Health Inspector
Civil Service Exams.

BECOME A DRAUQHTSMAN-LEARN AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid positions as
Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in Aero, Jig and Tool,
Press Tool, Electrical, Mechanical and other Branches of

Engineering. Practical experience is
unnecessary for those who are willing
to learn-our Guaranteed " Home
Study " courses will get you in.
Those already engaged in the General
Drawing Otlice should study some
specialised Branch such as Jig and
Tool or Press Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their scope and
earning capacity.

OVER SEVENTY YEARS OF
* CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(In association with CHAMBERS COLLEGE-Founded 1885)

(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I
SOUTH AFRICA : E.C.S.A., P.O. BOX NO. 8417, JOHANNESBURG

AUSTRALIA F.O. BOX NO. 4570. MELBOURNE

Free Guide 'SUCCESS IN ENGINEERING
132- PAGE BOOK FREE!
SE#47F YOUR COPY

This remarkable FREE GUIDE explains :

*

Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-
manship and in all other branches of Engineering
and Building.
How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
tl-Lrough special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
n(731:SES.

NOY /RTERFSTINC COURSES

TO SHECT FROM!
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.M.I.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Struct.E.,
A.M.I.Mun.E.,
A.M.I.E.D., A.1 .R.Ae.S.,
London B.Sc., Degrees.

Fully guaranteed postal courses for
all the above and many other
examinations and careers. Fully
described in the New Free Guide.

THE ACID TESIOF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS OR NO ,FEE

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we offer. Founded in x885,
our success record is unapproachable.

ALL TEXTBOOKS ARE SUPPLIED FREE
PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED
NO AGENTS OR TRAVELLERS EMPLOYED

r

FOUNDED 1885 - FOREMOST TODAY

Free Coupon
To t NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

AND Of
MI5 COUPON

(Dept. 29), te1I-xso, Holborn, London, E.C.x. V NOW AND 8E
;ILL SFr' Fog

SI/CCESS
'44kwatmagsge'r

Please Forward
NAME
ADDRESS

your Free Guide to

My general interest is in : (1) ENGINEERING
(2) AERO (3) RADIO (4) BUILDING
(5) MUNICIPAL WORK

(Place a cross against
the branches in which
you are interested.)

The subject of examination in which I am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already have a special preference.
(zd. stamp on,- required if unsealed envelope used.)
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